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1. Introduction

1.1 Smartphones and Disaster Management

Disaster management is a complex and interesting domain. The needs of disaster
situations are very different from those found in normal life and the domain presents
unique constraints which are both interesting and challenging to work with. In this
thesis we use the constraints of the disaster management area to guide an exploration
of the possibilities for new digital technologies to help out when disaster strikes. In
particular we examine the possibility of using modern smartphones in order to assist
those attempting to deal with a disaster to better do the tasks that the situation thrusts
upon them.

Smartphones are a relatively new class of devices which have been created by
the confluence of wireless networking technologies and continued miniaturization
of computers. They are small hand held telephones with colorful screens, multiple
sensor technologies, and multiple networks capable of exchanging data.

In the following two sections we will examine disaster management and smart-
phones in turn in order to understand how this new class of devices could be used to
assist people when disaster strikes.

1.2 Disaster Management1

The 2005 Hurricane Katrina disaster in the United States was chosen as a case
study for this thesis in order to learn the needs of disaster management applications.
This is for several reasons. First, it is a particularly useful event for us to study because
it is well known that the response to the emergency was inadequate; second, it is recent
enough to take advantage of existing technologies and third; it is well documented. On
September 15th, 2005, the United States House of Representatives created the “Select
Bipartisan Committee to Investigate the Preparation for and Response to Hurricane
Katrina,” which was charged with making a full and complete investigation into the
issues surrounding the disaster. This committee generated a 569 page document
detailing the issues that arose in the response, “Katrina: A Failure of Initiative[122],”
which we used to study the disaster in order to understand how smart phones could
be of assistance in such an event.

1.2.1 Technological Impact: Lack of Connectivity

The first thing to note about the disaster is that the hurricane knocked out many
of the communications systems that state and local authorities and first responders
rely upon to communicate with each other. These systems included not only the plain
old telephone systems (POTS) but also the cell towers. Up to 2,000 cell towers were

1Portions of this chapter are adapted from the author’s masters thesis
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knocked out by the storm. While some cell towers lasted for some time on battery
backups, in New Orleans, where there was considerable flooding because of the levee
breach, the towers eventually lost all power. Because the battery backup systems and
generator systems ran out of power, the cell network died and could not be restored
until the flooding was dealt with and crews could get fuel to the backup generators.
Even the New Orleans Police Department’s communication system failed and was
inoperable for three days. This failure meant that they had to communicate on only
two radio channels, forcing them to wait to communicate vital information. This
contributed significantly to the poor level of initial response.

Although many might think that the loss of cell towers implies that cell phones
would be of little use in these areas, the emergence of phones with wireless inter-
net connections and the development of the ad hoc networking systems, as well as
the ability to quickly deploy battery-based mesh networking equipment, will allow
smartphones to have considerable utility in future disasters. It has been suggested
that peer to peer networks comprised of cell phones could be used to allow (possibly
limited) communication in such an event[14, 77, 78]. Recently, the Serval Project2 has
demonstrated the ability to use only smartphones as a mesh network and to provide
voice-over-IP calling on this mesh network using only the built in radios of these
devices. Interestingly, the project allows people to call each other using their existing
telephone numbers using Serval’s Distributed Naming Architecture. It has also been
suggested that manufacturers create “cell towers in a barrel”, access points that could
be battery-powered for considerably longer than a cell tower and could be easily
dropped into extreme environments to build a network[110]. Manufacturers have also
developed truck-based cell towers that can easily be deployed in place of land-based
cell towers that have lost power in the event of emergencies[106, 117]. Thus our expec-
tation is that the communication issues can be addressed by these new technologies,
and in particular through the use of a combination of wireless networks found on
modern smartphones.

Although these forms of networks are not fully developed there is already an
IETF Work Group working on standardizing the technology in order to bring it to
market[16]. Newer protocols, such as B.A.T.M.A.N.[1, 54], are already showing success
in the field3 for providing mesh networking required for telephony services.

1.3 Smartphones: The Wireless Future Of Computing 4

Mobile devices are rapidly growing in importance in today’s computing landscape
in large part due to the massive deployment of smartphones. Apple sold 35.1 million
iPhones in the first quarter of 2012, an 88 percent increase from the same period in
20115.

The massive success of Android6 as a mobile platform has also propelled smart-

2http://servalproject.org
3http://villagetelco.org
4This section is adapted from our paper “Ibis for mobility: solving challenges of mobile computing

using grid techniques”, HotMobile 2009
5http://www.nytimes.com/2012/04/25/technology/apple-profits-up-as-iphone-sales-grow-88.html
6http://android.com
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phones to the forefront of computing, with more than 700,000 activations every day7,
not to mention the rise of tablets as a platform, starting with the iPad but certainly
also with the plethora of Android powered tablet devices.

This is a historic moment because it means that the era of the domination of the
personal computer is at an end, and many pundits are calling this the “Post PC Era”
with the rise of smartphones and tablets as primary computing devices. Because of
this, it makes a great deal of sense to focus our work on these devices. In particular,
the Smartphone presents a unique platform for doing truly distributed computing,
with applications that do not simply rely on the existence of centralized infrastructure
but rather interact directly with each other in more complex and powerful ways.

Clearly the growth of the smartphone market is huge and the market is expected
to continue to grow, therefore, such devices are already being hailed as the “next wave
in computing[130].” smartphones are predicted to become nearly ubiquitous and are
thus a major step towards the vision of ubiquitous computing[126] so often dreamed
of. The combination of pervasive wireless networks and computational devices able
to take advantage of them has created an era of mobile computing, the likes of which
have never been seen before.

1.3.1 The Promise Of Distributed Applications

While mobile computing is growing quickly there are still a large number of
challenges that these devices face which remain open problems to be solved. Of
chief importance for the work presented in this thesis is the complexity of writing
truly distributed applications for these devices8. While many powerful players, from
Google, to Amazon, to Microsoft, and others argue that the future is in “The Cloud”,
with data and applications provided via a web browser to mobile devices from a
proprietary cluster of computers, such a platform cannot easily leverage the advanced
sensors being bundled into these new devices, such as a GPS, microphone, camera
or accelerometer. This is because there are no standard APIs for accessing these
sensors which web developers can take advantage of. Nor are such applications
really distributed applications. Rather they are more similar to terminal servers and
mainframes from a bygone era. We want to create novel distributed applications which
take advantage of the distribution of the nodes in powerful ways. The rise of peer
to peer applications like BitTorrent9 demonstrate the value of moving beyond the
browser to truly distributed applications. The cloud solutions, advanced by Google
and others, have numerous drawbacks, not least of which is that they lock users into
using a proprietary application stack hosted far from their device. This naturally leads
to problems of connectivity and node failure rendering applications unavailable, as
well as force users to give up control of their precious data, a trend Richard Stallman
has decried as a trap10

Unfortunately, in order to realize the promise of this new computing platform, it
is necessary to contend with several challenges imposed by the nature of the network

7http://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/ces/9013487/CES-2012-Android-activations-outpacing-
baby-births.html

8Distributed application state is not, in general, directly observable, which brings to mind Heisenberg’s
Uncertainty Principle, a strong statement of the complexity of building truly distributed applications.

9http://www.bittorrent.com/
10http://www.guardian.co.uk/technology/2008/sep/29/cloud.computing.richard.stallman
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which connects the various devices. In 1994, Peter Deutsch outlined 7 fallacies of
distributed computing to which James Gosling added an 8th in 1997[107]. These
“8 fallacies of distributed computing” succinctly describe the challenges software
authors face when writing networked applications. In order to enable useful disaster
management applications on smartphones, it is necessary to understand these fallacies,
in order to overcome the challenges inherent to the problem space:

1. The network is reliable. - In fact networks fail all the time, particularly wireless
networks which are subject to interference and distance limits.

2. Latency is zero. - Latency is always non-zero and affects everything from real-time
gaming to interacting with websites.

3. Bandwidth is infinite. - Limited bandwidth means data takes time to transfer,
further increasing perceived latency.

4. The network is secure. - The network is inherently insecure with hacks against
network devices taking more and more headlines.

5. Topology doesn’t change. - Particularly with mobile devices, nodes are constantly
moving from one network to another.

6. There is one administrator. - Each mobile device is in fact administered by the
owner of the device.

7. Transport cost is zero. - Transport cost is always non-zero in time due to latency
and bandwidth issues, but is also non-zero in that somebody is paying for service,
be it 3G or wired.

8. The network is homogeneous. - There is a huge variety of operating systems,
hardware chips, networking devices, networking technologies, etc...

Six of the eight fallacies all clearly deal directly with the fact that distributed
systems are networked, while the other two, “There is one administrator” and “The
network is homogeneous” address the nature of the devices and their management.
As previously discussed, in large scale disasters, the network is a significant problem,
and thus many of the constraints that we place on our work are centered around
dealing with the loss of networking, while still enabling distributed computing when
the network is available. We outline how these networking challenges affect the
requirements we place on our solution in the next section.

1.4 Research Goals and Questions

Despite all of the networking problems presented above, the smartphone still
represents a promising platform for disaster management applications. It has been
shown that users are more than willing to participate in data collection[5] and that
the dynamic data collection gathered by people carrying cell phones which is aggre-
gated, can provide a shared value for the common good[59]. It has also been shown
that cellphones were the first communication technology to recover in the wake of
Hurricane Katrina[34]. We thus further focus our work on data collection applications.
We also note that for this domain it is highly important that any data collected can be
traced back to the person who collected it for security reasons. This is because of the
security issues inherent to the problem domain. In a disaster resources are precious
and must be allocated carefully. Incorrect information, or doubts about the veracity
of information can lead to very poor resource allocation, which in turn can cause
needless suffering and loss of life. In the case of Katrina a report of a levy breach from

1
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a FEMA worker was not authenticated to that work. Command and control doubted
the veracity of the information, and no action was taken for more than 12 hours while
waiting for verification from a trusted source. Thus response was delayed due to lack
of authentication of information leading to additional suffering and loss of life.

The need for a particular application is not always known before the disaster
strikes. Traditional software development methodologies take considerable time that
may not be available when disaster strikes, and require specialized skill sets that may
also be unavailable. We therefore require our software to be flexible enough to enable
users to collect new kinds of data, perform new tasks with sensor data, and support
new decision making processes directly on the phone.

Based on our analysis of the disaster management domain we place the following
requirements on our solutions:

• Our solutions need to operate in a completely decentralized fashion. (No single
points of failure.)

• Our solutions need to identify the original source of all information. (Authenti-
cation of data origin.)

• Our solutions need to view the modification history of all information. (Authen-
tication of revision history.)

• Our solutions need to create or modify the schema for collected data at runtime.
(Flexible to changing constraints.)

• Our solutions need to gracefully handle network faults and partitions. (Robust
in the face of unsure networking.)

• Our solutions need to be flexible in the face of unexpected tasks.

In the light of these requirements we can now specify the first goal of our research.

1.4.1 Research Goal 1

Enable distributed data collection oriented applications on smartphones of
use for disaster management.

This leads us to our first research questions.

Research Question 1: What fundamental mechanisms are required in order to
enable secure, distributed data collection applications, and what are the implications of
those mechanisms on the use of the network?

This question is of fundamental importance for meeting our first goal, since we
need to understand the fundamental mechanisms and their impact on the network
in order to be able to enable data collection oriented applications while respecting
the challenging constraints imposed by the disaster management domain. Chapter
2 addresses this question directly. With this question answered we next examine
building a framework for application development on top of these fundamental
mechanisms. This leads us to our second research question:

Research Question 2: How can we build a framework for distributed data
collection applications for disaster management that is easy for developers and users to use,
and enables on phone development?

Chapters 3 and 4 address this question.

Of particular interest for the smartphone platform is that it is capable of collect-
ing a large amount of data autonomously, using the built-in sensors. This data is

7
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particularly valuable because it can be localized using the various location sensing
modalities available on the smartphone, and thus can be used to increase situational
awareness. Thus, an additional focus of our work is on supporting the gathering and
use of this particularly valuable kind of data. This leads naturally to the second goal
of our research.

1.4.2 Research Goal 2

Enable development of applications that gather and use sensor data, minimiz-
ing manual input.

We thus have an additional research question which focuses on meeting this goal.

Research Question 3: What is required to support the gathering and use of
sensor data collection applications on the smartphone platform in order to support disaster
management applications?

Finally, we note that in disaster situations it is often necessary for a group of
geographically distributed people to make a decision. We thus present our third
research goal aimed at assisting users in this situation.

1.4.3 Research Goal 3

Ease development of applications that support distributed decision-making.

Research Question 4: What mechanisms are required to support group decision-
making, in spite of the networking challenges present in a disaster situation?

Of course the framework we envision is not strictly limited to utility in a disaster.
However, by placing strong constraints on the framework from the start we can design
it in such a way that it will have utility both before and during a disaster.

In persuit of answering these four questions we have adopted a number of method-
ologies. For our first question we have examined the mechanisms for tracking causality
found in the literature, and have performed a simulation study in order to understand
how those that meet our requirements affect the use of the network. This is important
because in a disaster the network is a precious limited resource. We also examine the
security and space complexity of these systems due to the limited storage resources
on mobile devices, and our desire to have authenticated information.

For the remaining questions we have evaluated our work using exploratory case
studies to examine the use of the frameworks we have built from the perspective of a
software developer, and of a user, as well as a usability survey in order to analyze our
data collection framework from the end user’s perspective.

1.5 Selection of OS: Android
Unfortunately, the mobile operating system market is very fragmented, with a

large variety of choices. While we would like to have our system work on all devices
we have to select a single operating system for our initial proof of concept work. In
this regard we have selected Android[41], developed by Google in conjunction with
the Open Handset Alliance [84], as the OS for our work in this area because it is an
open source framework which is rapidly gaining market traction. However, the choice

1
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of Android does not limit the applicability of our ideas on other operating systems.
The fundamental tools and methods we have chosen in our implementations are still
sound on these other operating systems.

1.6 Contributions

This thesis makes several important contributions to the state of the art. In
Chapter 2 we provide a survey of some of the causality tracking systems found in the
literature and examine them from the perspective of security and space complexity.
Additionally we propose a novel technique, which we call RAVEN Histories, which
addresses the shortcomings found in the surveyed systems. Finally, we examine the
rate of conflict of these systems, as well as the impact they have on the networking
layer using a simulation study. We demonstrate that the solution we propose reduces
both the number of falsely identified conflicts, as well as the number of network
transfers required for synchronization. This chapter provides answers to our first
research question.

Next, we analyze the usage of storage resources by several different embedded
database systems in Chapter 3. We further describe the architecture for providing
a versioned database interface based on Android content providers which uses an
SQLite database stored inside of a Git repository. A unique contribution of this work
is the construction of a URI scheme which gives access to various versions of the
database, as well as an Object Relational Mapping layer, which reduces the burden of
building a Content Provider for database access on Android.

Then, in Chapter 4, we outline our work based on the work of the previous chapter,
which brings dynamic schemas to our system using the Avro schema language. These
additions allow for the runtime creation of data stores based on an Avro schema, as
well as the runtime construction of a user interface for viewing, editing, and listing of
records within that database. It also reduces the burden of building Android Content
provider to writing the Avro schema for the data layer. This chapter also represents
the first work we know of which offers the conversion from a NoSQL document format
into an SQL database format. This chapter, taken together with the previous chapter,
answers our second research question. The work of these two chapters taken together
we call RAVEN.

In Chapter 5 we address our next research goal by describing our sensor frame-
work, SWAN (Sensing With Android Nodes). This framework provides a pluggable
framework for collecting sensor data. Additionally, it provides users and application
designers with a novel domain-specific language for expressing complex contextual
conditions. We believe this language to be uniquely expressive within the literature.

Next, we describe our work to provide a framework for supporting distributed
decision-making applications In Chapter 6. This work significantly eases the burden of
building distributed decision making applications, while operating in the challenging
networking environments found in a disaster situation. This chapter addresses our
third research goal and associated question.

Taken together, the collection of these three software frameworks, RAVEN, Swan
and DecisionLib, we call Interdroid. Thus, in Section 7.4, we evaluate Interdroid,
using a number of exploratory case studies, as well as an end user satisfaction survey

9
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for RAVEN. This study demonstrates that our work significantly reduces the burden
of developing novel distributed data collection applications with sensing and decision
making using mobile devices. Thus, we believe that when disaster strikes our system
can be used to rapidly deploy data gathering applications.

Finally, in Chapter 8 we conclude and provide an overview of future directions for
Interdroid.

1.7 Related Work In Computer Science

In order to understand how to answer the questions we have raised above we have
examined the literature for similar systems that enable collaborative data collection
applications. In this section we give a brief overview of some of the related systems
and compare and contrast them with our work. Of importance for our work is the
existence of the CAP theorem[38], also known as Brewer’s theorem, which states that
it is impossible to simultaneously provide all three of the following:

• Consistency (all nodes see the same data)
• Availability (every request succeeds or fails immediately)
• Partition tolerance (the system continues to operate in the face of communication

problems)

According to the theorem, a distributed system can satisfy any two of these guarantees
at the same time, but not all three.

Since Partition tolerance is required in the disaster management area we focus
our work on, due to the loss of connectivity discussed above, we are forced to choose
either consistency or availability as the other property our system will support. Due
to the fact that we would like the system to still be usable in the face of almost certain
network partition we have choose Availability over Consistency.

This choice has lead us to an examination of optimistic replication systems that
attempt to address the trade-off between consistency and availability by maximizing
availability. Such systems are called eventually consistent in that any conflict caused
by concurrent writes is resolved after it is discovered. We then look at replicated
object systems that address shared data for parallel programming systems. We next
examine operational transfer systems which are a very popular subset of techniques
used by optimistic replication systems. We also examine multi-version concurrency
control databases, with an emphasis on CouchDB as a typical implementation. We
then briefly discuss similar collaborative editing systems that are a bit closer to our
work. We conclude our look by examining some applications which have emerged for
mobile devices for disaster management situations as well as a web-based framework
which has received considerable attention. Finally, we examine work related to our
SWAN framework for mobile sensing.

1.7.1 Optimistic Replication

Optimistic Replication is far from a new concept, and as such there are a large
number of systems that take advantage of optimistic replication techniques.

Bayou[24, 25, 31, 94, 118, 119] is perhaps the best known optimistic replication system
and the most similar to ours in terms of problem domain. Bayou is an optimistically

1
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replicated database system for mobile computing environments. Bayou takes a multi-
master approach to the replication by designating a primary replica for each data item.
In the multi-master approach, each replica is considered to be the authoritative, or
primary, for some subset of the data. Such systems use this primary replica in order
to serialize commits to a given data item. New writes to a data item are first sent to
the primary replica for serialization and commitment and the results of that are then
propagated to all other servers. This is problematic for our system for two reasons.
First, because data items have a primary replica such a replica acts as a single point of
failure for all data items residing on that replica. Second, writes which have not yet
been propagated to the primary replica are considered tentative, and may be aborted
or altered at a later time. This is problematic if the system encounters high latency or
network partitions because applications have to be designed to handle tentative data
and users have to be aware that transactions may be aborted asynchronously. Thus
the problem of asynchronous conflicts is not avoided.

Bayou attempts to avoid notifying the user of a conflict by using an application-
specific procedure, called a “mergeproc”, that is invoked when a write conflict is
detected. Such procedures are submitted with updates, along with the set of dependent
items, to the primary server. Unfortunately, the procedure’s execution must be a
deterministic function of the database contents and its static data in all cases. It has
been shown that writing such procedures for anything more than the most trivial
cases is extremely hard[120]. Allowing a conflict to be directed to a user for resolution
may reduce the complexity, however this means that there are still asynchronous
notifications of conflict that the user has to deal with, in which case the design of a
primary replica has only introduced a single point of failure without actually resolving
the problem from the user’s perspective. Thus, we believe that implementing this
approach for normal developers and users is thus unrealistic for all but the most
trivial of applications.

Retirement of replicas in Bayou is also an issue. A replica can unilaterally decide
to retire by inserting a “retirement write” in its own write-log and then wait to go
offline until it has shared that write with another replica. This does not match well
with the real world, particularly in the face of disaster situations, where people may
destroy their phone unexpectedly while offline and thus may never be able to properly
retire a replica.

A similar approach to conflict resolution is taken in several replicated file systems
including Ficus[45, 96, 101] and Coda[62]. These systems have support for application-
specific resolution procedures, similar to Bayou’s merge procedures, that are registered
with servers and are invoked automatically when conflicts arise. In contrast with our
work, these systems focus on file system replication rather than on database oriented
replication. Coda takes a client/server approach, where mobile clients are expected to
cache the data they will need while offline and then such files are reintegrated into
the centralized server’s file system when the node reconnects. Roam[102] is a logical
extension of Ficus which adds peer-to-peer reconciliation, similar to what we expect
to support in our future work, as described in Section 8.2.

PRACTI[10, 22] is a toolkit for building replication systems, which allows designers
to choose between partial replication, arbitrary consistency, and topological indepen-
dence. Similar to how Git separates the commit chain from the data, PRACTI separates
the bodies containing data from the control, which it stores in a log, as is done in the
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Bayou system. PRACTI introduces invalidation messages that can invalidate the body
before the actual data is required to be exchanged. This means that control messages
can be spread with better latency, since exchanging the full data is not required and
which, for frequently-written objects, many body messages can be skipped since they
are no longer pertinent. These advantages are of course only applicable for systems
that do not wish to allow undo or historical examination of the data. This approach
also adds the additional challenge that systems must be written to handle reads to
data that has been invalidated. Applications are forced to block until the data can be
retrieved from another node or else must notify the user that the data is not in the
local replica. Another problem with PRACTI is that it is based on version vectors,
and, as we will discuss in Chapter 2, version vectors are not secure and therefore
inappropriate for real-world systems. PRACTI also has the unfortunate limitation, of
requiring that all replicas be known before the system starts in order to determine the
size of the version vectors. This means that the implementation is not actually flexible
enough for our use cases.

Astro[74] is an extension to PRACTI which attempts to deal with the security
problems inherent to version vectors in the prior work. They introduce the concept
of “fork-causal consistency” and show that this is the strongest weakening of causal
consistency achievable among autonomous nodes. This can be mimicked using author
branches in Git and thus our system can provide the same consistency. While Git
relies on a secure hash-chain to achieve this efficiently, Astro is based on the exchange
of a “causal history summary (CHS)” which is attached to each update. This consists
of the version vector of all updates known at the time of the write, along with a
summary hash of all of those versions sorted in logical timestamp order. Note that this
is logically equivalent to the Summary Hash[57, 58] approach with the version vector
serving only to guide the receiver to selecting the right summary hash to compare
to. Unfortunately, the continued use of version vectors in Astro is problematic from
the perspective of replica creation and retirement. It also does not address directly
conflicting writes within the data itself, only the security of updates being claimed by
each replica. This is because the security is being applied at the replica level instead
of at the data level. While it prevents one replica from impersonating the writes of
another replica, conflicts in the data itself are left to the application to detect and
resolve. This is slightly strange however, since users and applications are primarily
interested in concurrent writes at the data level. With the branch model proposed in
our work, each user operates in their own branch and authenticity of a branch can be
checked simply by checking the signature on the head version in a given branch. Users
signal their trust of the data in a particular branch via an explicit merge operation and
subsequent signature on the merge commit. On mobile nodes it is unlikely that more
than one user is submitting updates to the local replica since devices are owned by
one individual, and so we feel this model more closely matches the target use cases.

ESDS[19, 35]. uses non-deterministic syntactic policy to order concurrent operations
where each operation in ESDS is associated with a set of operations that should happen
before it. In order to achieve consensus about the ordering of all operations, each
site independently assigns a timestamp that is greater than those that happen before
it. The final total order of commitment is then decided upon using the minimal
timestamp assigned to each operation. This allows a site to commit an operation when
it receives a timestamp for that operation from all other sites, and it has committed
all operations that happen before the given operation. ESDS does not do any conflict
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detection or resolution, it is only concerned with ordering all operations.

In IceCube[61], the authors propose a reconciliation system based on an abstraction
which they call actions. Each action is composed of a target that identifies the objects
being affected by the action, pre-conditions which must be true for the operation to
proceed, an operation with a bundled post-condition which must be satisfied for the
operation to be considered a success, along with meta-data, which they call a tag,
which describes the operation and arguments to that operation. They then focus on
ordering the operations such that pre- and post-conditions are not violated. They
separate constraints into static and dynamic constraints and then attempt to limit the
number of possible orderings to be examined first using the static constraints and
then simulating valid orderings and checking them against the dynamic constraints.
This approach is not without problems.

In particular, the authors note that strong static constraints are required to keep
the system from exploding in terms of the number of schedules simulated, but that the
system is very sensitive to the constraints chosen. Even for a simple toy application
with only three operations, strong policies result in no solution while weak policies do
not avoid the explosion. They also admit that the action-based style of programming is
not familiar to developers at all, and is a large motivation for our contrasting approach.
We have rejected the operation based approach in large part because it is not at all
familiar to developers and is thus challenging to adopt in real world applications. Our
system has focused on using tools and interfaces that developers are already familiar
with in order to provide a solution that is of utility without requiring application
developers to change the way they build their applications significantly.

1.7.2 Replicated Object Systems

Replication is a common technique for handling shared data and has been studied
extensively in the realm of parallel programming systems. An excellent example
of this form of programming model is Orca[9], which use functional transfer con-
cepts to replicate state changes on replicated objects. In this system functions and
their parameters are shipped between replicas in order to manage replicated objects.
However, Orca’s model only provides a very simple object structure. Manta extends
these concepts to graphs of objects[72] in order to offer a replicated method invocation
system. Manta extends the Orca shared object model to replicate closed groups of
objects, called clusters. Clusters have a number of limitations in order to ensure that
the replication can be clustered. An important take away lesson from these systems is
that it can be cheaper to transfer operations and rerun them on all replicas than to
transfer complete state. Note, however, that such systems rely on totally-ordered group
communication, which requires synchronous communication in order to ensure that all
operations are run in the correct order, which can not handle partitions in the network
graph that are commonly seen on mobile devices. Operational Transformation (OT)
systems extend these concepts in order to remove this limitation.

1.7.3 Operational Transformation Systems

Operational Transformation systems are a subset of the Optimistic Replication
design space, but a very popular one. We highlight them in a bit more detail to help
the reader to understand why we have started our exploration using a state transfer
system instead of basing it on operational transformation concepts.
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Operational transformation systems can be seen as a logical extension of systems
like Orca[9] and Manta discussed above in that they are transferring operations on
shared data in order to bring replicas into consistency. There are a number of very
successful Operational Transformation frameworks for collaborative editing that have
made use of the OT paradigm including Google Docs, Google Wave, and CoWord[127].
These systems provide synchronous real-time collaboration. The techniques used
efficiently synchronize documents that can be expressed in a linearly addressable way.
They make use of Operation Transformations to ensure that a given operation operates
within the correct context. For instance an insertion of a character at position 1 in a
document may be moved to position 5 if 4 characters have already been inserted at
position 0. Operations are performed on the local document and broadcast to other
users who then transform them to the current local context before applying them,
such that all replicas converge to the same result.

The correctness of OT transformations is hard to prove, which is shown by a num-
ber of mistakes that have been found in OT algorithms such as the dOPT-puzzle[116]
and the False-Tie problem. Automated proving[53] has been used in an attempt to
prove that OT systems are correct but such proofs often rely on complex models of
the application-specific requirements which often contain errors themselves.

Nonetheless, some OT proponents claim that such systems are better able to cap-
ture a user’s intentions. We feel this is a dubious claim as soon as you have significant
latency between edits. If two users both delete a word and replace it with two different
words then you have a conflict. The users intentions are completely unclear in this
context. This is not a large problem in low-latency synchronous editing environments
where the user will have immediate feedback that somebody else is editing the same
word. However, in high-latency environments such as disaster management, both
users may have long moved on to other tasks, and so the notification of conflict must
also be raised asynchronously. Solutions to this problem can be implemented using
locking[115] to ensure that context-sensitive operations are mutually exclusive over
some region, however such systems still cause conflicts from the user’s perspective
and the systems generally arbitrarily pick one of the operations on a locked region to
succeed which may be surprising to users.

Furthermore, in our case we do not work with linearly addressable documents,
since rows are identified by their primary keys. Thus, we argue that our data model is
not well suited to OT techniques. Furthermore, it is not clear in the case of database
oriented systems what would constitute an operation. A single operation at the
application level may be composed of multiple SQL statements which either all need
to run or else none of them should. Such groupings are regularly bundled into a single
transaction, in ACID style databases; however, we feel that even transactions may not
capture the correct boundaries in all cases. As a counter-example consider the case
where a user examines one record in the database and, based on what they read they
update another record. Application designers can bundle the viewing of one record
into the transaction for the editing of another, but rarely do unless the operations
are closely linked in time, or have a logical connection within the application. From
the users perspective these are causally connected, but from the database perspective
they are not related. We thus argue that the branch-merge model provides a better
experience for users because they choose when to create meaningful milestones by
committing, and when to share these changes with others, as well as when to merge
in the changes of other users. From the users perspective, a single merge of a bulk
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of changes is more causally connected into a single operation. We have also pointed
out that for some collaborative applications, synchronous sharing may be a hindrance
instead of a help. While state and operational transfer systems are logically equivalent,
we are interested in ways which we could borrow concepts from operational transfer
to reduce the work required for merging. We thus expect our future work to examine
the advantages of using a hybrid transfer system as discussed in Section 8.2.

1.7.4 Other Collaborative Editing Systems

In Syxaw[70] the authors give a general synchronization system for extensible
markup language (XML) oriented documents. This system differs from ours in that
we focus on structured data stores which are natural to query, while they focus on
document oriented system with an emphasis on XML.

The same is true for DocX2Go[97] which makes use of optimistic replication just as
our system does, and can work in a fully decentralized way. However, the XML focus
of the framework makes it inappropriate for many applications. Furthermore, they do
not focus on the user interface components required to enable editing of structured
data.

In the Disco[44] framework the authors explore how applications can handle oper-
ation of collaborative systems in the face of disconnections. This system focuses more
on handling disconnection in synchronous systems and not on data representations
and user interfaces, while we assume asynchronous operations and focus on schema
and user interface issues.

1.7.5 Multi-version concurrency control

Multi-version concurrency control[100] (MVCC) is a concurrency control method
commonly used by database management systems to provide concurrent access to the
database. A database that is using MVCC will implement updates not by deleting
an old piece of data and overwriting it with a new one, but instead by marking the
old data as obsolete and adding the newer version to the database. Thus there are
multiple versions stored, but only one is the latest. This has several advantages. First,
the database can write records in contiguous blocks, thus avoiding handling issues
like fragmentation and hole filling in the on disk table. Second, many locks can be
avoided all together since a read transaction can simply look at the state of the records
in a table before any concurrent write transactions began. Third, with MVCC enabled
databases it is always possible to get a consistent snapshot of the database without
locking access to the database since it is always possible to get a read transaction
without locking. One down side is that such systems are required to periodically
sweep through and delete the old, obsolete data objects.

A good example of such a database is CouchDB11, which uses a monotonically
increasing revision number followed by a dash followed by the MD5 hash of the
document contents as it comes into the system as the version identifier. Because every
document must include the prior version in what is sent to the server, this creates a
secure hash chain of versions allowing conflicts to be detected even when the content
of a document is the same, but the two versions had different parents. Upon conflict

11http://couchdb.apache.org/
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CouchDB will add an “_conflicts” field to the object with the version identifiers of
the conflicting versions. CouchDB also keeps a list of previous revisions with each
document, however, it does not replicate all prior revisions. This means that it is
impossible to walk both sides of a conflict back to a common root node. Also note that
CouchDB includes compaction which deletes old versions. The conflict status and the
conflicting versions remain even after compaction, however the very original version,
which was not in conflict is removed from the database.12 These two approaches mean
that it is not possible to do history aware conflict resolution, or do a three way merge,
where the two conflicting versions and the last common ancestor are examined, using
CouchDB.

Our approach can be viewed as a form of MVCC. However, by keeping the history
of the database intact it is always possible to walk back to prior versions in order
to do more powerful history-aware and 3-way merges. Furthermore, our solution
offers multiple levels of granularity because we version the whole database instead of
individual documents. For applications that want simple document granularity the
application can commit the database after each document change. For applications
that want to bundle a number of changes into a single logical version they are free to
bundle changes into the appropriate granularity by making less frequent commits to
the database.

Another difference is that CouchDB uses a Map Reduce framework to represent
views on the data. This means that application designers must write map and reduce
functions in order to perform queries against the database. We feel that the familiar
SQL syntax and ease with which dynamic queries can be built is more known to
application developers and is therefore a better approach for mobile devices.

A final difference is that CouchDB represents all documents as JSON-encoded
objects. This means that application designers have to do considerable work to merge
documents containing internal structured data since things like arrays of basic types
are not easily merged. With our framework, we are able to offer application designers
considerable assistance since the underlying structure of the document is captured in
the schema. Our framework can also work with non-document oriented applications
through direct usage of the object-relational mapper layer, bypassing the document
oriented storage offered by the Avro based system.

1.7.6 Sensing and Context

A great deal of work has been done on using the collection of sensor data to
derive and understand the context in which a computer, and by extension its user, are
situated. Prior attempts at mobile middleware for sensor and context monitoring, such
as CASS[33], or systems for “smart spaces”[98], adopted centralized designs, which
require networks that always work. Unfortunately, such approaches are not suitable
for smartphones, due to the always-changing and sometimes unavailable networks on
such devices. More recent work, such as MobiCon[67], have taken a more phone-centric
approach, which we feel is required for this platform, however such middleware has
not focused on supporting all types of context applications. An additional body of
research, which is important to consider, has focused on wireless sensor networks

12See http://wiki.apache.org/couchdb/How_to_design_for_replication for a discussion of how to design
around this shortcoming of CouchDB at great expense and added complexity for application designers.
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[6, 73, 82]. While such networks represent resource-constrained platforms, they are
far different from smartphones because they are so much more constrained than
these modern devices. Additionally, much research has been done about reasoning
on context using semantic web technologies[11, 66, 104], which, to us, do not seem to
be a natural fit for the time-series data inherent to sensing. Thus, we feel that the
smartphone platform requires a different approach to the problems of collecting,
storing and making use of contextual information.

Context Weaver[20], developed at IBM in 2004, is a framework that simplifies
writing of context-aware applications. It lets applications access context information
through a simple, uniform interface. Applications access data not by naming the
provider of the data, but by describing the kind of data they need, after which the
system will respond with a suitable provider. An important aspect of Context Weaver
is that when a provider fails, Context Weaver automatically tries to find another
provider of the same kind of data. Note also that Context Weaver only considers
current values of context, instead of offering any way to view history.

Context Weaver distinguishes active providers, which push information into the
system as it becomes available, and passive providers that require polling. Both passive
and active providers always have a current value. For active providers, this is the
value that was most recently generated, and for passive providers, the value is read on
demand.

Applications select a provider based on a provider query, which is a description of
what kind of information is needed. Based on this description, Context Weaver selects
the best suitable provider and returns this to the application. Multiple providers can
be of the same “kind” but have very different implementations. For example, there
may be multiple providers for “location” information, but one may use GPS and the
other may be based on RFID badge readers.

Combining information through composers allows applications to listen for updates
not only on raw data sources, but also on complex expressions that combine values of
multiple sources. Context Weaver takes care of evaluating those expressions at the
appropriate times, freeing the application programmer from having to deal with the
coordination of asynchronous events. Composer-specification expressions are written
in iQL, a query language designed for Context Weaver, and are compiled into the form
stored by Context Weaver.

WildCAT [23] is a Java toolkit/framework whose goal is to ease the creation of
context-aware applications for application-programmers. It is composed of an API for
programmers to access context information both synchronously and asynchronously.
WildCAT uses a string-based expression model. In WildCAT, the context is made
of several domains, which can each have their own implementation. Each domain is
modelled as a tree of named resources, which are described by simple key/value pairs.

WildCAT pushes events to the application when new resources or attributes are
added or removed, when their values change, and when expressions change. For ex-
pressions, strings like "geo://location/room#temperature > 30" (which specifies
the temperature in a specific room is above 30) can be used. These can include not
only standard comparison, arithmetic and boolean operators, but also functions, some
of which are predefined.

This framework also distinguishes active and passive sensors. Active sensors
can have listeners associated with them. There is no notion of quality of service
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management for the sensors, they can only be started or stopped. Passive sensors have
a sampler and a schedule associated with them. The framework’s sensor manager uses
a daemon to invoke the sampler regularly, according to its scheduling policy. The
sampler returns the current state of the part of context it is observing.

FRAP [121] is another context framework targeted at the construction of pervasive
(multi-player) games. In FRAP, a central server keeps track of all context information
of the clients, which have to be connected to the server. FRAP uses WildCAT2[23] to
store context information and thus is also not appropriate for mobile platforms.

Finally, of note are two closed-source applications for Android-powered mobile
phones which help users to use context to make their phone smarter. The first is
Locale13, which allows users to change various settings of the phone based on sensors.
Context is logically grouped into situations, and setting changes are triggered based
on situations. Situations are stacked and so the “default” situation holds the default
setting. This can cause confusion with users because if a situation specifies a setting,
for example ring tone A, if the “default” situation does not have a ring tone setting
then when the ring tone is changed to A it will never be changed back. Also of interest
is that it is only possible to create situations composed of conjunctions. Thus all
situations must be created by the user using distinct normal form.

Also of interest is that Locale uses a plugin architecture to allow sensors to be pro-
vided by other applications using Android’s intent framework. Locale is responsible
for calling the other application to retrieve the sensor data of the plugin. Thus Locale
does not use any push based sensors, only allowing for the pull model. Locale is also
not a generic framework as it can only be used to change settings.

The second commercial application is Tasker14, which comes with many built-in
context sensors, and allows users to launch various changes when a set of conditions
are met. Unlike Locale, activities can be more than just changing settings on the
phone. Tasker can also fire intents to send an SMS or start an application. Similar to
Locale, Tasker also represents all conditions in distinct normal form. Tasker supports
Locale plugins as well but it is unknown if the application uses asynchronous sensors
internally. Tasker also offers the ability to fire an event when a condition becomes true
and another task when the condition becomes false again. This resolves the problem
we found in Locale with the requirement to have a default setting, at the expense of
making Tasker more complex to configure since one must create a do and undo task.

1.8 Related Work in Disaster Management
Recently there have also been a number of applications for smartphones targeted

specifically at emergency response. The most famous of these is the “Fire Depart-
ment”15 app from the San Ramon Valley Fire Protection District. This application
provides users with information about recent emergency events on a map. It also can
be used to find the location of an automated defibrillator. This application requires
that the phone be connected to the internet in order to operate properly. Such an
application could be rebuilt using our approach relatively easily, allowing users to
share data on recent events in an ad-hoc fashion.

13http://www.twofortyfouram.com/
14http://tasker.dinglisch.net/
15http://firedepartment.mobi/
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Also of significant interest is the SAHANA foundation project, which aims to
provide a set of modular, web-based disaster management applications. Applications
developed as part of Sahana[15] include a Missing Person Registry, an Organization
Registry, Request and Pledge Management System, Shelter Registry, Inventory Manage-
ment, Situation Awareness, and Volunteer coordination. SAHANA also includes tools
for synchronization between multiple instances, allowing for responders or district
offices to capture data on victims in the field and exchange the data with the other field
offices, headquarters or responders. SAHANA also includes synchronization features
to synchronize multiple instances. Because SAHANA is a web-based framework, it has
the problem of relying on communication to the centralized web-server, and thus can
not take advantage of mobile nodes making disconnected operations. Furthermore,
users do not have access to the data in the SAHANA system when they are offline.
Furthermore, we note that the synchronization framework in SAHANA relies entirely
on modification timestamps and is thus subject to the problem of unsynchronized
clocks on mobile devices leading to incorrect conflict recognition. Furthermore, the
applications in SAHANA can not be changed by users of the software, and are thus not
easy to adapt to meet the previously unknown needs of users when disaster strikes.

1.9 Who did what?

A PhD is a journey which must be done on one’s own but can never be finished
alone. As such, this thesis was conducted with significant contributions from a number
of very talented people.

Chapter 1 is partly based on a position paper which was published at MobiCase
2009, where it won the Best Presentation Award. Chapter 2 was formulated entirely
by the author based on a survey of the causality tracking literature. Chapter 3 was
constructed by Emilian Miron as a masters project based on the ideas formulated as a
portion of the work of Chapter 2. The work of Chapter 4 and Section 7.4 were both
conducted by the author based on the work of Chapter 3. Chapter 4 was published
at Mobile Data Management 2011. Chapter 5 was built in conjunction with Roelof
Kemp, based on the work of a master’s student, Bart van Wissen, which was published
at PhoneSense 2010. This chapter is currently under submission to SenSys 2012.
Chapter 6 was built in conjunction with a master’s student, Gert Scholten, and fellow
PhD student Roelof Kemp, and was presented at MobiCASE 2010, where it won the
best demonstration award. Chapter 7.4 was taken from the various papers on the
individual topics, with the addition of Section 7.4.1, presented at ISCRAM 2012, and
Section 7.7, which was solely conducted by the author.

Other work not included in this thesis in the interest of presenting a single cohesive
body include the author’s first work on serialization for mobile systems, which is based
on the Ibis serialization system, published at UBICOMM 2008. The author has also
collaborated with Roelof Kemp on a number of papers including work on eyeDentify
and Photoshoot, published at IEEE International Symposium on Multimedia 2009
and MobiOpp 2010 respectively, as well as work on the Cuckoo system presented at
MobiCASE 2010, and winner of the best paper award, along with an invited paper at
MobiCloud 2010.
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2. Replication

2.1 Introduction
In Chapter 1 we outlined our research goal of enabling distributed data collection

applications. This lead us to formulate the following question: What fundamental mech-
anisms are required in order to enable secure, distributed data collection applications, and
what are the implications of those mechanisms on the use of the network? We require that
the data collection is secure in the sense that the information has to be authenticated
in order to provide certainty in the uncertain environment of disaster management.
This is because incorrect or uncertain information can lead to the wrong decision as
discussed in the introduction. By authenticating data to the user who entered it in
the system trust of information can be properly managed. We are interested in the
impacts of our design decisions on the network resources because those resources are
precious in a disaster situation. In this chapter, we therefore examine the literature
for mechanisms which are able to authenticate the creation of the data on the various
nodes, as well as provide mechanisms to synchronize data between all nodes in the
system. Naturally, due to the fact that we require the system to be able to operate in a
partitioned network, this leads us to the need to track happens-before relationships
in order to be able to recognize concurrent, and thus possibly conflicting changes to
the data. We thus require that the mechanism be able to identify the original source
of all information, as well as handle conflicting changes.. In addition, because we
will be operating on smartphones, which are constrained in terms of storage and
network bandwidth, we need to understand the impacts of the chosen mechanisms
on both network use and storage capacity. Finally, because we are going to work
in a partitioned environment, we reject techniques which require communication
between all nodes, such as consensus, as simply not acceptable. We thus require the
mechanism we use for our system to be able to identify conflicts in order to operate
correctly, minimize the number of conflicts, and minimize the processing required
by automated resolution systems. Finally, we are interested in ensuring that the
system use as little bandwidth as possible when exchanging data. Thus we focus on:
security, storage complexity, minimizing content exchange, and minimizing the need
for conflict resolutions.

The most commonly used technique, Version Vectors, are known to be insecure
against a number of attacks, as detailed in section 2.4.2. While it is possible to secure
against these attacks, this adds unacceptable additional space and time complexity.
One proposed alternative, Hash Histories[56], describe in section 2.4.3, has many
desirable properties but cannot operate correctly for all applications and lacks effec-
tive security features. A follow up system called Summary Hash Histories[58] was
developed to address some of these issues, which we describe in section 2.4.3. This
system adds security against attacks, but loses some of the desirable properties of
Hash Histories. In addition to being more secure than version vectors, Hash Histories
and their extensions offer additional opportunities for the recognition of different
forms of equality as discussed in section 2.3. Since we are targeting mobile systems
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with limited storage, we are very interested in the space complexity of these systems,
and discuss this issue further in section 2.4.3. Finally, modern distributed version
control systems, such as Git, use a combination of the techniques from these two
approaches as discussed in section 2.5.

The first portion of this chapter surveys various mechanisms found in the litera-
ture with respect to our focus. We then propose RAVEN History, which generalizes
techniques found in modern distributed version control systems to arbitrary data.
In particular, we show that it has storage complexity equivalent to other similar
systems, while reducing network bandwidth used during reconciliations. Our perfor-
mance measurements show that RAVEN History provides better security and storage
complexity, and minimizes content exchanges and conflict resolutions.

2.2 Understanding Causality Tracking
Causality tracking consists of identifying what was known when a particular action

was taken, allowing concurrent actions to be detected and thus any conflicting actions
to be resolved by the application. Technically, this requires the maintaining a Causal
History Graph, which we will discuss more in section 2.4.1.

An example of the problem is shown in Figure 2.1, which we use to illustrate the
concepts of the various causality tracking systems throughout this chapter. We briefly
introduce it here to give the reader an overview of concurrency in distributed systems.
The table shows the activity within an example distributed system representing
account balances. A new account is created and an initial deposit is made to that
account at Replica A. Next there are reconciliation and resolution steps taken where
Replica A informs Replica B about this new account and the balance. In the next step
a credit is made independently and concurrently at each replica, followed by a debit at
just one replica. Finally an additional reconciliation and resolution phase is executed
which merges the updated balances of the two accounts.

Replica A: Replica B:
State Action State Action

Initial Deposit €1000 + €1000 - -
Reconciliation 1 €1000 A->B { + €1000 } - -
Resolution 1 €1000 - €1000 + €1000
Different Credits €1200 + €200 €1100 + €100
Debit at A €1100 - €100 €1100 -
Reconciliation 2 €1100 A->B {+ €100, - €200} €1100 B->A {+ €100}
Resolution 2 €1200 + €100 €1200 + €100, - €200

Figure 2.1: Causality Example. Account Balance: This example shows that it is necessary to know when
the last shared state occurred. Examining only state at Reconciliation 2 might lead a system into think no
action is needed since the state in the two replicas is the same.

It should be clear to the reader that in order for the replicas to work out what the
balance should be at Resolution 2, it is essential that the replicas know that the last
shared balance was at Resolution 1. Without this information the replicas may believe
that they have applied the same operations since the balance is the same at the time
of Resolution 2. The need becomes even more obvious if one considers the existence
of even more replicas doing pairwise reconciliation, as Replica A might hear about a
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debit at Replica C through Replica B first, and later through Replica C again. Tracking
the shared knowledge of replicas is commonly known as the causality problem, since it
is required that each replica knows what caused the current state at their replica. This
problem occurs in many applications which have a need to support concurrent writes
at multiple replicas.

Applications which require solutions to the causality problem include traditional
personal information management applications found on smartphones such as con-
tacts, “todo” lists, and calendar applications. More complex data gathering applica-
tions, global high score lists in mobile gaming, and many others also fit this model.
Finally, better known file replication systems also require a solution, as with Git[46].
In such applications a user may update their data from multiple devices, or multiple
users may concurrently update shared data, for example with a group calendar. A
disaster management application, for example, takes advantage of optimistic writes
to a data store during a network partition. We next give a brief overview of the history
of causality tracking in order to give the reader an understanding of the context.

2.2.1 A Brief History Of Causality Tracking

The causality problem would be relatively simple to solve using simple timestamps
if every device had a synchronized clock. While this wouldn’t be able to prevent
conflicts, all true conflicts could be easily identified. One could simply timestamp
each event and compare the timestamps at synchronization time to determine the
“Happened before” relationship. Unfortunately, it is well known that local clocks in
a distributed system, while possibly bound to some maximum delta, can never be
perfectly synchronized[28, 64]. Thus, correctness requires that some other form of clock
should be used in order to track the “Happens before” relationship, and thus detect
concurrent events. Most well known of these mechanisms and perhaps the earliest
work at solving this problem is Lamport’s Logical Clocks[64] and the natural extension
of these to versions in replication systems in the form of Vector Clocks[111] and Version
Vectors[90]. This is the classic solution to the causality problem in the literature, and is
used by many replication systems including Bayou[24], PRACTI[10], Astro[74], Ficus[45],
and many others. In this chapter we do not focus on such replication systems directly,
but rather focus on the method used to track the causality graph with a particular
focus on security as well as bandwidth and storage complexity.

Unfortunately, while Version Vectors are good at tracking causality, they have poor
space complexity, being unbounded in both the number of nodes participating in the
system and also in the number of updates made, as detailed in section 2.4.2. There
has been considerable work aimed at bounding the representation [3, 4, 7, 75, 125] of
version vectors and making them suitable for large scale distributed systems. Most of
these systems rely on some form of distributed garbage collection, to collect, either the
participating nodes in the case of replica retirement or the symbols use to represent
updates, which adds considerable complexity and communication overhead to such
systems. Furthermore, they do not address several security flaws related to Version
Vectors.

We continue by briefly discussing the importance of equality in section 2.3. Next,
we examine the methods which have been developed to track the causality graph
including Version Vectors, Hash Histories, Summary Hash Histories, and finally we
look at the combined techniques used by the distributed version control systems Git.
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Next, we discuss our library which provides techniques analogous to those used by Git
but applicable to systems such as databases. We discuss our method of evaluation of
the performance of each of these techniques in terms of coincidental equality in sections
2.7 and the results of this evaluation in section 2.8. Finally, we draw conclusions about
the systems in section 2.9.

2.3 Equality
Equality refers to the occurrence of the same value for a particular data item on

two different replicas. In a replication system, a version identifier gives a unique id to
a particular version in the system, and thus can be used to transfer information about
the causality graph without transferring the state of all data being replicated. By easily
recognizing occurrences of equality using only version identifiers, both data transfer
and conflict resolutions can be avoided. We distinguish two cases, based on how the
equality arose. When the replicas have applied the exact same set of updates, we say
they have total equality. The other possibility is that two replicas may have reached
the same state via independent sets of updates. This is the case in our example in
Figure 2.1. At replica A a user applied a credit of €200 and then a debit of €100. At
replica B a different user applied a credit of €100. Though the balance at both replicas
is €1100, this equality is not total equality since the balance was arrived at via two
independent sets of updates. We term this content equality.

There is considerable value in being able to recognize both types of equality. In
the case of total equality replicas need only exchange the latest version identifier to
know they are in sync. In the case of content equality the replicas can avoid some data
exchange if they can recognize this equality. Since the state is already the same, state
transfer is not required. Only the causal history graph needs to be exchanged. We
return to our example from Figure 2.1 for illustration.

In the case of the replicated account, the correct value for the balance after Recon-
ciliation 2 is not the €1100 stored at both replicas prior to reconciliation, but rather
€1200 since the three independent updates should all be applied at both replicas.
Thus, despite the content equality, they must exchange the applied operations in order
to arrive at the correct balance and thus have total equality. Note that, in this example,
the operations are commutative; however, it is easy to imagine cases where the opera-
tions do not commute. Consider, for example, the application of an interest rate to
the account balance, in which case the multiplication for accrued interest is not com-
mutative with all addition and subtraction operations. Thus, it should be clear that
the differentiation between content equality and total equality is application specific.
The ability to recognize total equality depends on if operations are commutative. We
will return to these concepts again in section 2.5 when we discuss Git. For now we
turn our attention to tracking the causal history required to recognize the difference
between total equality and content equality.

2.4 Tracking Causality

2.4.1 Causal History Graphs
In order to understand the workings of optimistic replication systems it is necessary

to understand the process of managing versions of a particular data item. When a
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replica updates a particular data item, this creates a new version at that replica. We
can represent the relation between successive version using a directed graph. That is,
versions are nodes in the graph and a directed edge represents the derivation of a new
version from a prior version. Such a graph defines a causal history[111] for the data
item. Note that such graphs are by nature acyclic since it is not possible to create a
new version which points backwards in time to a prior version, however it is a graph
and not a simple sequence of updates because of the possibility of reconciliations
causing a merge of two divergent graphs. More formally, we have G = {V , ~E}, where ~E
can be represented as a list of ordered pairs of vertexes ~Ex,y , which connects a given
version to possibly more than one parent version. We call such a graph a causal history
graph. An example of such a graph is shown in Figure 2.2. This figure shows a graph
representation of the actions in Table 2.1.

T ime : 0 A : 1000 B :N/A

T ime : 1 A : 1000 B : 1000

T ime : 2 A : 1200

T ime : 3 A : 1100 B : 1100

T ime : 4 A : 1200 B : 1200

Reconciliation : 1

Credit : 200

Credit : 100

Debit : −100

Reconciliation : 2

Figure 2.2: Causality Graph. Account Balance: This figure shows the causal history graph version of the
account balance given in the previous figure.

An important aspect of managing causal histories is an understanding of dominance
relationships, and these follow naturally from the graph representation of the causal
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history. It is said that X dominates version Y iff version X is derived from version Y. We
use the notation X � Y to indicate this dominance. In the causal history graph this can
be understood to mean that there exists a directed path from Y to X. More formally we
can say that given a causal history graph G : X � Y ≡ ∃~E | ~E(Vy ,Vi ),

~E(Vi ,Vi+1), . . . , ~E(Vi+n,Vx).
Dominance relations are transitive by definition. As an example, if X dominates Y and
Y dominates Z, then X dominates Z as well. The existence of paths between X and Y,
and Y and Z necessitates the existence of a path from X to Z through Y.

Now that we have an understanding of dominance we can define conflicting ver-
sions. We say that two versions conflict, noted ‖, when they have diverged from a
common ancestor. More formally we define conflict as: Vx ‖ Vy ≡ ∃Vz | Vx � Vz,Vy �
Vz,¬Vx � Vy ,¬Vy � Vx. This definition requires that Vx and Vy have diverged from
a common node, but Vx does not lie on the path between Vz and Vy and vice versa.
In other words, there is a directed path from Vz to Vx and Vy but not path between
Vx and Vy . Such a conflict requires some form of reconciliation in order to bring the
replicas into agreement.

All optimistic replication systems must provide some way for such conflicts to be
resolved, and is an important part of the reconciliation process that bring two replicas
into agreement. The reconciliation process can be managed by the exchange of the two
causal history graphs and the determination if the latest version at each site lies in the
causal history graph of the other. In the case of a conflict, a resolution process must be
applied at both replicas. Often times the conflict resolution process is deterministic in
nature so that it can be run on two different replicas with the same version information
such that they come to agreement without the need to exchange new information,
but this is not strictly required. Some applications may require the user to make a
choice during the resolution process, allowing different users to make different choices.
Discussion of such resolutions is beyond the scope of this thesis (interested readers
may refer to Kumar and Satyanarayanan [63] for a discussion). What is relevant for
this thesis is that the resolution process produces a new version which dominates both
previous versions. This is represented in the causal history graph by creating a new
node and two new edges leading from the two conflicting versions. It is important
to note that this does not create a cycle in the graph due to the directionality of the
added edges. More formally the resolution of a conflict Vx ‖ Vy is the addition to the

graph G of Vxy , ~E(x,xy)and~E(y,xy), as in Figure 2.3.

Unfortunately, causal history graphs have poor space complexity, since they require
the storage of information about all versions. From a graph theoretical perspective
they require O(|V | + |~E|) storage. However, note that the addition of a new version
adds at most two edges in the case of a conflict resolution, this means that |~E| is O(|V |).
Even so, the storage of complete causal histories is often considered impractical. One
often claimed solution to this scalability problem is the use of Version Vectors[90]. Such
systems aim to capture the causality relationships in a more compact structure.

2.4.2 Version Vectors

Lamport’s logical clock uses a shared state counter stored at each process partic-
ipating in a distributed computation, while version vectors use a counter for each
replica participating in the system, however all replicas store the counter for all other
replicas. Each replica tracks the counters of all other replicas as well as it’s own, and
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T ime : 0 V0

T ime : n V x V y

T ime : n+ 1 V xy

~E(x,xy) ~E(y,xy)

Figure 2.3: Reconciliation Graph. An example of reconciliation, where V xy, ~E(x,xy), and ~E(y,xy) are added
to the version graph.

when communicating with another replica updates the local vector to the maximum of
all counters in the vector. This allows the replica to track if the other replica has seen
information from a replica that it has not, no matter which replica it is communicating
with. Each replica then stores a version vector either over the whole replica or for each
individual data item that it is tracking. When generating a new local version a replica
increments its own counter. When merging, the new version vector is the maximum
of the value of each individual element of the version vectors being merged. This
represents the fact that the merge includes all history of all replicas seen up to that
point in time. In effect, version vectors track the leading edge of the shared causality
history graph as viewed from a particular replica. It is customary to also increment the
local replica counter by one after such a merge to represent the newly stored version
at the local replica, though this is not strictly required for correct operation.

The dominance relationship between version vectors is then determined by the
pairwise comparison of the elements which make up the version vector. More formally,
given a version vector V represented as an array of elements V0 . . .Vi , then V a �
V b ⇐⇒ ∀iV ai ≥ V

b
i . Note that this definition includes the case where both vectors

are equal since a version always dominates itself. Again we have a natural definition
for conflicting versions, just as above, in that if both V a ‖ V b, and V b ‖ V a then
the two version vectors are in conflict. Note that since the version vectors do not
store information about prior versions in the causal history graph, this definition
of conflicting versions does not include a reference to a prior shared version which
dominates both versions. Of course such a version must exist.

Scalability of Version Vectors

Wang and Amza [125] observe that version vectors have the minimal known storage
complexity for tracking causality. They point to Charron-Bost[18] which shows that an
n dimensional data structure is required to accurately capture causality in a distributed
system of n processes. This can be encoded in n · log(m) bits where m is the number
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of updates made to the system. The authors note that this is exactly the number of
bits that version vectors use. Despite the fact that the algorithms proposed all focus
on operation transfer systems, the authors fail to observe that version vectors do not
capture the complete causal graph. Thus, in real implementations, a version vector
is often attached to each operation in the history log. This means that such systems
consume O(m ·n · log(m)) storage. This is not strictly required for correct operation,
for instance Bayou[24, 94] uses a version vector plus a site-id and timestamp pair for
each entry in the log in addition to a version vector which tracks causality over the
whole system which gives complexity of O(m + n · log(m)). Note that this is in fact
more costly than storing the whole causal history graph in terms of storage complexity
and also adds the requirement that nodes have unique identifiers. No matter how
you approach them, version vectors are in fact unbounded in both the number of
replicas and in the number of updates. Thus, for working systems, version vectors do
not actually reduce the storage complexity over storing the entire causal histories but
rather capture only the leading edge of the causal history at each node. This also leads
to a large number of false conflicts requiring useless reconciliation, effort as we show
in Section 2.8.

While proposals have been made to garbage collect replication identifiers[99], that
is columns of the version vectors, these systems all add undesirable complexity and
communication overhead. In addition, such systems often make assumptions about
synchronicity of communication[108] that do not hold in real world systems. There
have also been attempts to bound the version symbols, i.e. the log(m) portion of the
space, by also collecting from the symbol domain[7]. However, such approaches
require the designation of a primary replica for a particular data item, which is also
undesirable. Furthermore, version vectors have well-known issues with requiring a
unique identifier for each replica, which requires distributed coordination algorithms
in order to assign identifiers. Such systems are not appropriate in the face of network
partitions common in the mobile space. While the storage complexity of version
vectors for practical systems is no better than for causal history graph approaches,
they also are complex to secure against attacks on the causal history.

Security of Version Vectors

If all replicas in an optimistic system behave correctly, then version vectors are
sufficient to track causality, as shown above. However, version vectors fail miserably
against attacks on the version history because they do not contain any security features
to protect the version graph from attack. Because such systems are fundamentally
distributed, and what is more, because we are targeting mobile nodes more likely to be
left unguarded and thus compromised, security considerations cannot be overlooked.
Thus, we argue that version vectors are not an acceptable solution to the problem.
There are two lines of attack available to malicious nodes. The first is simply to
falsify data. While it is possible to sign the data portion of an update, this does not
prevent falsification by a compromised node with a valid key. Protection against
this kind of attack requires a reputation system[43, 128] to eliminate such nodes over
time. Protection against such attacks is beyond the scope of this thesis, however, we
note that the solutions we propose are ready for such a system to be added, since we
insist on authentication of all updates, which allows for the identification of malicious
nodes, and the eradication of their actions from the system once they have been
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identified. However, the second attack is via falsification of the causality of particular
updates[58, 76, 103, 113]. These forms of attacks we must protect against.

As discussed by Kang et al. [58] there are four attacks against version vector based
causality tracking:

• Substitution Attack: in this attack the attacker replaces the data for a particular
version with alternative data. This can also compromise reputation systems
since the attacker can claim that the version was generated by a different system.

• Inflated Version ID Attack: in this attack the compromised system generates a
greatly inflated version ID. When distributed this update will suppress correct
updates from other systems.

• Same Version ID Attack: in this attack the compromised system distributes an
update with the same version ID as that generated on another system. This
update can then suppress the real update at any system which receives the
attackers update first. This can be particular hard to detect since the node which
generated the real update will never receive the bogus update from other nodes.
This partitions the state within the system. Furthermore, if an innocent node
with the bogus update generates a new update such an update will overwrite
nodes which received the original correct update. This is particular bad for state
transfer systems.

• Log Corruption Attack: in this attack the compromised system distributes an
update with a lower version ID. This can lead non-compromised nodes to believe
that there was a conflict at some point in the past and trigger them to resolve the
conflict and introduce a new resolved version based on the data with the lower
version ID.

It is possible to secure version vectors against all of these attacks, though as we
will see the end result hardly seems worth the effort.

Securing Version Vectors

To secure version vectors it is necessary to make use of cryptographic functions
in order to ensure that various portions of the vector cannot be falsified. For this we
assume that each replica in the system is capable of producing a digital signature[79, 80]
of the contents that is resistant to forging.

• Substitution Attack: the substitution attack is trivially protected against by sign-
ing a hash of the content and the version vector and distributing the signature
with the version vector as visible in Figure 2.4.

h(V2B)
A B . . .
0 2 . . .


σB

Figure 2.4: Signed Version Vector. This version contains a hash of the prior version’s data, which is signed
along with the current version vector using B’s key.

• Inflated Version ID Attack: to protect against the inflated version attack requires
that each participant sign their entry in the version vector each time they update
it so that the attacker cannot distribute an update with an increased version for
anybody but themselves, as visible in Figure 2.5, and as described by Smith and
Tygar [112].
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h(V2B)
A B . . .
0 2 . . .
σA σB . . .


σB

Figure 2.5: Signed Version Vector With Signed Entries. As in the previous figure the hash of the version
data along with the current version vector is signed, however the replica identifier and current version
number is also signed by each replica to prevent tampering with another replicas current version number.

• Same-Version ID Attack: to protect against the same version ID attack a node
needs access to the signatures for other versions seen with the same id. In
essence the node requires access to the complete causal history graph negating
much of the storage benefit of version vectors.

• Log Corruption Attack: the log corruption attack essentially comes in two forms:
it can either be a same-version ID attack (against a past version); or it can be an
attempt to insert a version somewhere in to the chain of past history. To protect
against the former the attacked node needs the full causal history to detect the
attack. To protect against the latter requires that the signatures for versions be
chained, so that it is impossible to insert an entry into the history chain as visible
in Figure 2.6.


h(V1B)

A B . . .
0 1 . . .
σA σB . . .


σB

h(V2B)
A B . . .
0 2 . . .
σA σB . . .


σB

Figure 2.6: Secured History Version Vector. In this version the version vectors are securely chained. The
signature is applied over the signed previous version vector, the hash of this version, and the current version
vector.

Complexity of Secured Version Vectors

As noted by Kang et al. [58], secured version vectors have storage complexity that
is just as poor as the original causal history graph. That is, a naive implementation
takes O(m ·n · log(m)) storage. By making use of a persistent data store, it is possible
to bring this down to O(m · log(m)). While version vectors are claimed to offer faster
dominance checking, the signatures required for security mean that the runtime
overhead of verifying the signature on each column in the version vector combined
with hashing the content, and then verifying the signature over the content hash and
the version vector itself isO(n). This is simply not scalable. Because of these scalability
issues Hash Histories[56] were developed, as well as their extension Summary Hash
Histories[58].

2.4.3 Hash Histories

Hash Histories are based on the observation that the cryptographically secure hash
of the content of a version can serve as a good identifier for the version. Note that
the hash of a version may not be unique, since a version with the same content may
appear previously in a version’s history. Thus, Hash Histories adds an epoch number
to distinguish the latest version from that of old versions with the same content. This
means that the creation of a version identifier involves checking if a hash with that
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version already exists, and if so what the last epoch number was in order to derive the
epoch number for the current version. It also means that to perform replication, the
graph of hashes must be walked until a version common to both replicas is found.

There are some drawbacks that the authors gloss over. Because two sites may
generate the same content independently simultaneously, the authors stipulate that
these are the same versions, even though they are not truly causally related. Thus
hash histories may fail to detect some cases of conflict. If the application in question is
representing an account balance this is simply not acceptable. Despite this limitation,
Hash Histories have some nice security properties, as described next.

Security of Hash Histories

Hash histories are naturally immune to several attacks outlined above, except the
log corruption attack. A substitution attack is impossible since the identifier for a
particular version is cryptographically linked to the content itself. The same goes for
the inflated version attack. Hash Histories are not immune, however, to log corruption
attacks, since nothing in the identifier links the current hash to the previous version.
To overcome this weakness, the same authors developed Summary Hash Histories[58].

Summary Hash Histories

The basic idea behind Summary Hash Histories is to secure the hash history
technique via chaining of the cryptographic hashes. The authors define an identifier in
a Summary Hash History system as the cryptographic collision-resistant hash over the
Summary Hashes of the immediately prior versions and the hash of the new version
content. More formally, Si = hash(S0||. . . ||Si−1||hash(Vi)) where S0 . . .Si−1 are the version
or versions that are the immediate predecessors of this new version. In the case of
most versions there will only be one parent but in the case of a conflict resolution there
may be two. The predecessor-successor relationship is then maintained in a directed
graph of these identifiers. A dominance check is therefore a check of a version against
the set of prior ids in its causal history. During reconciliation, a signed Summary Hash
and the versions data is sent to the other replica. This construct securely chains the
hashes together, providing the ability to recognize equality only in the case where the
same set of operations has been applied in the same order, but eliminating the need
for the epoch numbers seen in the hash history approach. Note, however, that while
Hash Histories recognize only content equality, with the epoch number distinguishing
repeated content equality occurrences, Summary Hash Histories can only recognize
total equality.

Kang et al. [58] also point out that since this system secures the history of a given
version replica, replicas are free to aggressively prune their logs, provided that at
reconciliation there is some node which maintains a complete history. This is an
advantage for mobile devices, since they have limited storage. If two replicas meet
that have pruned out a shared ancestor in the causal history graph they can contact
a node which still has such an ancestor, and verify securely that their current state
was derived from this common ancestor. Replicas are free to prune their own history
graph, bringing total storage to less than O(m), even when partitioned, provided that
a “long memory” node is available on the network at reconciliation time with another
replica.
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Flaws in Summary Hash Histories

Despite the unique features of the Summary Hash History technique the system is
not without room for improvement. This approach can no longer recognize cases of
content equality, in contrast to the Hash History approach. In resource-constrained
mobile devices, it is desirable to reduce communication overhead as much as pos-
sible; and so we believe that recognizing content equality can significantly reduce
communication overhead, particularly in the case of state transfer systems, while the
recognition of total equality can be used to reduce the number of required resolutions
by reducing the false conflict rate.

Finally, note that the authors indicate that a signature of the Summary Hash is
passed along with the hash at reconciliation time, but the authors do not discuss how
this is used in the system in any detail. In particular they do not indicate that the
signature is used to differentiate between cases where two different replicas perform
the same operation independently as is important for applications such as account
balance management as discussed prior. Most likely this is a lack of consideration of
application level requirements. This issue is addressed in Git as we discuss in section
2.5.

Complexity of (Summary) Hash Histories

The advantage of the Hash History approach and derivatives is that they remove
the need for unique identifiers that are required for version vector systems. As
has already been discussed, version vectors do not, in practice, reduce the storage
complexity of tracking causal history, particularly when a secure causal history is
desired. As discussed above such systems are O(m · log(m)) storage when using a
persistent data structure but have the disadvantage that replica retirement requires a
distributed garbage collection algorithm. Hash based approaches have the advantage
that they do not rely on unique identifiers and so do not require either pre-selected
identifiers or algorithms for distributed identifier assignment while maintaining the
same storage complexity. Because they store a hash for each version, the size of
which must be log(m) to ensure no hash collisions, the resulting systems have the
same minimal storage complexity O(m · log(m)) while avoiding the requirement of a
distributed garbage collection algorithm. We thus argue they are more appropriate,
particularly for mobile nodes such as smartphones.

2.5 Distributed Version Control Systems

Lately we have seen the rise of a number of Distributed Version Control Systems.
Most well known among these is probably Git. Git is a distributed version control
system designed for replicating software code. Written by Linus Torvalds, it combines
some features of the hash history approach with the summary hash approach while
also tracking the user who makes a particular commit. The techniques used in Git, and
other similar distributed version control systems which we do not discuss for the sake
of brevity, closely resemble these prior techniques. Unfortunately, Git is particularly
targeted at replication of a file system, and so it is not generally usable to solve
replication of other data, such as a database, without replicating the entire database
as stored in the file system. The combination of techniques used in Git provides
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blob size

file contents. . .

ID: SHA1

tree size

permissions tree SHA1 file name
permissions blob SHA1 file name
. . .

ID: SHA1

Figure 2.7: Git’s Filing System Model. Objects are identified by the SHA1 hash of their content. Tree objects
are text files used to represent directories of files, where each line in the files stores the permissions, type,
SHA1 of the contents, and file name, while blob objects are used to represent files, and store the contents of
the file.

interesting properties which we take advantage of in our library while generalizing
beyond the file system replication possible with Git.

Kang et al. [56] demonstrated the value of reducing false conflicts through the
recognition of various types of equalities. Note, however, that with Summary Hash
Histories it is only possible to recognize total equality. However, it is desirable to
reduce state transfer in all cases where the state is the same in order to minimize
communication overhead. That is, the system should be able to recognize cases of
content equality as can be done with the Hash History approach, as well as cases of
total equality, as is available with Summary Hash Histories.

Git does this via separation of the storage system into four different storage types.
The first is an object, which is simply a blob of binary data. This is stored on disk
in a directory and file based on the hash of the content. Because Git is targeted at
file system replication, it also introduces a tree object which ties files and sub-trees
together into a mirror of the filing system. Tree objects are simple text files, where
each line in the file specifies the path of the file or sub-tree and the hash of that object
(in addition to file permissions). The tree objects are also stored in a directory and
file based on the hash of the content of the tree object. This gives Git the ability to
track the state of a filing system based entirely on the hash of the content, and thus
the hash of the tree object is analogous to the hash history approach without epoch
numbers. To better understand this model of the filing system see Figure 2.7.

In order to model the directed acyclic graph of versions, Git adds a third object type,
the commit. A commit contains the hash of the tree object which defines the content of
the filing system as well as the hash of any parent versions, along with the author (and
commiter) of the file system state. Thus the commit objects are logically equivalent to
the secure hash chain used in the Summary Hash method given in[58]. Note that the
inclusion of the author of the commit inside the commit object addresses our concern
with the Summary Hash method not including the author of a given commit. Without
an author identifier it is not possible to securely authenticate the replica who took an
action within the system. It thus addresses cases where the user who made a particular
commit is important, such as in our example of the account balance. Note that with
Git it is not possible to leave the author out of a commit making Git less flexible than
our approach. In order to provide authentication and non-repudiation features Git
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tree (See Figure 2.7)

ID: SHA1

blob (See Figure 2.7)

ID: SHA1

commit size

tree SHA1
parent SHA1
parent. . .
author name
commiter name
commit message. . .

ID: SHA1

tag size

object SHA1
type object-type
tagger name
signature
and/or message

ID: SHA1

Figure 2.8: Git’s History Graph Model. The history graph introduces two new object types, a tag and a
commit, both of which are simple text files, which are also identified by the SHA1 hash of their content. A
tag can be used to point to any other type of object, and can contain a digital signature to authenticate that
object, as well as the name of the author that tagged the object. A commit points at a tree and identifies one
or more parent commit objects, as well as the author, commiter and a commit message. As with all of Git’s
storage model SHA1 hashes are used to identify objects within the system.

adds a fourth object type, a tag object, which allows a user to sign any other object
type, including a commit object. Note that this combination of features is ideal for
replication on mobile devices such as smartphones as it provides the ability to track
content equality, total equality and provide authentication and non-repudiation. See
Figure 2.8 for an illustration of these components.

2.6 Design of RAVEN History

In order to be able to use the combination of techniques available in Git in settings
other than file system replication we have designed a library which makes it easy for
application designers to take advantage of these features. We call this system RAVEN
History. It consists of a system of version identifiers composed of three parts. The
first part is designed to capture the instances of content equality, the second part to
distinguish these from total equality, and the third part to secure the authenticity of
the version including authenticity and non-repudiation. The techniques we use are
the same combination from Hash Histories[58] and Summary Hash Histories[56] with
refinement of the role of user ids in the system similar to Git in order to properly
capture the full causality history graph.

A RAVEN identifier, notated Ri consists of three components, a content component,
notated as Ci , a history component, noted Hi , and an authentication component, noted
Ai . That is, Ri = (Ci ,Hi ,Ai). We address each of these components in turn. A summary
of these components is given in Table 2.1.
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Component Purpose

Ci Content Component Recognition of Content Equality
Hi History Component Recognition of Total Equality
Ai Authentication Component User Identification, Authentication,

and Non-Repudiation

Table 2.1: RAVEN History Component Summary

The first component of the RAVEN History identifier is simply the hash of the
version content as in the Hash History approach. This means that the first portion of
the RAVEN History identifier can be used to recognize cases of content equality and
can therefore avoid exchanging the state required to reconcile a particular replica,
reducing the required data exchange. We term this the content component of the
identifier. More formally, the first component is given as: Ci = hash(Vi) where Vi is
the state for version i.

The second component of the RAVEN History version identifier is designed to
distinguish cases of total equality from those of simple content equality. We term this
the history component of the identifier. We use a similar technique as in Summary Hash
Histories in that we use a hash of the prior version identifiers. We do not however
include the hash of the current state since this is captured in the first component
of our id. As noted by Kang et al. [58], the sorting of hash values within a hash is
important for ensuring equality of two hash values derived at different sites, so they
are sorted by lexicographic value.

In cases where the user, who applied a particular operation, matters, we capture
this in the second component of the identifier by including this third component, dis-
cussed below, inside the hash of the state that we embed within the hash of the history
component. Thus, the second component of RAVEN Histories comes in one of two fla-
vors depending on the requirements of the application making use of the system. More
formally, we define the history component as Hi = hash(sort(hash(R0)| . . . |hash(Ri))),
where Rx is the id of the predecessor versions, and which may or may not include the
third component used to identify the user who created the new version. This third
component may be omitted for applications where the user who executed an operation
does not matter. As in Summary Hash Histories the set R0 . . .Ri is the set of identifiers
for the immediate predecessors of the current version. In most cases this will only
be the immediate predecessor but for a conflict resolution this may be two or more
versions that are being merged to create the new version.

For authentication and non-repudiation, we use the third component of a RAVEN
History identifier, the authentication component. This portion of the identifier is
designed to provide authentication and non-repudiation of a user’s actions within
the system. This component simply consists of a signature using the key of the user
who performed the operation over the content and history components for the new
version. This is analogously to the tag object in Git in terms of authentication and
non-repudiation. However, Git stores the author within the commit object, while our
system is intended for arbitrary data, and we therefore use an additional component
in our identifiers. More formally, Ai = sign(Ci ,Hi). This cryptographically secures
the current version against forgery, ensuring that the user who has created this new
version, in fact authorized it. It also ensures that they cannot deny that they made the
version in question, since we have a digital signature.
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With this system reconciliation algorithms are offered the most flexibility for
recognition of coincidental equality, since both content equality and total equality can
be recognized. The history is secure, since the Hi component includes all of the
operations taken to reach the current version, just as in Summary Hash Histories.
The Ai component distinguishes two versions where the same action is taken by two
users, even when the Hi component does not include the Ai component, and provides
the desired non-repudiation and authentication features, regardless of the need to
recognize which user took a particular action for recognition of total equality.

2.6.1 Security of RAVEN History

Having presented the design we now reflect upon some security implications. Does
the design in fact meet the goal of being able to securely represent the causal history
graph? Note that this system is not vulnerable to inflated version ID attacks since
the attacker would need to know the content of the new version and, because of the
authentication component, would not be able to show that another user generated that
version. Our system is similarly not vulnerable to a same version ID attack because
each site maintains a complete causal history against which they can check a particular
version. Furthermore, it is impossible to generate a version with the same ID because
of the authentication component of the identifier. Finally, our system is not vulnerable
to the log corruption attack because the history component includes hashes of all
prior versions. An attempt to insert a version in place of some other version will
be detected because the history component will not be the same. Finally, we note
that the authentication component of our identifier secures each identifier against
tampering, authenticates the user who made a particular change, and also provides
non-repudiation of the change.

2.6.2 Complexity of RAVEN History

RAVEN Histories keeps three hashes per version. This means that like Hash
Histories and Summary Hash Histories the system has storage complexity O(m). In
terms of runtime complexity the system is no worse than the Summary Hash History
approach since it involves the same hash of content, hash of prior version IDs, and
signature, but has far better runtime complexity than equivalently secure version
vector implementations. This is because secure version vectors require O(n) signature
verifications per version, while our system requires only O(1).

2.6.3 Relation to Distributed Version Control Systems

The requirements for our work are similar to what is required for Distributed
Version Control Systems (DVCS) such as Git[71]. Such systems need to solve a similar
problem of storing a replicated database of versions of a file system and the techniques
presented in this thesis are, naturally, of considerable value for such systems.

In essence, Git has combined the fundamental methods incorporated in RAVEN
Histories using a slightly different set of mechanisms. However, we are unaware of
anything in the literature which identifies these methods as fundamental methods
required to solve replication problems in general. While the mechanism used by Git
can be viewed as isomorphic to those of our solution, Git is limited to versioning
of filing systems and the mechanisms are specifically tuned to that problem. The
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design of RAVEN discussed above gives insight into the methodology used by Git and
a strong rational for using this approach. The evaluation section, which follows, gives
an insight into the benefits that this approach provides and an understanding of why
this approach has value.

2.7 Implementation
We have implemented our system, RAVEN Histories, in Java. The implementation

uses treaps[12] to hold the various versioning information because they provide fast set
difference operations, needed for the reconciliation algorithms we use. The operations
on treaps[12] are also possible using divide and conquer algorithms, which can be
easily parallelized, allowing the simulator to take advantage of the multiple cores on
our test machine. The simulations were run on an Amazon EC2 high memory instance,
to hold all of the versioning information for all of the replicated sites in memory. On
mobile nodes, only the storage of one replica is required, and we anticipate that log
pruning will keep storage requirements low on a single node. We intend to explore
log pruning more in future work.

2.7.1 Simulation Data

In order to demonstrate the utility of our system against real world data sets we
have used Subversion[21] (SVN) commit logs, much as Concurrent Version System
(CVS) logs were used by Kang et al. [56]. Subversion is a versioning software system
that enables different users to share data by checking-in and checking-out data from
a centralized server. We treat the project itself as if it were under an optimistic
replication system, and treat each individual file as an item of shared content in the
replication database. We treat each author in the repository as a single replication
site, and choose a replication interval such that sequential writes by different authors
in a timespan less than our replication interval are treated as in conflict. We wrote
a simple program that walks an SVN repository and generates a trace with revision
number, timestamp, file name, author, and hash of each file in each revision. We use
this log to drive our replication simulator.

Unfortunately SVN does not use the server timestamp as the revision timestamp,
but rather uses the local time on the machine making the commit to the repository.
This means that the timestamps in the repository do not give a global view of the
inter-commit time and in some cases may not be monotonically increasing. Since SVN
does not store an offset to the server timestamp there is no way to back out to a global
view of the times for a revision. This means that it is possible for a revision which
comes later in the revision history to have an earlier timestamp than the version before
it. In light of this we have two choices, we can either sort the data set by timestamp
as was done by Kang et al. [56], or we can change the timestamp on the later revision
to be greater than or equal to the timestamp for the former revision. The former
technique is undesirable, since it could result in reordering writes to the repository in
some cases, forcing an earlier write to dominate a later write, which is not the case
in the actual SVN repository. Despite the fact that this is what was done by Kang
et al. [56], we instead have chosen to change the commit time for a revision with an
earlier timestamp to be one second after that of the prior version. This ensures that
the time of writes follows the global ordering in the repository, in agreement with
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the monotonically increasing version number, and thus the simulator is correctly
simulating the ordering of writes to the repository. We do this since the simulator
needs to have a notion of time, in order to determine if two writes are done within
one replication interval, and thus are treated as possibly in conflict. Since our gossip
interval is large, this forces the simulator to treat the two writes within the gossip
interval as concurrent, which increases the likelihood of conflict, and thus the quality
of our evaluation.

We also wish to show that our system scales well to a large number of replicas.
Because the SVN data-sets involve a relatively small number of authors we have also
generated a synthetic data-set, using a very simple random generation algorithm,
designed to produce a trace with a large number of authors and a high amount of
concurrency.

2.7.2 Simulation Setup
The simulator reads the commit log file a revision at a time, and then periodically

simulates a reconciliation. When a replication is triggered, the simulator picks two
nodes at random, and performs a reconciliation between these two nodes. We have
arbitrarily picked one hour as the reconciliation period. Note that, since not all nodes
perform reconciliation at every replication interval, some nodes may spend several
cycles between contact each other. Note, also, that this is considerably larger than
the median commit interval for all of our datasets, ensuring that many writes will
generate conflicts.

If, during a reconciliation round, the tracking system detects a conflict between
two writes, we note this conflict. We define a moving window of forty-eight hours,
two days, as the moving conflict rate and track the total number of conflicts within
this moving window. We also note if it is required to transfer data for a particular
version using the conflict system in question. For each reconciliation we output the
current moving conflict rate and total conflicts seen and use these as our metrics in
the evaluation.

In order to be able to compare our system with all previous systems, we have
implemented all six different causality tracking systems:

• whole replica Version Vector with commit log (VV)
• per item Version Vectors with commit logs (PIVV)
• Hash Histories (HH)
• Summary Hash Histories (SHH)
• Raven Histories without user identifiers (RH)
• Raven Histories with user identifiers (RHU) (Equivalent to Git)
We have run each of these tracking systems over three different logs from three

different projects hosted on sourceforge.net: audacity, pcgen and unicore. In order
to examine if the systems perform different if there are a large number of replicas,
we have also generated a random synthetic trace with a larger number of authors,
and run over this log as well. The characteristics of these data sets are given in Table
2.2. From the large differences between the median and mean intervals, we can see
that the data-set tends to be quite bursty, with large numbers of commits clustered
together. This is in part due to the fact that SVN batches writes to the file system all at
one time, but also because authors have a tendency to work in small bursts, making
several commits in a short period of time.
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Synthetic Unicore PCGen Audacity

#revisions 350 750 400 750
#writes 86,949 2,930,551 2,125,763 1,596,917
#files 65,252 8,872 6,788 6,324
#mean (files/revision) 248 3,916 5,328 2,137
#authors 176 13 14 10
days 191 174 29 603
median interval (s) 99 641 996 1482
mean interval (s) 47,329 20,006 6,292 69,483

Table 2.2: Data Sets. Information about the data-sets used to drive the simulation.

2.8 Evaluation

In our evaluation we are interested in two primary metrics, number of conflicts for
each versioning system which require resolution, and the number of content transfers
required by each system. Thus, we have written the simulator to do book keeping of
the number of conflicts detected with each tracker, and the number of file transfers
performed in the course of the random reconciliations, as described above. We have
run each version tracking system over our generated logs, and analyzed the results
below.

We provide three data points for each system under evaluation. The first is the
mean number of conflicts seen over the total run. That is, at each reconciliation we
record the total number of conflicts seen within our 48 hour moving window. The
mean conflicts is then the average number of conflicts seen over all anti-entropy cycles
within the moving window. We also provide the maximum number of conflicts seen
over these same set of cycles. Finally, we provide the total number of data transfers
seen over the total set of cycles.

It can be seen from the tables of simulation results, Fig. 2.3 - Fig. 2.6, that the
total number of transfers for the RAVEN History system, both with and without user
identifiers, provides a low number of total transfers which matches the Hash History
system. This is because the system is able to identify the instances of content equality,
as is done in the Hash History approach, and thus avoid transfer of content that is
already known. This allows the system to reduce the number of content transfers
that must be made during reconciliation. This shows that our system meets our
stated design goal of recognizing content equality. It is also clear that the other three
systems, Version Vectors, Per Item Version Vectors, and Summary Hash Histories, are
all undesirable with regards to this metric, as they are unable to properly identify
content equality, and use that information to reduce state transfers. In fact, these
systems are worse by two orders of magnitude on these data sets, which is clearly
unacceptable, particularly on mobile devices, which operate with limited battery
power, and often lower bandwidth with higher latency.

In terms of conflicts, it is clear from the results that RAVEN History matches that
of the Summary Hash History system, as expected. It is also interesting to note that the
RAVEN History with User identification matches the Per Item Version Vector system
in terms of total transfers. This demonstrates that the system is able to correctly
track per user write conflicts, even when the content matches, but offers flexibility to
reduce conflicts when the author of a particular version is not important in a given
application. This demonstrates that our system is able to provide applications with
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flexibility in terms of how their conflicts are resolved, depending on the needs of the
application.

Mean conflicts Max conflicts Total transfers

VV 85,039 524,006 14,217,067
PIVV 264 1,180 12,928,724
HH 588 2,038 10,490,988
SHH 4,732 13,680 77,607,310
RH 4,712 13,478 10,491,841
RHU 50,013 119,990 10,494,198

Table 2.3: Synthetic. Summary of simulation results on the Synthetic data-set.

Mean conflicts Max conflicts Total transfers

VV 116,170 2,097,906 34,995,065
PIVV 36,258 698,356 35,308,473
HH 242 1,662 86,828
SHH 6,896 68,401 32,080,623
RH 6,882 67,001 86,922
RHU 29,061 194,610 87,032

Table 2.4: Unicore. Summary of simulation results on the Unicore data-set.

Mean conflicts Max conflicts Total transfers

VV 398,725 1,743,955 26,669,388
PIVV 203,070 778,544 26,924,100
HH 785 4,419 105,462
SHH 53,307 165,363 35,942,096
RH 52,907 164,104 109,142
RHU 104,131 186,614 110,796

Table 2.5: PCGen. Summary of simulation results on the PCGen data-set.

Mean conflicts Max conflicts Total transfers

VV 1,982 185,321 3,027,685
PIVV 536 30,239 3,076,724
HH 25 764 28,676
SHH 94 2,617 2,702,684
RH 90 2,448 28,685
RHU 570 31,649 28,698

Table 2.6: Audacity. Summary of simulation results on the Audacity data-set.

2.9 Conclusions
In this chapter we have demonstrated that the combination of techniques used

in the RAVEN History system is able to capture equality, both in terms of content
equality, as in the Hash History system, and total equality, as in the Summary Hash
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History approach, while also providing the flexibility to run correctly for applications
that must distinguish the same writes made by different users. We believe that this
represents the identification of fundamental methodologies required for replication
systems in general. In addition we have demonstrated that these methodologies
provide lower transfer and conflict overheads than traditional version vector based
approaches discussed in the literature. Our system is also capable of providing
authenticity and non-repudiation for applications which require such features. We
have shown in the evaluation that this system is able to reduce false conflicts, just as in
the Summary Hash History approach, while also reducing file transfers, as is possible
with the Hash History approach. We further demonstrate that the performance is
considerably better than classic version vectors across both of these axes. We have
further discussed how securing version vectors against attacks produces equivalent
storage complexity to our system, while adding additional code and communication
complexity for garbage collecting identifiers when replicas are retired. We also
discussed how the techniques described are already being employed in distributed
version control systems. We further argued that these features are precisely what is
needed on mobile devices, such as smartphones, to enable a multitude of distributed,
data oriented applications. We thus feel that this chapter has successfully answered
our first research question: What fundamental mechanisms are required in order to enable
secure, distributed data collection applications, and what are the implications of those
mechanisms on the use of the network?
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3. RAVEN: Versioned Databases 1

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter we begin addressing our second research question: How can we
build a platform for distributed data collection applications for disaster management that
is easy for developers and users to use, and enables on phone development? This thesis is
particularly interested in collaborative data collection applications targeted at disaster
response, however the tools for disaster response are the same tools needed by a host
of every day applications. However, disaster management has more strict constraints
than those for normal applications, so we use the disaster management domain to
force us to comply with the most stringent requirements. There are many different
ways existing collaborative applications store and organize their data, including:
XML format for document-oriented data, text files for source code repositories, and
even application-specific binary files or centralized database systems. For many
applications, it is important to be able to query the data in a structured way making
a database the only good choice of data storage system. However, because more and
more devices are mobile, the networks they use to connect to centralized databases are
not always available, which leads to problems of availability for the data, particularly
when a disaster strikes.

In Chapter 2 we outlined how we can use optimistic replication to overcome this
limitation and in particular we discussed one example of a modern version control
systems (VCS), called Git, which is used by software developers to manage source
code. Among the requirements for a VCS are the need for preserving historical
information, support for branched development and integration of changes from
multiple authors. These systems have become increasingly flexible, and adjusted
according to the developers need for disconnected and decentralized operations, and
thus serves as an excellent foundation for our research in this space.

However, the authoring of other types of data has remained behind and often
relies on centralized and on-line solutions seen with systems like Google Docs, or more
traditional relational databases. This is a big problem in the mobile market, where
applications are encouraged to use relational databases to store their information, but
little help is offered to allow sharing of data with support for disconnected opera-
tions. Users expect synchronization and collaboration with peers, forcing application
developers to write synchronization tools and libraries to accommodate this. This
increases time to market and the chance for developers to make significant develop-
ment mistakes. It is well known that truly distributed applications are extremely
challenging to write and many developers have adopted centralized solutions using
things like web services in order to bypass these challenges. Simply put, writing
support for decentralized operations is much harder than centralized counterparts.

1Portions of this chapter are presented in our paper “Interdroid Versioned Databases: Decentralized
Collaborative Authoring of Arbitrary Relational Data for Android Powered Mobile Devices”, MobiCASE
2011
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Centralized systems also require a server deployment, which can face significant
issues of scale if an application gains a lot of users, further increasing the barrier of
entry for applications supporting collaboration.

We feel that structured data stores, like traditional SQL databases, are valuable
for their familiarity to developers and the ease with which complex queries can be
performed. Other work has focused on collaborative editing of XML oriented data
formats[70, 97]. While XML is very expressive, it does not have the ability to capture
many complex structures, nor is it easy to query. It is thus appropriate for document
oriented applications, but many applications do not easily fit this model. While XML
is very flexible from a developers perspective, applications must be written with user
interfaces which are equally flexible, a task not easily accomplished.

Furthermore, as discussed in section 1.3, collaborative applications on mobile
devices face additional challenges with network connectivity. Mobile devices often
experience changes in network connectivity, changing from an office WiFi network,
to flaky 3G connectivity on the train ride home, and then back to a different WiFi
network again at home. Such challenges are even more pronounced during a disaster,
as discussed in Section 1.2, where we saw that the loss of centralized communication
infrastructure hampered network connectivity. Also note that when traveling in a
foreign country users are also likely to turn off data roaming to avoid high charges,
and thus, the device will experience long periods with no network connectivity at all.
This causes significant problems for centralized solutions for collaborative editing on
mobile devices, as network connectivity to use such applications is clearly not always
available.

In an effort to realize our vision of distributed data collection applications, we
have designed and implemented a distributed data management framework, we
call RAVEN. In this chapter, we detail the implementation of a Versioned Database
component for the RAVEN framework, an integrated solution for collaboratively
editing and sharing of arbitrary relational data on the Android mobile platform. It is
a reusable component of the overall RAVEN framework that addresses the general
synchronization needs of applications, freeing developers of considerable design and
programming effort, while also proving that a portion of our vision is possible.

Unfortunately, application developers cannot use VCS tools directly for relational
data without significant effort. This is because the operations these tools provide are
low level, and aimed at file system replication. Thus, it is not straight forward to
translate the file system version control work-flow to relational databases. A careful
analysis of how to best map the relational data on to the version control tools for
efficient storage space usage is required.

Despite these issues, the work presented in this chapter aims to leverage the power
of existing version control systems, and in particular Git, as described in Chapter 2, to
bring decentralized collaborative editing to relational databases.

The system presented in this chapter was designed specifically for the Android
platform and with developer familiarity in mind. Versioning blends naturally with the
existing content provider data access mechanism through a unique Uniform Resource
Identifier (URI) structure. The library aims to include most tools needed to bootstrap
a collaborative editing application. This is why, in addition to the data management
layer, we also provide user interface activities that can be used to handle some portions
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of the versioning work-flow, and which can easily interface with pluggable data viewer
activities written by application developers.

This chapter begins with an analysis of the requirements that we place on our
system. We then provide a brief overview of the work on which we base our system in
Section 3.3. We then discuss the design of our solution in Section 3.4. We discuss the
implementation of this design in Section 3.5. We defer evaluation of this system to
Section 7.2, where we evaluate it in conjunction with the other work presented in this
thesis.

3.2 Requirements
The design of our system is driven by the dream of enabling collaborative editing

of structured data stores, under the stringent requirements of being able to handle a
disaster situation. We thus require the system to enable applications to perform the
following activities:

Access data and perform changes. Applications store their data either by using
XML, database systems or custom file-based storage systems. One factor is choosing
the data format and data access API that our framework supports. We want to allow
generic data in a way that can suit many applications and is familiar to developers on
the Android platform.

Save and access history. One of the basic properties of version control is persistent
history. This has important usages including history aware merging, auditing, and
author tracking. Source code version control systems support viewing files or entire
checkouts for historical data. We thus require that our library enables applications
to inspect history, including allowing for multiple historical versions to be inspected
at the same time. This is important for applications in certain required use cases, for
example viewing historical versions side by side while merging, or for comparison of
versions in order to easily view changes.

Branch and merge. In the world of source code, a single developer often works on
multiple changes at the same time, and, once ready, he will then merge them together.
Some applications may not need the same user to work on multiple parallel branches.
However, this feature is required because of the nature of disconnected operation.
That is, because users can commit to their local repository while not in communication
with each other, they can create implicit branches, which then need to be merged
together. Such changes may create conflicts, requiring that the conflicts be resolved,
either automatically by application, or with assistance of the user, as discussed in
Chapter 2.

Share data with others. This is clearly essential for collaborative applications.
Sharing means that users may exchange data with support from the framework,
inspect versions of that from other users, as well as merge them along with local
changes as described above.

The above operations are the main high level operations we require our system to
support. In order to support them the library exposes a few additional operations, for
example diff support for merging, and support for managing collaborating peers.

Additionally, because we desire to work on mobile nodes in a disconnected fashion,
in order to be appropriate for disaster management, it is fundamental that our design
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supports fully disconnected operation. This is because on the mobile platform network
connectivity is not always present but users expect information to be always available
and modifiable. Even if network connectivity is present, disconnected operations are
important in collaborative writing scenarios, where users may prefer an asynchronous
collaboration mode, because they are more productive when they do not have to deal
with interference from others[65].

Given the resource constraints on mobile platform characteristics, our implemen-
tation will additionally need to have as small a resource footprint as is possible. Smart
phones are resource constrained devices, especially if we compare them to the desktop
computers[89]. Desktop computers do not have power constraints, have large disks,
massive amounts of RAM, high computing power and are generally connected to
permanent high speed internet connections. In stark contrast, smart phones have
limited battery life, RAM memory constraints, small flash storage (although this seems
to be improving recently) and a flaky connection to the internet with low bandwidth
in general. These constrains guide our design choices in several ways, which we will
mention as we discuss the design. In order to understand this design, we next provide
a little bit of background about the Android platform on which we operate.

3.3 Background

3.3.1 A Short Introduction To Android

Android is an open source software stack designed for mobile phones. Android
uses Linux as the kernel for the operating system, and uses the Dalvik virtual machine
(VM) to run applications. The Dalvik VM, programmed in the Java programming
language, is a register-based VM optimized for mobile devices which can run a vast
majority of existing Java software, making it the first open source mobile platform,
and thus an excellent basis for our research. Android also comes with an application
framework and core applications that provide access to phone features. These compo-
nents can be used by developers to write custom applications in the Java programming
language by using the same platform features that the core applications use. The
Android application framework provides several abstractions specifically designed
for the platform.

Unlike the procedural model where there is a single entry point, Android applica-
tions are composed of several components declared in an XML based configuration
manifest file. It is the responsibility of the Android application framework to instanti-
ate components on demand based on the component configuration.

Android uses the concept of “intents” to hold information regarding user or
application generated event. Each intent holds the type of action requested, the target
of the action encoded as an URI, as well as possibly the component that should handle
the request. The component can be left blank in which case Android will automatically
try to find the best component to deliver the intent to, which may even be a component
from a different application than the one generating the intent.

Applications are composed of several user interface components, called activities,
that each handle a focused task that the user can undertake. All these activities are
registered within the platform by specifying what kind of intents each activity can
handle. For example, a text viewer activity can VIEW (action type) objects that are
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described by URIs with the "text/plain" MIME type. We outline a very important
sub-component for our work, The Content Provider, next.

3.3.2 Content Providers: Android Data Sharing

Content Providers are an abstraction of the Android application framework used
for storage and retrieval of data across applications. Android uses it to expose platform
data such as contacts and media information, while applications can use existing
content providers or write new ones. The data model is similar to that of relational
databases: each table is exposed as a cursor returned by a query operation. The
columns available in the cursor are described by a projection and the returned rows
are possibly filtered by a selection criteria. The update, delete and insert operations
work much as their SQL counterparts do in a traditional SQL database.

The Content Providers differ from relational databases in how the tables are named.
Instead of the flat names and the notion of cross product joins, the tables of content
providers are presented within a URI scheme of content://. Each content provider
corresponds to an authority, while the path represents either a table or a table + row
identifier. In addition to the relational database operations, the content provider
interface also associates a MIME type to each content URI. These MIME types are used
in conjunction with the intent system described before, in order to allow the Android
framework to select viewing and editing activities for specific URIs.

Each Content Provider is implemented by a Java class that has a method for each
of the operations supported by the interface including query, insert, update, delete,
and getType. The class is then registered in an application manifest. Applications
which use the Android platform then obtain a reference to the ContentProvider via
the ContentResolver class, which returns a stub which can communicate with the
content provider registered to a given URI.

Now that the reader is familiar with the systems on which we base our work, we
next turn our attention to the design of our system on top of these components.

3.4 Design

We next discuss the design of our system, starting with an analysis of the require-
ments we place on our solution. We then discuss the design of the storage layer,
including an experiment we ran in order to determine what to use as the storage layer,
and then continue with some analysis.

3.4.1 Storage Layer Design

Application developers cannot use version control tools directly for relational data
without significant effort. This is because the operations these tools provide are not
at the correct level of abstraction. VCS systems are targeted at file level replication,
while databases, particularly embedded databases, do not store rows in individual
files. Thus, it is not straight forward how the source code version control work-flow
can be translated to relational databases (the file merge being a particular problem),
and what the API to expose this in an application would be. Also a careful analysis of
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how to best map the relational data on to the version control tools for efficient storage
space usage needs to be made.

The first and most important design decision question for our system is how the
versioned database is stored. This has the most influence on the resource overhead
of the system as well as on what use-cases are possible and what their performance
characteristics are. Therefore, it was important to investigate all the factors and what
impact they have on resource utilization, library dependencies and implementation
effort. For this we considered several solutions, each situated on a different position in
the design space with respect to the following factors:

Versioning Granularity. This is the level at which we map data into files (what ver-
sion control tool are designed to work on). The options we considered are versioning
at the granularity of a row, table or entire database.

The benefits of a higher versioning granularity could be smaller storage space
requirements and CPU usage because of less redundancy between multiple versions.
Network usage for synchronization should also benefit from the lack of redundancy
and the existing VCS conflict detection system would pin-point the level of conflict
more directly. That is, storing rows in individual files allows the VCS to detect
conflicting rows directly, but storing at the full database level means that another
system must examine the database to discover the conflicting rows.

Database Type. We wanted to version a generic database system that could be
used for any kind of data and that is familiar to developers. One of the choices we had
to make was which type of database to use: a relational database, an object database,
or storing objects directly in the filing system.

Each of these has its advantages: a relational database fits well with the content
provider interface (the SQLite database is already well supported within Android), it
is also arguably the most familiar model of a database system - most developers are
used to thinking in the relational model. On the other hand, an object database could
be easily mapped to the Git model of storing each object in its own separate file, and
could more easily support a higher versioning granularity.

Delta Encoding and Diffs. Version control tools use delta encoding to lower the
storage space usage of repositories. indexGitGit already performs delta encoding
for repository objects by storing them in compressed and delta-encoded packs. The
performance of the delta-encoding depends on the level and granularity of how deltas
are computed: if the database marks modified chunks as they are written (chunks
may be rows or blocks of bytes for example) this information may be reused to make
delta-encoding more efficient, by not having to compare unchanged data. The default
behavior of Git will be to perform delta-encoding on the file level, thus reading and
comparing entire files even if the changes between file versions are small.

A related problem that is important in our solution is computing differences
between versions for merging purposes. While delta-encoding is performed at the byte
level, diffs need to be computed at the highest semantic level: for a relational database
for example a set of changed rows needs to be output. Also the diff computation
needs to be performed between any two versions, while delta encoding is generally
performed on successive versions.
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3.4.2 Storage Experiment

To decide which storage system to use for our library we performed an experiment
measuring the utilization of the two main resources involved (CPU time and storage
space) for several prototype implementations of the storage layer.

The experiment models data stored by a simple note-taking application. There is a
single entity - a simple notes table that has a schema taken from the Android Notepad
sample application. The fields are: an integer identifier, a title string, note contents
string, along with creation and modification timestamps. The initial data and all the
updates are generated according to the following algorithm:

1. Initialize a pseudo-random number generator to a predetermined seed.
2. Populate the initial storage layer with 100 random notes.
3. Simulate randomly generated mutations to existing data: a 30% chance to

generate a new note, 30% to delete a note and 40% of the time edit a note in
place.

4. Save a new commit every 10 mutations. Perform a total of 5000 mutations. Per-
form Git garbage collection, which removes objects that are no longer referenced,
perhaps because a branch is deleted, and compaction, which performs delta
encoding, every 500 mutations.

We implemented the following storage layer prototypes:

Flat files This implementation persists database entities at a highly granular level:
each record is a file in the file-system. The name of the record is the note identifier,
while the contents are a space-efficient serialization of all the fields.

Object database We define a Notes class with the fields from the schema. Objects
of this class are then persisted to a single database file by using one the following
object databases: db4o (version 7.12)[40, 92] and Perst (version 4.21). We selected these
two because they have implementations which are compatible with android, and
because they take differing approaches to the underlying storage.

Relational database The notes are stored in a single SQLite database file. We used
an SQLite JDBC connector (version 0.56) and an SQLite database (version 3.6).

We then simulated the above scenario on each of the different storage layers and
measured the total runtime and storage usage throughout execution. The tests were
run on a PC with a Core 2 Duo T7300 processor running at 2Ghz. Some absolute values
(for example the total runtime) cannot be directly translated to the mobile platform,
however, the results are good for the purpose of comparing the various solutions
between each other, before starting work on a complete mobile implementation.

Type Runtime Uncompacted Size Compacted growth Uncompacted growth
Flat files 129 s 300 KB 2.62 KB/v 50 KB/v
Perst 421 s 127 KB 1.53 KB/v 37 KB/v
SQLite 926 s 31 KB 2.01 KB/v 36 KB/v
db4o 1027 s 74 KB 2.30 KB/v 46 KB/v

Table 3.1: Storage Experiment Results. The performance characteristics measured for each storage layer
type are: the total runtime in seconds, uncompacted working copy size (in bytes), compacted growth rate
(in bytes per version) and uncompacted growth rate (in bytes per version).
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Figure 3.1: Storage Experiment Results - Disk Usage. The vertical axis is the total size of the repository and
working copy in Kilobytes while the horizontal axis is the time-line in number of mutations. A version is
generated on every 10 mutations. A repository compaction is triggered on every 500 mutations.

The storage space usage results are presented in Figure 3.1. You can notice right
away the saw-shape of the graph because of the Git compaction. In fact each graph
has three main characteristics that measure the “teeth” of the saw: the initial size, the
uncompacted growth rate and the compacted growth rate. The initial size is only a few
kilobytes so it is negligible in the overall repository size after versioning. However,
it is actually the size of a working copy, and thus matters as to how space-demanding
it is to have several uncompacted working copies checked out at the same time. The
uncompacted growth rate is the rate of growth for storage space used by committed
versions in uncompacted format. It is represented on the graph as the slope of the
storage space usage line between compactions. The compacted growth rate is the rate
at which the repository grows per committed version, if the compaction were done
at every version. In order to optimize storage space, usage compaction should be
performed for every committed version, since this will remove any garbage, as well as
perform delta encoding. Of course this would use more CPU and thus more battery
power on the local device than running compaction less often, so there is a trade off to
be made.

Measuring the two distinct growth rates is important because they characterize a
trade-off between CPU and storage usage. If compaction were performed for every new
version the CPU requirements of the storage layer would increase. However, when
compaction is never performed the storage space usage increases at a much higher rate.
The threshold for compaction should be chosen depending on the available resources.

One surprising result from this experiment is the large space usage of the flat filing
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system. The flat-files show this large space overhead because of the Git meta-data
stored for each file. There is an entry in the tree object within Git for every file which
includes significant overhead per file for the file meta-data. There are also issues with
block sizes with this implementation, since each file must occupy at least one block
and in this test the files are much smaller than a block. Finally, note that flat files not
ideal for mobile devices due to the common usage of the FAT filing system which is
known to be inefficient at storing lots of small files.

We decided to use SQLite as the underlying data layer for our library and perform
versioning at the entire database level. The growth rates look promising as they
allow us to store many historical versions with little space overhead. SQLite also has
the lowest working copy size which allows us to more efficiently support work on
multiple branches in parallel. The main drawback compared to Perst is that in our
tests SQLite was slower. However, the fact that SQLite is already used in Android as
the de facto database suggests that performance is good enough for the platform, and
developers will be familiar with using it, making debugging of their applications easier
at development time. The better integration with the platform, relational semantics
that match the Content Provider interface, and developer familiarity outweighed the
other issues posed by this design choice.

3.5 Implementation

With this experiment complete we now turn our attention to the actual design
of the components which make up our system, beginning with the base layer of
versioned checkouts, which forms the core of our Versioned Database component. We
then discuss merging and sharing with our system.

Versioned Checkouts library

Versioned Content Provider

sub ContentProvider[s]

Generic Content Provider ORM

URI Parsing

Versioning UI Activities

Content View / Edit Activities

Application

Versioned Databases

Merging Helpers

Figure 3.2: VDB Library Modules. Above the dotted line are the components added by the application.
Below the dotted line are the components offered by our library.

The general structure of our implementation is presented in Figure 3.2. The most
important parts are described below.

3.5.1 Versioned Checkouts

The versioned checkouts module is the foundation for our entire project. It is
required to manage the checkout of a particular version of the database. It is built
on top of the Android platform, SQLite embedded database and the JGit library. It
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is responsible for maintaining all low level versioning data structures on long-term
storage and in memory. All versioning is performed over the entire SQLite database.
The supported operations include branching, committing, examining history, merging
and synchronizing with other devices.

Figure 3.3 contains the snapshot of a typical repository on storage media. At
the highest level a VDB repository contains the standard .git directory which stores
all data for a Git repository along with several checkout directories (B,C,D), each
containing a database file called SQLite.db (b,c,d).

[A] .git

config

refs

master

remotes/fred/master

temp

objects

...

[B] master

[b] sqlite.db

[C] temp

[c] sqlite.db

[D] 6040b725a04f..ce9b54740fc28

[d] sqlite.db

Figure 3.3: Versioned Checkouts Repository File-system Layout. This figure shows the layout of the file
system fused by the version checkout system. The .git directory contains the versioning information, and at
the same level there are directories for each version of the database which is currently checked out.

Note that there are two types of checkouts: local branch checkouts (master, temp)
which are read/write and correspond to Git branches created and managed by the
local user, and historical checkouts like D, which are named after a committed version
and contain a read-only copy of the database at that version. Remote branches in Git
are actually references to a committed version, they are treated as historical, read only
checkouts which cannot be edited by the user.

3.5.2 Typical operation

deleteCheckout(7)

commit(6)

createBranch(1) reference exists

getBranch(2)

deleteBranch(8)

working copy on storage media

getDatabase(3)

SQL(4)
(5)

Figure 3.4: Local branch lifecycle. The states through which a local branch may transition are presented
with dashed lines. The numbered arrows represent a typical sequence of major operations that affect the
lifecycle of a local branch. Note that the operations may be run in subsequent executions of the library
because state is persisted to storage.
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The base of our system consists of two classes, the VdbRepository and VdbCheckout
class which abstract the versioning layer from the application. The state of the
repository and its checkouts are controlled by these classes and allow applications to
manage the lifecycle of a checkout. Figure 3.4 shows a typical sequence of operations
that affects a local branch along with the states that the checkout goes through during
its lifecycle. Note that access to the database checkout is done through SQLiteDatabase
handlers returned by a VdbCheckout (read-only or read-write depending on the type),
and that changes to a local branch can be committed to the Git repository. For brevity,
we omit the description of other steps, as they should be largely obvious to the reader.

3.5.3 Merging

Our solution implements merge support at several levels: recording merges in
the version DAG, providing easy access to versions related to a merge and finally
providing tools that help with integrating data from multiple versions. The full
merge operation happens in three phases: initiating the merge, integrating changes and
committing the resolved merge.

r a b c d

w x y z t

Figure 3.5: Versions Directed Acyclic Graph

Figure 3.5 shows a typical example of the version DAG for a merge. In this case
version z (merge “result”) has two parents: version c contains changes we are merging
from (“theirs”) and version y that contains the version we are merging into (“ours”).
Version r is the closest common ancestor, where history started to diverge, and will be
used as a merge “base”.

In source code version control systems merges are typically performed automat-
ically for each file, with conflicting lines replaced with all versions placed within
markers. For relational databases this is not as straightforward. We need a mechanism
to provide easy access to data for all the versions of the merge.

Access to the Related Databases. One option would be to let developers con-
struct a V dbCheckout for each version involved in the merge and manually compare
and move data between the three sources to the result checkout. To make things
significantly easier we take advantage of the SQLite support for multiple attached
database files to the same database handle. Whenever a checkout is in merge mode
we automatically attach all “ours”, “theirs”, “base” and “result” databases to separate
namespaces, as supported by SQLite. For a notes table for example we would have
“ours.notes”, “theirs.notes”, “base.notes” pointing to the table versions to be merged
into the “notes” result table. The query below would then obtain identifiers for notes
that are in conflict.

SELECT left.ID, right.ID

FROM ’theirs.notes’ left,

’ours.notes’ right
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WHERE left.ID = right.ID AND (

right.<column-1> !=

left.<column-1> OR

...

right.<column-N> !=

left.<column-N> OR )

Developers can now check for conflicts and perform the merge for arbitrarily
complex data. However, figuring out what the differences are would still burden the
application designer. Since computing diffs is fundamental to the merging process our
system offers merge helpers to alleviate this. Our opinion is that merge is fundamentally
application specific and so developers must participate in the process, however, we
intend to explore declarative merge strategies as part of our future work. In order to
assist developers with the current system we offer Merge Helpers which make it easier
to understand the differences between two databases.

Merge Helpers We wrote a MergeHelper class to allow two-way or three-way
diffing of relational data. It expects as input a database handle with the four merge
related databases attached and allows diffing at the level of one table.

Two-way Diff. For two-way diffing the output for a pair of tables is a cursor that
lists the primary key along with the diff state of each row:

Same: all the columns have the same value for left and right rows (these are not
returned for 2-way diffs for performance reasons).

Inserted / Deleted: the row with this primary key exists only on one side.

Modified: the row exists on both sides but has at least one field value mismatch.

Three-way Diff. The three-way diff is logically a pair of two-way diffs: “base”
and “ours”, “base” and “theirs”. These diffs are merged into a single cursor in our
implementation so that each row (primary key) is listed with its two diff states (our
state and their state). With these merge helpers applications can more easily merge
two database versions. Our future work will further address this area.

3.5.4 Versioned Content Provider Interface

The Content Provider plays an important role in the Android platform and it is
important for our framework to integrate cleanly with this abstraction.

Combining versioning with the Content Provider interface requires a mapping
between versioning operations and the Content Provider interface as well as a mapping
between the Content Provider and the lower level Versioned Checkouts.

Our main integration goal is allowing uniform access through the Content Provider
interface to the historical commits and the branches present in a V dbRepository, while
requiring little effort from the programmer. We also considered how these interact
with the support for branching, merging and synchronization within our system.

Our versioned content provider implementation is separated into two layers. The
first layer manages the versioning aspects of the interface, while the second one
manages the relational Content Provider operations. The linking interface between
the two is the versioned checkout abstraction. In this way, the first layer can be
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agnostic to the database schema that is implemented by the second layer, while the
second layer can operate on a database without caring about which branch or historical
commit it is accessing.

Existing applications may want to use our framework and may already have a
content provider implementation. The separation of concerns between the two layers
allows the reuse of the existing Content Provider implementation in the second layer
with only small modifications to handle our custom URI scheme, which we describe
next.

3.5.5 URI scheme

Repositories Remote branches

Local branches

Commits

Remotes

Tables Rows

content://vdb-provider/transport/remote-branches/peter/master/trains

Figure 3.6: Versioned Content Provider URIs

We needed to add extra information to the Content Provider URIs to identify what
repository and what version of the database are accessed. Figure 3.6 presents the
URI structure that we use. This corresponds naturally to the layered separation of
concerns. The initial versioning information describes a checkout, while the later
parts have the same structure as non-versioned content providers and point to a table
or entity within the database for that checkout.

The table and row identifiers can be missing from the URI which allows us to refer
to repositories and checkouts. This, coupled with the fact that they have their own
MIME types makes it easy to attach Activities and Intents for viewing and editing
data in a generic fashion, as can be seen in our User Interface components described
in Section 3.5.7.

3.5.6 Object Relational Mapper

Implementing the Android Content Provider interface is a cumbersome and repet-
itive task, with much boiler plate code that could be automated. The object relational
mapper module allows the developer to declaratively describe a database schema and
the operations are automatically implemented by our framework, including support
for versioning.

The following short listing shows the complete implementation of a versioned
content provider using our object relational mapping module.

@DbEntity (
name=" notes " ,
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itemContentType =
" vnd . android . cursor . item /vnd . google . note " ,

contentType =
" vnd . android . cursor . d i r /vnd . google . note " )

public c l a s s Notes {
private Notes ( ) { }

@DbField ( isID=true ,
dbType=DatabaseFieldTypes . INTEGER)

public s t a t i c f i n a l S t r i n g _ID = " _id " ;

@DbField ( dbType=DatabaseFieldTypes . TEXT)
public s t a t i c f i n a l S t r i n g TITLE = " t i t l e " ;

@DbField ( dbType=DatabaseFieldTypes . TEXT)
public s t a t i c f i n a l S t r i n g NOTE = " note " ;

@DbField ( dbType=DatabaseFieldTypes . INTEGER)
public s t a t i c f i n a l S t r i n g CREATED_DATE

= " created " ;

@DbField ( dbType=DatabaseFieldTypes . INTEGER)
public s t a t i c f i n a l S t r i n g MODIFIED_DATE

= " modified " ;
}

public c l a s s NotePadProvider
extends GenericContentProvider {

public NotePadProvider ( ) {
super ( " notes " , Notes . c l a s s ) ;

}
}

The Notes class represents the schema for one table (multiple schema classes
may be registered). The schema classes are modeled after the Android guidelines
for specifying column names for a content provider as static members of classes
named after the table. Our annotations add schema information that will be used
by GenericContentP rovider to generate the SQL schema and automatically perform
the content provider operations. The end result is that a developer can create a
fully fledged versioned content provider by just specifying its schema. Developers
can transition to the versioned GenericContentP rovider while maintaining backward
compatibility.

3.5.7 User interface

The library includes several reusable user interface components (activities and
views), which can be used for bootstraping a new or existing application with the
versioning-related user interface. This way application developers can focus on writing
application specific data visualization user interface components.

The activities in our framework handle the following two tasks: (a) Version browser:
manage local branches (add, delete), view list of versions (local branches, remote
branches and historical versions), commit changes as well as (b) Sharing manager:
manage remote peers, synchronize with others. The activities launch related activities
based on Intents with URIs from our uniform versioned Content Provider URI scheme.
The custom application components and the activities from the library can easily
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Figure 3.7: Versioning User Interface. On the left is a shot of our Version Browser, and on the right our
Sharing Manager

interface with each other by using Android’s intent mechanism. For example the
revision picker activity has a ’View’ menu item which launches an intent with the
URI representing the currently selected version. Android then sees that the MIME
type for the URI is a versioned checkout and launches the activity that the application
developer has registered for data visualization. Similarly, application specific activities
can launch activities from our library, for example the data visualization component
can provide a ’Save’ menu item that simply launches our commit activity for the
corresponding local branch URI.

We defer evaluation of this system Section 7.2, where we evaluate it in conjunction
with the other work presented in this thesis.

3.6 Conclusions

In this chapter we have decribed our initial work at answering our second research
question: How can we build a platform for distributed data collection applications for
disaster management that is easy for developers and users to use, and enables on phone
development? We have described our Versioned Database component of the RAVEN
framework, which enables distributed data collection applications. However, while we
feel this framework is easy for developers to use using our ORM database framework,
we have not yet answered the entire question, since we have not yet made it possible
for users to develop new database directly on the phone. We address this portion of
the question in the next chapter.
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4. RAVEN: Constructing
Versioned Databases at Runtime1

4.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter we have argued that structured data stores, like traditional
SQL databases, are valuable for their familiarity to developers and the ease with which
complex queries can be performed. However, for many applications, especially those
for disaster management applications, the needs of data storage are not well under-
stood when the application is first written, or indeed before the disaster strikes[87].
However, we have not yet fully answered our second research question: How can we
build a platform for distributed data collection applications for disaster management that
is easy for developers and users to use, and enables on-phone development? In order to
enable on-phone development of databases it is necessary to have support for dynamic
schemas and to be able to view and edit that data. Thus, in this chapter, we present our
work that makes it possible to define a schema for a structured data store at runtime
and generate a user interface to edit instances of that schema on mobile devices, as
well as update the schema of the database as needs of the application change. This
component of the RAVEN framework provides application developers and users with
the ability to easily create collaborative editing applications which use structured
data stores. Contributions of this chapter include a system for adapting Avro schemas
into SQL storage systems, and the ability to write objects to and from both the SQL
storage layer and Android bundles. Additionally, we have built a generic interface
engine which can generate an edit user interface for such data at runtime, allowing
us to support dynamic schemas for structured data stores, with editing and storage
on mobile devices. Furthermore, we demonstrate that it is possible to declare the UI
simultaneously with the schema, using various properties specific to the user interface
builder, while the structure of the data is being edited.

Note that the system we are extending, presented in the previous chapter, offers
versioning of databases, and in the face of conflicting changes in two different concur-
rent versions the user may have to intervene to resolve the conflict. While the existing
system offers a merge cursor, application designers are left to develop user interfaces
to handle this merge. This is a significant problem, compounded by our desire to have
runtime defined data structures. With this work we move towards offering a generic
merge interface capable of handling this by creating the ability to generate a user
interface to edit a structured data record given only the schema.

This chapter presents a system which offers users and application designers the
ability to construct SQLite databases with an arbitrary schema represented using
Avro and synchronize those databases via Git on Android powered mobile devices.
We feel that the combination of features offered by this system is uniquely powerful,
particularly for collaborative applications for editing structured data stores. The user
interface work associated with this system allows the generation of data stores at

1This chapter adapted from our paper “Towards Collaborative Editing Of Structured Data On Mobile
Devices”, Mobile Data Management 2011
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runtime along with an interface to edit a record in the data store. We intend to use this
interface in the future to assist the user in the reconciliation conflicting versions of
data stores which are inherent to weak replication systems, as discussed in Section 8.2.

We begin by further motivating our system with a simple evaluation application
in section 4.2, the user interface of which is shown in Figure 4.1. Next, we briefly
discuss the Apache Avro2 system we use to represent schemas in our system. We then
address the design of our system in Section 4.4, and the implementation of that design
in Section 4.5. We evaluate our work in Section 7.3.

4.2 Example Application

Figure 4.1: To Do Application User Interface. From left to right: a) Initial Edit UI. b) Revised Edit UI.

The best way to understand what our system is capable of doing is with a simple
example. For this purpose, we have chosen a simple “To Do List” application for
tracking shared tasks to be done in preparation for a wedding.

Using a schema creation application, described in Chapter 7.4, a user with a mobile
device and our system begins by creating a simple schema for each to do task. The
output from this application is the Avro schema shown in Figure 4.2.

Our runtime system uses this schema to create and instantiate a versioned database
for this schema using the facilities provided by our Versioned Database component
of the RAVEN framework previously described. The system also generates the edit
user interface, shown in Figure 4.1a where the user can create several entries in the

2http://avro.apache.org/
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{ " type " : " record " , "name" : "ToDo" ,
" f i e l d s " : [

{ "name" : " todo " , " type " : " s t r i n g "
" de fau l t " : "<unt i t led >" } ,

{ "name" : " done " , " type " : " boolean " ,
" ui . l i s t " : " f a l s e " } ,

]
}

Figure 4.2: The first simple schema for a To Do application.

{ " type " : " record " , "name" : "ToDo" ,
" f i e l d s " : [

{ "name" : " todo " , " type " : " s t r i n g " ,
" de fau l t " : "<unt i t led >" } ,

{ "name" : " done " , " type " : " boolean " ,
" ui . l i s t " : " f a l s e " } ,

{ "name" : " duedate " , " type " : " long " ,
" de fau l t " : " 1291872831490 " ,
" ui . widget " : " date " ,
" ui . l i s t " : " f a l s e " }

]
}

Figure 4.3: The revised schema for our To Do application.

database. The user then commits these new entries in the versioning system, and can
review the committed versions using the Version Browser activity which comes with
the Versioned Database system. (See Figure 3.7)

After using the application to store some “To Do” items our groom then shares
this list with his fiancé by synchronizing it with her mobile phone using the Sharing
Manager Activity shown in Figure 3.7.

She marks some items off the list and creates some new ones. However, in this
process, she notices that she would also like to keep track of when certain things on
the list need to be completed, so she adds a due date field to the schema, modifying it
into the schema shown in Figure 4.3.

Note that with our system it is possible to simultaneously declare aspects of the
UI along with the schema for the field using Avro properties. This makes the system
very flexible but also provides a compact way to represent the user interface and thus
exchange not only the user schema for the database but also the user interface in a
single, simple to edit file.

She then shares her updated database with the groom, where he notes the new
version of the schema and uses it to update his database and the system generates the
new user interface shown in Figure 4.1 b. Note that if they both edit the same entry
concurrently this will generate a conflict, which the system does not yet handle. We
will address this limitation in our future work described in Section 8.2 where we will
use our UI system to merge the conflicting records. However, the system is already
useful since users can read the data shared from other users.

Now that the reader has an intuitive understanding of what our system can do,
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we next look at the background work on which we base our system, followed by
discussion of the design and implementation of this system.

4.3 Background

The work of this chapter is based largely on our Versioned Database system
presented in Chapter 3. Our desire with this work is to allow the schema for our prior
work to be defined at runtime and for the user interface used to edit an instance of
that schema to be created at runtime based solely on the schema. In order to achieve
this goal we have chosen to use the Avro schema system as the basis for our work.

4.3.1 Avro: Schema based Serialization

Avro is a data serialization system similar to the more familiar Java Serialization
system. Avro provides rich data structures, a compact, fast, binary data format, a
container format for persistent data stores, remote procedure call features, including
integration with Apache Hadoop, and integration with dynamic languages, such as
Javascript. This last feature is important for our work. Alternative systems include
Java Serialization, Thrift3 and Protocol Buffers4. Thrift and Protocol Buffers only work
with compile time code generation, whereas Avro is an object serialization system
where code generation is not strictly required, though it can provide more optimized
runtime performance. In this way, it is closer to Java Serialization, which inspects
objects at runtime using reflection in order to generate a binary encoding of the object.
Java Serialization is also known to be slow due to the reflection overhead[88]. For our
system, we would like users to be able to define and modify the schema for the data at
runtime and provide good performance and thus Avro is the ideal solution.

Avro relies on JSON encoded schemas which define the structure of the data being
read or written. This allows data to be written with no per-value overhead, the same as
in Protocol Buffers and Thrift. However, these schemas are dynamic and can be parsed
from a JSON string at runtime, which allows Avro to process stored data without a
code generation step. This allows Avro to do symbolic resolution of data using the
schema of the read and written data which we use to handle changing schemas, as
described in section 4.5.3 and will also use this for merging two databases as discussed
in Section 8.2

4.4 Design

Now that the reader is familiar with the underlying technologies we base our work
upon, we next discuss the design and implementation for our system and outline how
it brings us closer to our vision of collaborative editing of structured data on mobile
devices with malleable schemas. The system consists of two main components. The
first is the Avro ContentProvider extension to the existing GenericContentProvider
component of the Versioned Databases subsystem described in the last chapter. This
layer is responsible for parsing the Avro schema and structuring the entities required

3http://thrift.apache.org/
4http://code.google.com/p/protobuf/
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Figure 4.4: Design Of The Avro Subsystems. System components are written with black text, new compo-
nents shown in bold.

to store data of the structure represented by the schema. The other component
contains user interface components for listing and editing records with the given
schema. These components significantly reduce the development efforts required to
build the structured data editing portion of an application, but more importantly
allow users to define and alter the schema for a given database at runtime. See Figure
4.4 for a conceptual diagram of how these components fit in to our prior work.

4.4.1 AvroContentProvider: Avro Schema to SQL

In order to construct an SQL schema that is capable of storing the data type repre-
sented by an Avro schema, we parse the Avro schema and convert it into an internal
representation of database entities and pass this to the GenericContentProvider sub-
system provided by the Versioned Database. This is required because Avro is designed
for “NoSQL” document oriented storage. However, our storage subsystem is based on
SQL. While we could simply store the serialized data in a single column, this would
make it impossible to use the indexing inherent to SQL for querying. Implementing
“NoSQL” solutions requires application developers to think about how they want to
query data before the design the storage system, in order to ensure that they can query
the data in the ways they will need to. Since we want the storage system to be designed
by users at runtime, we instead opt to map the Avro schema into an SQL schema. To
our knowledge, this is the first Avro to SQL mapping that has been built.

Using the entities we generate from the Avro Schema, the GenericContentProvider
system can then construct an SQL database that matches the schema. For simple
Avro records that only include basic types, the mapping is straightforward, with the
mapping of each field in the record to a column of the correct type in the SQL schema.
For more complex types, such as sub-records, unions, arrays, maps and enumerations,
a more complex approach is required, which we address next.
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Enumerations

Avro enumerations are relatively straight forward to support. These are repre-
sented using an additional table for the values in the enumeration where the key is the
ordinal in the enumeration and the value is the string representation. The SQL column
for the value in the record is used as an integer foreign key into the enumeration tables
ordinal column. Since the values for the enumeration are known from the schema the
values for this table are added to the additional table upon creation.

An alternative approach for enumerations would be to simply store the string value
of the enumeration and then use an SQL CHECK clause on the column to ensure the
string is one of the allowed enumeration values. We elected not to take this approach
for several reasons. The first is that most enumeration keys will be larger than the
4 bytes used to store the integer index, and the second is that it is much faster to
perform the constraint check against the integer primary key in the enumeration table,
since that column will have a b-tree internal to SQLite specifically for performing
these checks, where as the CHECK clause will have to do O(n) string comparisons to
perform the same verification. Finally, one of the valid schema evolution operations in
Avro is to add a new value to an enumeration, in which case we can simply insert into
the enumeration table instead of having to alter the table constraint. Since SQLite
does not support the alteration of constraints on a table this is not as easily supported.

Arrays

Arrays are slightly more complex. For these, an additional table is also created, as
with enumerations, however they are given a complex primary key, consisting of two
or more columns. In the simplest case, there are two columns consisting of the key for
the parent record and the index into the array. This means that our arrays point up
to their parent record, rather than having the parent point down to the nested array.
In the case of complex nestings, there may be more than one primary key column
for the parent type, which we will go into more detail about when we discuss nested
structures in Section 4.4.1. These columns are, of course, in addition to the columns
required to support the basic data type of the array.

Maps

Maps are handled the same as arrays except that instead of having the last column
of the primary key be an integer index into the array, instead, they are stored using
the string key of the map as the key column in the table, as one would expect. They
are otherwise identical to arrays. That is, arrays can be viewed as a one-to-many table
with a primary key consisting of a reference to the, possibly complex, primary key of
the parent type and an index into the array, while maps consist of a one to many table
with the same references and a string for the map key.

Unions

While, records, enumerations, arrays and maps have relatively straightforward
mappings, unions are a more complex and particularly interesting case. An Avro
union can be a combination of any basic type, which can each occur only once, along
with as many named types as is desired. Named types include Avro records, fixed and
enums. Thus, unions may not contain another union directly inside them without
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an intervening named record. In the case of unions we take advantage of SQLite’s
dynamic typing of columns. This allows us to keep the on disk representation of the
data more compactly in SQL, since we do not have to have separate value columns
for each type a union can take on. Instead, we use a three column system for unions.
The first column is a flag indicating the type of data stored in the value column. The
second column contains the name of the type if the type the union is currently holding
is a named type. The third column holds the actual value for the union. As an example,
take the case of a union containing a string or an enumeration value. For the former,
the type column will contain the flag for string, the name column will be null, since
string is not a named type, and the value column will contain the actual string value
the union currently holds. For the latter, the type column will contain the flag for
enumeration, the name column will hold the name of the enumeration, and the value
column contains an integer with a reference into the enumeration table. This gives
us a compact representation of the union in a constant 3 columns, regardless of the
number of branches in the union.

Sub-Records

The final type to discuss is a sub-record. Each record type is mapped to a specific
table where the columns in the table correspond to the fields in the record, as described
above. In addition to all the fields defined in the Avro schema, each record gets an
integer column used as a primary key. This key is used in two ways. First, it acts as the
unique identifier for a record in the URI provided by the Content Provider. Second,
it is used as the parent key in any sub-record, array or map table in order to tie the
sub-type to the parent record. That is, all complex fields point to the keys of their
parent records.

Nested Structures

The last bit of complexity in the SQL schema translation process is needed to deal
with with multiple levels of nesting within an Avro schema, for instance, an array
of arrays or an array of maps. As discussed above, an array of basic types contained
within a record includes the primary keys for the base record plus the offset into the
array. An array of arrays therefore contains these two columns as a portion of its
primary key, along with an additional column for the index of the element in the inner
array, giving a primary key consisting of three columns. This technique can handle
arbitrary nesting of columns, through the use of increasingly complex primary keys.

All of this mapping is handled by our new AvroContentProvider base class which
we discuss next.

AvroContentProvider

The AvroContentProvider is a natural extension of Versioned Databases existing
GenericContentProvider interface. It allows for the definition of a ContentProvider
by passing an Avro schema to the constructor. It is significant that this constructor
can be called at runtime, in order to create and initialize a new ContentProvider and
underlying database based on the schema passed to the constructor. Note that we
have removed the need for application designers to create the initializers required for
the object relational mapping subsystem of our previous work.

This satisfies our requirement that the system be able to build a structured datas-
tore at runtime from an Avro schema. Next we turn our attention to the user interface
components which allow us to edit a record in this data store.
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4.4.2 Application Interface

The application interface components of our system free application developers
from the tedious work of writing activities to edit the structured data in their applica-
tion. The framework follows the Model View Control (MVC) architectural pattern that
fits naturally with Androids largely MVC orientated system. This framework handles
all of the standard Android Activity lifecycle events and also integrates perfectly with
the existing Versioning UI components previously described using Android’s Intent
system.

The model consists of a class which loads and stores the data for a particular Avro
record from the database using the AvroContentProvider. This model is effectively
an “Active Record[36]” pattern backed by our AvroContentProvider. It also allows
changes to be buffered in memory and persisted in response to various lifecycle events
routed by the control components.

The two view Activities we have added are the AvroBaseEditor for editing records
and the AvroBaseList for viewing a list of records in the database. Both of these
classes only require an Avro schema to build the required UI components. They both
make use of an internal AvroViewFactory class which is capable of constructing the
required views and sub-activities for editing or viewing a particular data record. The
sub-components built by the factory can either be generic components constructed
by the view factory based on the type of data being edited, or can optionally be
customized using various per-field properties within the Avro schema, allowing
application designers the freedom to construct custom edit widget classes, provided
such classes implement the necessary interfaces for the given type. There are many
other properties which we do not discuss here in the interest of brevity.

Because of the limited screen size and application memory, the actual user interface
must be broken down into a number of Activities for very complex Avro schemas. For
instance, in the case of sub-records, the UI needs to construct a new view Activity for
editing the sub-record and displaying that on screen. This is handled by the activity
by launching a new Intent and passing it the schema and ContentProvider URI for the
sub-record. When editing of the sub-Record is complete, the model of the resulting
record is returned to the original Activity as a result for storage in the in memory
model. In this way, editing a large and complex record is broken into a number of
smaller activities which can fit in the limited memory of the device. This is necessary
because the view components take up considerable memory on device, and thus, need
to be broken up into smaller chunks which can be loaded independently.

Finally, note that it is possible to specify various aspects of the user interface in the
schema directly. For the sake of brevity we do not go into details here but it is possible
to hide elements, specify various widget types such as for a date or location, and
even specify custom resources for editing components. Other properties allow fields
to be hidden from the user interface in either edit or list mode, disabled, and other
similar properties depending on the needs of the data type. This gives our framework
considerable expressivity and we intend to expand this aspect of the system to support
more styles and widgets as we discover the need for them.

The base Activities are additionally responsible for constructing the controller
components and for accepting the android Activity lifecycle events and directing them
to the internal controller, as is required for Android views, including create, start,
pause, stop and destroy events.
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The control components of this system consist of a handler for the various Android
lifecycle events, as well as for constructing and controlling the in memory model of
the record being edited or the list being viewed. The controller is also responsible for
directing the lifecycle events received from the views to the model as required and
requesting the model store itself to long term storage, in response to these events. The
control components also provide various event handlers which connect the constructed
UI components to the active record model the controller is using.

4.5 Implementation

4.5.1 Avro Content Provider

The first component in our implementation is the Avro Content Provider which is
able to take an Avro Schema, and map the schema to SQL, as well as handle queries
against that schema. This is built on top of the GenericContentProvider system built
as part of our earlier work.

As we saw earlier in Chapter 3, our Versioned Database System already has an
Object Relational Mapping (ORM) ContentProvider which uses annotations on a class
and its fields to represent the schema for a table. The ORM implementation was tightly
coupled to the GenericContentProvider implementation. This system also has another
shortcoming for being able to register complex entities in that it does not support inter-
entity relations such as the one-to-one or one-to-many relationships in the ORM layer.
Thus in order to implement our AvroContentProvider we refactored the ORM layer
out of the GenericContentProvider keeping only the internal meta-data representation
parsed from the annotated entity class in the generic layer. We then extended this
meta-data layer in order to support one-to-one and one-to-many relationships. While
we have not back-ported such support to the ORM ContentProvider, with the new
infrastructure supporting this in the GenericContentProvider layer, it would now be
relatively easy to add support for this to that subsystem.

4.5.2 Application Interface

The application user interface system is implemented using a Model View Control
framework and a factory pattern for construction of the view. The model consists
of a class which knows how to load and store the data for a particular Avro record
from the database using the AvroContentProvider. This model is effectively an “Active
Record[36]” pattern backed by our AvroContentProvider. The complexity of the model
comes from the fact that Android has two methods for storing data because of the
Android Activity life cycle. When activities are paused, they can be asked to store their
data to a temporary data store managed by the system, called a Bundle. In addition,
the model of course needs to be able to store itself using the ContentProvider interface
discussed before. This means that there are in fact two implementations of the model
storage handler, one for storage to Bundles, and one for storage to ContentProviders.
The storage mechanisms themselves load the data from the data store into an in
memory version of the Avro record using Avro’s generic data wrapping system.

The control layer consists of an interface which can accept requests from the main
Activity view in order to trigger the loading and storing of the model. In addition, the
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controller comes with a number of handlers which are wired to the various views built
by the view factory. As the view factory constructs the various views which make up
the application user interface it requests handlers from the controller for connecting
those views to the model so that changes in the user interface can be sent to and from
the in memory model of the record. In this way, updates using the view components
are stored in the model for storage at any point that the application life cycle needs to
trigger a data store.

Finally, the user interface also comes with a number of generic view Activities,
which have numerous responsibilities within the system. The first responsibility is
that on creation it has to build the controller and model for the record being edited
and then pass these to the view factory to construct the actual views to be used. It is
also responsible for constructing the menu components which make up the activity
and relaying interaction with those to the controller, and for accepting application
life cycle events from the Android framework and relaying those to the controller.
The last responsibility of this component is to manage the invocation and return from
various sub-Activities.

4.5.3 Changing Schemas

An important aspect of the system is being able to handle changes to the schema.
This is done using Avro’s schema resolution system. This system allows the reading of
objects written using an older version of schema into the new schema, provided that
certain rules are followed when the schema is updated in the first place. We overcome
the limitation of SQLite’s ALTER TABLE statement by creating a new database next
to the old database which has the new schema. We then read all records in the old
database using the new Avro schema and allow Avro’s schema resolution features to
handle the mapping. We then write each record read to the new database, and when
all records have been processed, move the new database over the old database and
commit it along with the new schema.

Avro’s schema resolution process allows the reading of old data with a new schema
provided certain rules are followed as part of the schema revision process. For
example, fields can always be removed, but if a field is added, it must come with a
default value. Another example is type promotion, such as promoting an integer to a
long, or a long to a double, but fields cannot be truncated to a smaller size.

Note that because it is possible to have concurrent changes to the schema it is
necessary to merge conflicting schemas prior to merging the databases which we
discuss in Section 8.2 as part of our future work.

Evaluation of this system is defered to Chapter 7, where we evaluate all of the
software built for this thesis.

4.6 Conclusions
In this chapter we have further answered our second research question: How can

we build a platform for distributed data collection applications for disaster management that
is easy for developers and users to use, and enables on-phone development? We have shown
how the use of the Avro schema system allows us to define a database at runtime as
well as generate view, edit, and list interfaces for the database. However, there remains
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a small amount of work in order to completely enable on-phone development, in that
we do not yet have an easy method to build a schema. In Chapter 7.4 we will address
this shortcoming by building a schema creator application using the framework itself,
which acts as an additional component of the RAVEN framework. We then evaluate
the resulting RAVEN framework using a usability survey, in Section 7.7, in order to
show that the resulting system has high utility, and that users are reasonably satisfied
with the software.
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5. SWAN: Sensing With Android
Nodes 1

5.1 Introduction
Certainly one of the most unique and perhaps most exciting aspects of the Smart-

phone as a platform is the inclusion of a large collection of sensors. The second
research goal of this thesis is to enable applications which gather and use sensor data.
This data, particularly location data, can be of great assistance in contextualizing the
data gathered in other ways. For example, the location of a phone when collecting
data gives a spacial contextualization for the collected data.

Furthermore, for two decades researchers have held out context awareness as
uniquely positioned to make computational devices smarter and more ubiquitous.
Weiser’s[126] well known vision of devices that melt into the background relies on
devices that understand the location and situation in which they find themselves, and
can behave in intelligent ways based on this information. A great deal of research
has been conducted in the intervening 20 years on how to make use of context, while
hardware technologies have dramatically changed the landscape of what is possible
today. So, while this thesis focuses on using the collected data for disaster management
applications, we feel that our work in this area will be of larger utility if we broaden the
focus of our work in this area, in order to support the largest collection of applications
possible.

Foremost amongst the developments of the last two decades is the rise of the
smartphone as a general purpose computing device. Arguably beginning with the
Apple iPhone, but certainly continuing with a diversity of Android powered devices,
the smartphone has exploded onto the computing landscape. The plethora of smart-
phone devices contain advanced processors, multiple networking technologies and
advanced sensing capabilities that researchers of two decades ago only dreamed of[109].
Such devices can serve as a gateway for personal services in the emerging pervasive
environments enabled by personal sensor networks and sensors in surrounding spaces.
Furthermore, the explosion of applications for these platforms has led to a multitude
of context aware applications. From location based alarms, to warnings of impending
rain, to toggling settings based on visible wifi networks; the age of context aware
applications for smartphones is here. This is in part because the smartphone comes
bundled with a large number of on board sensors, but also because it has the capability
to access additional rich sources of context information using the built in networking
technologies.

Context monitoring involves continuous, simultaneous execution of complex fea-
ture extraction, clustering, and recognition services over one or more underlying
sensors. While existing phone operating system software offers APIs for accessing
sensor data, these APIs provide only low level access to a single sensor, leaving de-
velopers to figure out how to extract higher level context from raw sensor inputs.

1This chapter contains portions of our paper “SWAN-Song: A Flexible Context Expression Language
For Smartphones”, Under Submission to PhoneSense 2012
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The creation of techniques for detecting higher level context, for example detecting a
fall[13, 114], is already a complex topic requiring significant research in and of itself.
What is needed is a platform that is pluggable, allowing domain experts to develop
complex sensor inference systems that can be shared across applications. While appli-
cations that make use of context have already been created, we note that having two
applications performing similar feature extraction, clustering and recognition over
the same set of data and storing redundant results wastes developer time, processing
power, device storage, and most critically, precious battery power. Only through the
use of a centralized service can a global view of context monitoring be achieved, which
opens up opportunities for energy efficencies that simply do not exist with fragmented
applications. Thus, there is a need for a centralized framework to not only speed the
development of context applications, and facilitate the sharing of context discovery
techniques, but also to eliminate redundant on device processing and storage.

In this chapter, we address these shortcomings by presenting our work on SWAN
(Sensing With Android Nodes), an efficient framework for building context aware
applications for the Android platform[124]. This framework enables the development
of all types of context aware applications that are flexible and intelligible to the user,
while simultaneously centralizing the collection, storage and evaluation of contextual
information, enabling cross application cooperation. The APIs offered give developers
novel abstractions for dealing with context in various ways, as is required by different
kinds of context aware applications, reducing the complexity of building context aware
applications. The architecture is designed to reduce redundancy in both processing
and storage of context data, through the use of a centralized, on device service. Finally,
the system is designed to be highly extensible, enabling applications to provide novel
custom sensors, as well as take advantage of the nearly 30 sensors bundled with the
framework.

Contributions of this chapter include a careful analysis of the requirements for
context middleware in order to support the broadest range of contextual applications
in Section 5.2. We also describe, in Section 5.3, the design of a framework that meets
these requirements. We introduce, in Section 5.3.1, a novel domain specific language
for expression of complex context constructs, which we argue strikes the right balance
between expressivity and complexity. Furthermore, in Section 5.3.5, we propose a
taxonomy of sensors for phone centric context middleware. We also describe, in
Section 5.4, the efforts we have made to ensure that our framework is able to evaluate
expressions efficiently. Finally, we describe case studies of implementing new sensors
for our framework, as well as various types of applications in Section 7.5.

5.2 Requirements
In order to understand what is required for our framework we begin by explaining

our view of what exactly context is. There are many definitions of context in the
literature, however, we feel the best one comes from Abowd et al.[2]:

Context is any information that can be used to characterize the situation of an entity.
An entity is a person, place, or object that is considered relevant to the interaction between
a user and an application, including the user and applications themselves.

The authors further qualify this by stating that: “certain types of context are . . .
more important than others. These are location, identity, activity and time.” Location
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is perhaps the most widely explored and immediately obvious contextual information,
and we have certainly focused some of our optimizations at this area, as we discuss in
Section 5.4.2. In terms of identity, the fact that a smartphone is almost always used by
a single user gives any smartphone based system a strong tie to the identity of that
user. Time is, of course, vitally important to the way in which people experience the
world, and thus any system that is intended to address context must provide a rich
way of expressing time, which we discuss more in Section 5.3.1. Finally, we arrive at
activity, which is perhaps the hardest aspect of context to sense. Any system that is
intended to address context must provide as high level a view as possible as to the
users activity, which we discuss more in Section 5.3.5.

It is also important to note that because we are targeting smartphones as a platform,
we have adopted a “phone centric" view throughout our work, where anything that is
outside the phone is viewed as an external sensor that the phone fetches contextual
information from. While this approach does not limit us from applying techniques
from distributed computing, it does suggest that we view our system as a distributed
system that is “Centralized on Phone”, since this is the primary device that the user
interacts with. This is in part due to the fact that networking on smartphones is
known to be intermittent, as users roam from wifi to cellular back to wifi and even
to locations with no connectivity. We thus reject any solution that does not place the
phone at the center of the system, but certainly adopt the usage of external resources,
including cloud computing, wherever it makes sense to do so from this point of view.

Based on the understanding of context expressed above, we next address the
kinds of applications that we require our system to support. In order to do so we
must understand the kinds of contextual applications exist. Chalmers[17] classifies
contextual applications into seven categories, of which we group five together, and
name this category after its unifying member, resulting in three main categories:

• Context Display, where context information is displayed to the user;
• Contextual Augmentation, where contextual data is associated with data of

primary importance to the user;
• Context Triggered Actions, which consists of five subcategories: Context Trig-

gered Actions, where an action is taken based on context; Context Aware Configu-
ration, which reconfigures an application based on the context it is in; Context
Mediation, where the services provided or data requested is modified based
on context; Context Adaptation of the Environment, where the environment is
modified based on the context of the user; and finally, Context Aware Presentation,
where the way information is displayed or the user is notified changes based on
the context, which is strongly related to user preferences or policy.

These categories are similar to those presented by Abowd et al[2, 27], who identify,
presentation of information and services to the user; automatic execution of a service;
and tagging of context to information for later retrieval as the three classes of applica-
tions. We require that our system will be able to support any of the three classes of
applications easily and naturally.

In the case of Context Display applications, the system must be able to allow
applications to query for contextual data and be notified anytime new data for that
query arrives. This is similar to the functionality offered by so called Streaming
Data Management Systems (SDMSes)[6, 82], which are often used in the context of
wireless sensor networks. Many of these systems address the problem from the point
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of view of extremely resource challenged distributed environments, where query
distribution and in network processing are of primary importance. We take a different
approach because we assume that the phone has, in contrast to sensor nodes, relatively
significant storage and processing power. Nonetheless, we view an entire wireless
sensor network as one individual sensor, for example a wireless sensor network for
fire detection could be used to send a single status to the smartphone if there is a fire
or not.

In the case of Contextual Augmentation applications, we take the view that the
system must offer applications a way to query the history of contextual information in
order to avoid data duplication. We view time as being a key enabler of these kinds
of queries, and thus, we require the system to timestamp all sensor readings stored
in the datastore. A central datastore filled with time-series data allows applications
that want to provide additional contextual data along with primary data a natural key
into that data based on a simple timestamp (or timestamp range) on the primary data.
Applications are of course free to use other fields as keys or extract and manipulate
the context data if the application requires.

Finally, we come to the category of Context Triggered Actions. Most of the existing
context aware applications for smartphones, including Tasker, Locale, AutomateIt,
Motorola Smart Actions, and many others, are examples of this class of applications,
with varying degrees of expressivity in terms of the context conditions and actions
available in the system. We thus require the system to provide an easy means to
program the conditions that trigger actions.

A great deal of research has been done on programability of context applications.
SDMSes have adapted Structured Query Language (SQL) to add the ability to support
streaming queries. We feel that SQL is certainly appropriate for querying historic
data, but find it to be awkward to construct complex contextual recognition in these
languages, and thus feel that a more purpose built language is a better approach. For
example, MobiCon[67] offers a Context Monitoring Query (CMQ) declarative query
language. Context oriented programming has also been tried[52, 55] in an attempt to
make context easier to program with. However, we find this approach to be harder,
rather than easier, for programmers to understand, since the “Four-dimensional
dispatch” required by such approaches makes it very difficult for the programmer
to understand when various layers will actually be activated. Other systems have
attempted to use “Semantic Web”[50, 66] technologies to bring reasoning and ontology
to the context domain. We do not see RDF as being an appropriate language in which
to express the time-series data inherent to context systems. In addition we feel that
such approaches do not really enhance programming of contextual systems, while
adding a great deal of complexity. We require our system to keep things as simple and
familiar to developers as possible. We reject approaches based on first-order logic[98] as
being already overly complex, and instead introduce a “Context Expression” language
based on simpler zeroth-order logic.

We agree with Lim and Dey [69] that intelligibility of the tools is vital to user
acceptance. We have thus designed our Context Expression Language with the goal of
having expressions that are easy for users to understand, and that behave according
to the users intuition. We argue, in Section 5.3.1 that this language is as simple as is
possible while maintaining expressivity.

We of course also require the system to be easy to use to develop both sensors and
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Table 5.1: Summary of Requirements

1. Support for many types of contextual data
2. Adopt a “Phone Centric” model
3. Support shared contextual data across all appli-

cations
4. Realtime query support for Context Display

apps
5. Historical query support for Contextual Aug-

mentation apps
6. Triggered expression support for Context Trig-

gered Action apps
7. Allow pluggable sensors
8. Intelligible user and programmer interfaces
9. Open, allowing any application to take advan-

tage of any sensor plugged into the system.

applications, and we feel that it is important, due to the relatively limited battery
capacity found on smartphones, for the implementation to be as efficient as possible.
Finally, we feel that a shortcoming of what we see today, in the form of many different
commercially developed systems, is that applications cannot easily cooperate. One
application cannot take advantage of sensors developed for another application, or
reuse contextual data gathered in a third. Thus, we require that the system should be
relatively open, allowing applications to take advantage of sensor data collected by
sensors of any application[42].

A summary of our requirements is shown in Table 5.1. With these requirements
in mind we now turn our attention to the design of our system, which meets these
requirements.

5.3 Design
In order to make SWAN efficient, and in order to allow the system to be relatively

open, where sensors designed for one application can be used by another, we have
designed SWAN as a centralized service that runs in the background on the phone.
This service has two interfaces, an Application API, which is used by applications in
order to register for notifications to changes in sensors and expressions, and a Sensor
SPI, which is used by sensors to notify the service that new values have been read.

In addition, in order to support the three types of applications we have identified
in the previous section, SWAN offers several interfaces to satisfy the needs of the
various categories of applications. It is our observation that the most common type
of applications being built today are Context Triggered Action applications, so SWAN
provides especially strong support for this type of application. This support comes
partly in the form of a domain specific language for describing context. This language,
which we call “Context Expressions”, is a form of zeroth-order logic. All expressions
in this language evaluate to TRUE, FALSE or UNDEFINED, as we explain in more detail
in Section 5.3.1. Context Expressions allow users and applications to describe a
particular combination of contextual information using sensor based expression
predicates, which can be combined using math, comparison, and logic operators.
While it is possible to register to receive values from a specific Sensor, in order to
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Figure 5.1: Design of SWAN

support Context Presentation applications, and to query for historic values of sensor
data, in order to support Context Augmentation applications, the power of SWAN comes
from its ability to monitor for changes to the value of a Context Expression. SWAN
is designed to be efficient in order to reduce the computational demand and sensor
usage of monitoring this expression, as we describe more in Section 5.4. In addition,
SWAN offers application designers a number of reusable user interface components
for constructing these sorts of expressions, as well as for viewing contextual data, as
we describe more in Section 5.3.3.

For ease of sensor development, and to support Context Augmentation applications,
SWAN makes use of the RAVEN data management framework[81, 85, 86]. This frame-
work make it easy for sensors to persistently store data, while offering an external
interface to applications. This system is based on the Content Provider abstraction
for data storage provided by Android. We discuss the use of RAVEN within SWAN in
more detail in Section 5.3.4.

We have designed SWAN for the Android mobile platform, since Android pro-
vides powerful abstractions for data storage and retrieval (Content Providers), inter-
application communication (Intent messages, Broadcast Receivers), long running
background processes (Services) and discovery of other applications (Android Pack-
age Management). Although Android is our implementation platform of choice,
SWAN could also be implemented on any other mobile platform that offers similar
functionality.

A diagram giving a broad overview of the SWAN components and the location of
the various APIs can be seen in Figure 5.1.

5.3.1 Expression Language

The key to taking the greatest advantage of SWAN, and in particular the optimiza-
tions that we describe in Section 5.4, is the use of our Context Expression Language.
This domain specific language, developed using ANTLR 3[91], gives users and applica-
tion designers a natural way to express complex context conditions using zeroth-order
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predicates. This language is similar to CMQ offered by MobiCon[67], however, it is
more expressive. In designing the language we have attempted to strike the best
balance between expressivity and complexity. The core of these expressions are sensor
predicates. These predicates can be combined in various ways using math, compar-
ison and logic operators. The language has built in concepts of the length of time
to examine history for, as well as various modes in which to examine that history,
making it easy to express complex time dependent contextual situations in a simple
and intelligible way.

Sensor and Constant Predicates

At the core of Context Expressions are the sensor predicates, since these give
access to the values of the various sensors, as well as provide configuration for the
sensor. A sensor predicate is made up of two required components and three optional
components. Required are a sensor entity and a value path, and optional components
are a list of one or more configuration parameters, a history window and a history
reduction mode.

A sensor predicate is perhaps clearest by example:
wifi:ssid?sample_interval=10m {ANY, 1h}

The first component (wifi above) is the sensor entity that defines what sensor the
predicate references. The name for each entity is defined in the sensor’s package
manifest. The second component of a sensor predicate is the value path (ssid above),
specifies which reading value of a given sensor the predicate is interested. Concep-
tually, you can think of the sensor entity as specifying the data table to look at, and
the value path as specifying what column to select from that table. Note, however,
that since SWAN supports in memory sensors, there isn’t always a database where the
data is stored. The next component is an optional list of configuration options for the
sensor represented as a series of key value pairs separated by an &. These options can
be used to specify sensor specific configuration information, which varies on a per
sensor basis (?sample_interval=10m above).

Because sensors are regularly updating the values they offer to expressions, a sensor
predicate has an implicit time window on the values it considers when the expression
is evaluated. The default windowing is over the last second, however expressions may
specify a different window by appending a time in brackets along with the sensor
predicate (1h above). Note, that this language is more expressive than CMQ offered
by MobiCon[67], because sensors can be individually windowed, where as in CMQ
only a full expression can be windowed in time. This also has implications for our
expression evaluation engine, which we discuss shortly.

Because of this windowing of sensor values, sensor predicates really represent an
array of time-stamped values. For example, if a user wants to know if screen was on
in the last 5 minutes, that would be represented by the expression: screen:on {5m}
== true. Since the screen may have been on and off in that interval it is unclear if this
is true or false. To solve this issue, our system includes a history reduction mode (ANY
above). The default mode is ANY, which selects any value that makes the comparison
true as the value of the sensor. This parameter is placed within the brackets after the
expression, along with the history length if present. With this system it is easy to
ask questions like has the screen been constantly on for the last 5 minutes simply by
changing the matching strategy to ALL giving the expression: screen:on {5m, ALL}.
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Next to ANY and ALL, the system offers additional modes for value paths that are
numeric in the form of MIN, MAX, MEAN, and MEDIAN modes, which will select or
calculate the appropriate value. Once again, we note that this is more powerful than
CMQ offered by MobiCon[67], which has no concept of how to reduce history in the
window. In addition to sensor predicates, Context Expressions support constant
predicates of various types including numeric, string and boolean values.

Complex Expressions

With the Context Expression language constant and sensor predicates can be
combined into higher level expressions. The language includes all of the comparison
operators you would expect including ==, >=, >, <=, < and !=, but also string operators
like regex for performing a regular expression match on strings, as well as contains,
startsWith, and endsWith. The language also supports basic math operators over
numeric sensor values and constants. Finally, the language includes logic operators
including binary AND and OR and unary negation allowing very complex expressions
representing complex contextual situations to be constructed. An example would be
an expression that detects the battery running down quickly by a background service:
screen:on {ALL, 1h} == false &&

battery:level {MAX, 1h} -

battery:level {MIN, 1h} > 25

Finally, we note that while we do not offer quantification operators as is found
in first-order logic based expression languages[98], we are able to express even more
powerful time based expressions due to the history window and history reduction
operators, where as the prior first-order logic based expressions can only be used to
reason about the current context. Furthermore, we find existential quantifiers to be
harder for developers to understand than declarative models, such as CMQ or our
own.

5.3.2 The SWAN Service

At the heart of SWAN lives the SWAN Service, which bridges the gap between
the sensors on the one hand and the context expressions of applications on the other
hand. The SWAN Service is a long running background service that continuously
evaluates the expressions that are registered by context applications. Once it detects a
change in an expression result (e.g. changes between TRUE, FALSE and UNDEFINED), it
notifies the application that registered the expression by sending a broadcast message.
Furthermore, it can relay readings of particular value-paths from sensors to context
presentation applications.

Applications can use the Application API (see Table 5.2[a-e]) to register any ex-
pression to the SWAN Service. Upon registration of a context expression, the SWAN
Service validates the expression by calling initialize on the root node of the expression
tree. This root node recursively initializes all child nodes, eventually reaching those
child nodes that are sensor predicates, which request data from sensors. The SWAN
Service then runs a package discovery on the phone to find a matching sensor. Once a
matching sensor is found the SWAN Service extracts the metadata from this sensor,
including the supported value-paths and the configuration options and matches this
with those of the sensor predicate. A match is considered successful if the value-path
exists and all mandatory configurations have been set and all configuration options
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are of the appropriate type. After a match the sensor is bound to the expression, the
SWAN Service subsequently instructs the sensor (Table 5.2[f-h]) to produce readings
for the given value-path and configuration.

The expression is put into a priority queue based on required evaluation time
inside the SWAN Service to be scheduled for evaluation. Once an expression reaches
the head of this queue and its required evaluation time is less than the current time,
the Context Service evaluates the expression. To do so, it starts at the root node of the
expression tree and recursively invokes the evaluate method of each sub-expression.
For a sensor predicate this will lead to the getValues method invocation of the sensor
bound to the sub-expression. The getValues will retrieve all values that are within the
history window based on the start time of the evaluation. Then, if the history reduction
operator is not ANY, (e.g. MAX, MIN, AVG, MEDIAN), the operator will be applied to the
time-stamped values in the window. The resulting values are used to evaluate the
parent node, all the way up to the root, which evaluates to TRUE, FALSE or UNDEFINED.

If the new result is different from the previous result the Service sends out a
broadcast message with the new state to the corresponding application. If the result
is UNDEFINED – which can be caused by a sensor with no readings in the expression’s
history window – the expression will be removed from the evaluation queue and
put in a waiting list. Otherwise the SWAN Service will determine a new required
evaluation time (see Section 5.4.1) and put the expression back in the priority queue.

Once an expression ends up in the waiting list, it will remain there until one of the
sensors involved in this expression gets a new reading and tickles the SWAN Service
using notifyDataChanged. The expression is then put into the priority queue for
immediate evaluation.

Using a priority queue, in combination with potential deferring of evaluation
results in a fair best effort scheduling, in the sense that unless expression evaluation is
explicitly deferred, expressions are evaluated in a round robin way.

In our future work, we intend to explore the effect of the scheduler on scalability
and latency of evaluations.
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5.3.3 Expression Builder

So far, we have described the expression language and how we can put expressions
into the SWAN Service, such that they will be evaluated. In this section we will focus
on how to build expressions. We currently support three ways of building expressions:

• String Parsing: The Expression class offers a static parse method, which takes
a String as input. Any complex expression can be written as a String in the
Expression Language and parsed into an Expression object.

• Java Construction: Instead of parsing a String, Expressions can also be created
by creating new objects in code (e.g. new Expression(...)). This is more
complex than parsing a string expression but ensures expression validity.

• Expression Builder: SWAN comes with an application that can be invoked from
any context application and shows a User Interface that can be used to build
an Expression. This Expression is returned as result to the calling application.
The intent of this is to enable the system to support end-user development of
contextual applications, however, we need to perform further user studies to
evaluate the utility of this interface.

/ / c r e a t i n g an e x p r e s s i o n with S t r i n g Pars ing
heavyUsage = Expression . parse (

"MAX( b a t t e r y : l e v e l ) { 1 hr }−MIN( b a t t e r y : l e v e l ) { 1 hr } �>�10 " ) ;

/ / c r e a t i n g an e x p r e s s i o n with Java C o n s t r u c t i o n
max = new ContextTypedValue ( " b a t t e r y " , " l e v e l " , MAX, HOUR) ;
min = new ContextTypedValue ( " b a t t e r y " , " l e v e l " , MIN, HOUR) ;
maxExpression = new TypedValueExpression (max ) ;
minExpression = new TypedValueExpression ( min ) ;
l e f t = new MathExpression (max , MINUS, min ) ;
threshold = new ConstantTypedValue ( 1 0 ) ;
r i g h t = new TypedValueExpression ( threshold ) ;
heavyUsage = new ComparatorExpression ( l e f t , GREATER_THAN, r i g h t ) ;

/ / c r e a t i n g an e x p r e s s i o n with E x p r e s s i o n B u i l d e r
s t a r t A c t i v i t y F o r R e s u l t (new In tent (EXPRESSION_BUILDER ) , 1234) ;

onAct iv i tyResul t ( int request , int r e s u l t , In tent data ) {
i f ( request == 1234 && r e s u l t == RESULT_OK) {

heavyUsage = Expression . parse ( data . g e t S t r i n g E x t r a (EXPRESSION ) ) ;
}

}

Figure 5.2: Different ways to create the heavyUsage expression in code.

The advantage of String Parsing is that it is simple and powerful, the disadvantage
is that it is prone to both parse and configuration errors. Configuration errors are
errors where the sensor is not properly configured, because mandatory values are
missing, wrongly typed, or out of range for the sensor.

Construction of an Expression with Java Construction suffers from the same dis-
advantages, but has the advantage that it allows for easy reuse of components in the
source code.

Since the Expression Builder is able to read all metadata from the manifests of
Sensors, it knows what configuration options are mandatory. Furthermore, through
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using each sensor’s own UI components, configuration is guaranteed to be of correct
type and values will be in range. Another advantage of the Expression Builder is that
end users can use it to generate expressions at runtime.

Figure 5.2 shows an example of creating an expression of heavy usage of a de-
vice (the battery dropped more than 10 percent in the last hour) using the various
expression construction techniques.

5.3.4 RAVEN: Data Management

SWAN takes advantage of a data management framework described in previous
chapters, in order to generate databases for storing sensor data. SWAN also takes
advantage of the user interface components for being able to visualize the data stored
in the database. These components can also be used to easily build applications
that need to list and view sensor readings, which we describe further in Section
7.5.2. Sensors are not strictly required to use this abstraction, but can also manage
history using an in-memory database instead when the historical storage of data is
not appropriate. However, use of RAVEN is highly encouraged in order to enable the
use of these features of the system.

The query API offered to applications is heavily dependent on the Content Provider
abstraction offered by Android. This abstraction offers applications a URI based API
for identifying tables and rows within that table, as well as an SQL like API for query-
ing and manipulating data connected to those URIs. The user interface components
offered by RAVEN, like the Content Provider abstraction, are also generated entirely
from the schema for the data. These components offer a powerful way for applications
to list and view sensor data.

5.3.5 Sensors

SWAN Sensors can be plugged into the framework. This means that application
designers can provide custom sensors, which their application makes use of along
side of their other application components. From a high level perspective a sensor
is composed of at least a Service and a Configuration Activity. The Service must
implement the SWAN Sensor SPI (See Table 5.2[f-i]), and the Configuration Activity
must implement the Sensor UI SPI. At a minimum this Activity must allow the
user to select a value path within the sensor. However, the Configuration Activity
may optionally allow the user to configure any sensor specific configurations for the
expression expressed as a portion of the sensor predicate. In addition to the required
Service and Configuration Activity, sensors that support long term storage of sensor
data may also implement a Content Provider using the RAVEN framework. Sensors
that do not store their data to a Content Provider are required to manage the buffer of
data internally in the sensor, and this data is not available to the query API.

SWAN comes with a number of base classes from which to extend in order to
reduce the complexity of implementing the various APIs, depending on the type of
sensor being developed and the storage model desired for the sensor. The framework
provides base classes for sensors that store to a RAVEN Content Provider, sensors
that buffer data in memory, as well as sensors that make use of our communication
offloading framework, SWAN also comes with a base configuration activity, which
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allows Sensor builders to easily build the required Configuration Activity by writing
an Android Preference interface in XML.

Additionally, we have developed a tool that is able to take the schema for a sensor
and generate a vast majority of the code needed to implement the sensor. With this
tool, developers are quickly able to generate a sensor and only need to write the few
lines of code required to gather data from the real sensor and put it into storage.
Using this tool, we have developed a large number of sensors, which we divide into
a taxonomy for phone-centric sensing. We have used SWAN to develop sensors in
all of the following classes, however, in the interest of space we do not detail them.
Interested readers are invited to check out the code itself as we are constantly adding
new sensors to the framework.

Device Sensors: These sensors provide access to smartphone hardware. These
include the battery level, accelerometer, gyroscope, position (either from the global
positioning system, cell towers, or visible wifi networks), barometer, magnetometer,
signal strength, call state, screen state, and many more. We anticipate that device
manufacturers will continue to add new types of hardware sensors to smartphones
for some time to come.

Data Sensors: Some forms of context are not strictly provided by a sensor per say,
but rather exist as data stored on the device. Examples of such data include the names
of contacts, and appointments in the users calendar. These kinds of data stores can
offer invaluable contextual information, for example, a calendar sensor can be used to
detect if a person is known to be in a meeting, and the ringer can be adjusted based
on this information.

Networked Sensors: This type of sensor uses the network interfaces on the smart-
phone to pull information from various networked resources. This includes things
like weather information, train delays, and social networking service data (twitter
mention, Facebook wall posts, etc.).

High Level and Fusion Sensors: Sensors of this type perform some kind of
analysis on data from one or more sensors in order to synthesize some form of higher
level meaning. These are some of the best “activity sensors” that give applications
the most advanced knowledge of a users activity. Examples include a step sensor,
which examines the accelerometer to detect a step taken by the user and a floor sensor,
which watches the step sensor and the barometer to determine if the user has changed
floors in a building, or a fall sensor[129], which watches both the accelerometer and
the gyroscope in order to see if a user has fallen down.

External Device Sensors: As smartphones have proliferated, manufacturers
have begun building hardware devices designed to integrate with the smartphone
and provide additional data, which can be used as context. This includes things
like Bluetooth body composition monitors, which can report a users weight and
percent body fat, Bluetooth heart rate monitors, blood glucose meters, and many
more. Additionally, sensors embedded in “smart spaces”[98] would qualify as external
sensors in our phone-centric taxonomy.

User Input Sensors: For some context, for example a user’s mood or stress level,
it is impossible with today’s technology to accurately determine the value. Perhaps in
the future sensors will be developed to provide this kind of information, for instance
via the use of an EEG device, or even cybernetic implant. Despite the limitations of
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today’s technology, it is still possible to include this kind of context in SWAN using
user input sensors. For this we have developed Android Widgets, which sit on the
home-screen of the phone and allow the user to click on the widget and select the
desired value. E-health researchers have already used this kind of sensor to monitor
users stress levels[51].

5.4 Efficiency

We use the term “efficiency" to describe the extent to which time or effort is
well used for the intended task or purpose. Because our focus is on the smartphone
platform, which has relatively limited battery and computational power, we believe
it is essential to provide a framework that is very efficient in the use of resources, to
prevent rejection of context aware applications through bad user experiences. Thus,
we have made efforts to optimize the framework so that it does not waste time or
effort in places where the use of that power will not achieve the intended purpose
of monitoring context. We have done this from two perspectives, the first is that
of evaluation of expressions, and the second is from the perspective of the sensors
themselves.

5.4.1 Efficient Evaluation

In order to ensure that the evaluation of expressions is efficient we introduce the
concept of “defer until”, which allows us to avoid re-evaluation of an expression. We
use this concept to also turn sensors off when possible using a “sleep and be ready”
concept that is derived from the “defer until” value. Finally, we take advantage of
logic shortcuts in order to further optimize what parts of an expression to evaluate.

Defer Until

Once an expression is registered with the Context Service, it is repeatedly evaluated.
Each evaluation will result in one of the values TRUE, FALSE, or UNDEFINED. Only when
the evaluation result differs from the previous result the registrar of the expression is
notified.

Because a new reading might change an expression’s evaluation result, a new
evaluation is typically scheduled upon any new sensor reading coming in. However,
in some cases we know a priori that the new reading will not affect the result of the
expression and therefore can delay a new evaluation.

For example, when we monitor the maximum value of a sensor over the last minute
to see whether it is greater than a certain constant threshold, sensor:value-path
{MAX, 60s}, and we find that just 5 seconds ago the sensor reported a value that
is above our threshold, we know that any evaluation in the next 55 seconds of this
expression will result in TRUE. Therefore we can safely defer the evaluation for 55
seconds. Note that although we can defer evaluation, we typically still need to store the
sensor readings. In the above example a reading within this 55 second non-evaluation
interval might affect evaluations up to 60 seconds after its timestamp.

Finding out whether it is possible to defer the evaluation of an expression is
determined by:
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comparator result history reduction mode
>, >= TRUE MAX, ANY

FALSE MIN, ALL
<, <= TRUE MIN, ANY

FALSE MAX, ALL
==, match, contains TRUE ANY

FALSE ALL
!= TRUE ALL

FALSE ANY

Table 5.3: This table shows the history reduction modes for which we can calculate a defer until time
depending on the comparator and the expression result. This table is valid for expressions with a context
value on the left side and a constant value on the right side.

• the history reduction mode
• the comparator
• the current result (TRUE, FALSE, or UNDEFINED)
• the value types (context, constant, combined)

For instance the above combination of comparing the MAX of a context value with a
constant threshold using the > operator while the result is TRUE allows for deferring
evaluation. However, if we were looking at the history reduction mode MIN (while
keeping >, TRUE), then any new reading can make the minimum less than our threshold
and render the expression FALSE. In that case we cannot defer evaluation. Also when
the operator was different in the case of MAX, <, TRUE we cannot defer evaluation,
because any new reading can make the maximum greater than our threshold and
render the expression FALSE.

We made an exhaustive list of all combinations of history reduction modes, com-
parators and results and for each item we determined whether a new reading can
change the evaluation result or not. We used the results of this analysis to create a
look up table to determine whether deferring next evaluations is applicable.

If the evaluation result is UNDEFINED, we never defer evaluation, since any new
reading will potentially change the result. If both value types are constant, then the
evaluation result is also constant and we defer the evaluation forever. Although there
might be situations where we can safely defer evaluation for expressions with both
non-constant value types, we consider these cases rare, and have put our primary
focus to those situations where one of the value types is constant. Table 5.3 shows the
cases in which we can defer evaluation.

Once we know that we can defer evaluation, we need to determine for how long. If
the history reduction mode is MAX or MIN, we can defer evaluation until the current
MAX or MIN falls out of the window, which is the sum of its original timestamp and the
history window size. Otherwise, if we deal with ALL or ANY we capture the highest
timestamp of the value that contributes to making the result FALSE in case of ALL, or
TRUE in case of ANY. Table 5.4 clarifies the calculation of the defer until time with two
examples.

In addition to using historical values to delay evaluation, we can also make use
of the one special sensor that knows what its values will be in the future. This is the
time sensor. Once an expression contains time we can immediately determine when
the evaluation result is going to change and defer evaluation until then.
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time t0 t10 t20 t30 t40 t50

readings <= 18 27 26 42 12 49
MAX(60) t0 t10 t10 t30 t30 t50
> 25 F T T T T T
defer until x t10+60 - - - -
ALL(40) t0 t10 t20 t30 t30 t50
< 25 T F F F F F
defer until x t10+40 - - - t50+40

time t60 t70 t80 t90 t100 t110 t120

readings 10 8 48 12 13 26 12
MAX(60) t50 t50 t50 t50 t50 t80 t80
> 25 T T T T T T T
defer until - t50+60 - - - t80+60 -
ALL(40) t50 t50 t80 t80 t80 t110 t110
< 25 F F F F F F F
defer until - - - t80+40 - - -

Table 5.4: This table shows an example series of sensor readings. There are two examples of expressions for
this sensor. One that results in TRUE if the maximum over a window of 60 is greater than 25 and another
that results in TRUE if all values in a window of 40 are below 25. At t0 both expressions cannot defer
evaluation, because a new reading might change the result. This actually happens for both expressions at
t10, from then on both expressions delay evaluation (denoted by -), based on the timestamp that determines
the result and the window size.

A B && ||
T T MIN(def erA,def erB) MAX(def erA,def erB)
T F MIN(def erA,def erB) def erA
F T MIN(def erA,def erB) def erB
F F MAX(def erA,def erB) MIN(def erA,def erB)

Table 5.5: Method for calculating the defer until time for logic expressions depending on the logic operator
and the values of expressions A and B.

Furthermore, when we have logic expressions built out of other expressions we
can sometimes defer evaluation of one of the children even longer, because of the logic
operator and the defer until of the other child. For instance, if we have expression A
AND expression B resulting in the value FALSE, then we know that both A and B have
to change into TRUE to make the logic expression change into TRUE. Although the defer
until of one of the sub-expressions can be much shorter than the other one, we can
safely delay evaluation of the logic expression (and thus its sub-expressions) until the
maximum defer time of both sub-expressions. Table 5.5 shows which method should
be used in what scenario to determine the defer until of a logic expression.

Although the defer until time of some of the logic expression combinations is the
minimum of both its children, it does not mean that once the logic expression gets
evaluated both children have to be evaluated. All sub-expressions will cache their
results and return this upon evaluation when its own evaluation can still be deferred.

Figure 5.3 gives an example of how, in practice, defer until time can be used. Note
that the sub-expression c:d {AVG, 10s} <= Y on its own requires intensive processing
for evaluation. However, because its sibling has a defer until of 55 minutes and it is
combined using the && operator, we can defer the evaluation of the average also for 55
minutes. And even better, because the combined expression in turn is combined with
an || operator to a time expression, which evaluates to TRUE and happens to have
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Figure 5.3: An Example Expression Tree. This is the tree for the expression (a:b {ALL, 1hr} > X &&

c:d {AVG, 10s} <= Y) || time:current < Z. The values inside the nodes indicate the result of the expres-
sion. The values next to the node indicate the defer until time.

a defer time of 4 hours, we can defer the entire evaluation including the intensive
average processing for 4 hours.

If we cannot determine a defer until value for an expression after evaluation, we
set the defer until time to the current time plus a globally configurable minimum
re-evaluation delay to prevent immediate re-evaluation. By default the minimum
re-evaluation delay is configured as half of the default history window time, which is
1 second. Increasing the minimum re-evaluation delay results in less evaluation and
thus less computation, but also in an increased chance that a particular context state
exists, but will not be detected.

Sleep And Be Ready

Now that we know that in particular situations we do not have to evaluate expres-
sions for some time, we can go a step further in optimizing and not only minimize
evaluation of sensor readings, but also stop gathering sensor data when possible.

Intuitively, one would argue that as long as we can defer evaluation of a certain
expression, we do not need any sensor readings for this expression and we can safely
turn off the sensor producing the readings. This is not entirely true, since if we turn
on the corresponding sensors at the moment a new evaluation is needed, we do not
have all needed history for this evaluation. We can however instruct sensors to wake
up at a specific point in time, such that when the expression is re-evaluated, all the
required history is available. We call this optimization Sleep And Be Ready.

To illustrate that the evaluation strategy matters for the Sleep And Be Ready
optimization, we refer again back to Figure 5.3, but now focus only on the sub-
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expressions that result in FALSE. Because both of the children of the && node result
in FALSE, logic short-cutting (as described in Section 5.4.1) will apply and terminate
evaluation after evaluating one of the children. While any evaluation order of the
children results in such an evaluation optimization, we need a specific evaluation order
to reach a Sleep And Be Ready optimization.

If the AVG node is evaluated first, we will not evaluate the ALL node, because of
short-cutting. The parent of the AVG and ALL node can try to use the Sleep And
Be Ready optimization and instruct the ALL node to sleep and be ready at the next
evaluation time. Because the defer until time of the AVG node is 0 seconds, the ALL

node needs to be ready immediately and cannot be turned off.

In contrast, when the ALL node is evaluated first, we find that we can defer eval-
uation for 55 minutes. The parent node can thus inform the AVG node to be ready
after 55 minutes. Internally the AVG node considers its own history window, and will
sleep for 54 minutes and 50 seconds, so that after 55 minutes its history window of 10
seconds is filled with readings.

From this example we learned that it is best to adopt the following strategy to
determine what node to evaluate first. For both nodes we should calculate the sleep
time, which is:

tsleep,me = tdefer until,other - thistory,me

We then pick the one with the lowest sleep time, and evaluate that one first, such
that if we can turn off a sensor, we will turn off the sensor with the greatest sleep time.
Note that we can only turn off sensors if we can apply logic short-cutting and if the
greatest sleep time is positive. In our future work we will also take warm up times for
sensors into account (e.g. the time that a sensor needs before it can produce its first
reading, such as getting a GPS fix).

Logic Shortcuts

In the previous section we discussed reducing evaluation by taking advantage of
history. In this section we highlight how we can take advantage of logic properties
to shortcut some evaluations, as is done in many programming languages. There are
two situations in which we can know the outcome of a logic expression directly after
evaluating one of its children, no matter what the possible result of the other child is.

• A && B: where A is FALSE results in FALSE
• A || B: where A is TRUE results in TRUE

We use these logic properties to short circuit expressions during evaluation, thereby
reducing evaluation.

For example, consider once more the expression tree in Figure 5.3. As described
in the next section, we will start by evaluating this tree with the sub-expression
current_time < Z. Since this sub-expression results in TRUE and the logic operator is
|| we know that the entire expression will result in TRUE and therefore we can skip
evaluating the left sub-tree of the expression tree.

5.4.2 Efficient Sensors

While in the previous section we focused at optimizing at the evaluation layer in
the Context Service, we believe that in addition a well thought implementation of
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sensors is essential to keep the resource usage footprint of a context framework as
small as possible. In this section we turn our attention to the implementation of two
classes of potentially resource hungry sensors.

Offloading for Networked Sensors

SWAN supports the use of networked sensors. These sensors monitor some piece
of information available on the network. A naive implementation of such a sensor
would poll the resource every, fixed, configured interval to see whether the piece of
information got updated. Such an approach likely consumes considerable energy and
time for repeated fetching and analyzing of remote data, while it is unsure whether
information has changed between two poll operations.

In order to alleviate the resource usage on the mobile phone, we use our Cuckoo
communication offloading framework[60] as a technique to improve both accuracy and
resource usage on the mobile device. With communication offloading we run the
polling code of the sensor on a cloud resource (e.g. an Amazon EC2 instance, a home
server, etc.) and only when the offloaded monitoring code detects an update, it will
send a push message to the mobile phone, thereby reducing the total data traffic and
computation needed on the mobile phone. Furthermore, the accuracy of the web
sensors will improve, since changes will be detected more rapidly due to the higher
polling rate possible on the cloud resource. The downside of using communication
offloading is that we have to maintain an active connection with the cloud resource.
However, this connection can be shared with all the networked sensors.

Smart Sensors

Another class of resource hungry sensors – mostly in terms of energy consumption
– are sensors that deal with location data. Especially GPS modules on mobile phones
consume a lot of energy when active. In this section we describe SWAN’s Smart
Location Sensor, a sensor that tries to minimize the energy consumption of expressions
that deal with location.

We found that most of the expressions using the regular Location Sensor use this
sensor to determine whether distance of the mobile phone to a fixed location is greater
or smaller than a certain threshold. A typical example of such an expression is:

location:location?sample_rate=n
- home > x

The above example will change value if the mobile phone crosses a range of x
meters to the user’s home location. In order to get a timely up-call, the sample rate
of this expression has been set to n seconds. We note that the sample rate is of major
importance when the user’s phone is close to the border of being in or out of range.
The expression allows the user to possibly have incorrect values for at most n seconds.
When the user is far away from the border the sample rate might very well be lowered,
because the chance the user will cross the border is low.

We used this observation to create another sensor – The Smart Location Sensor –
that automatically adjusts the sample rate of the location based on a maximum speed
that can be configured. An expression with a similar meaning as the above expression
is given by:

smartlocation:distance?target=home
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&range=x&max_speed=y == true

The Smart Location Sensor can compute based on the current location, the target, the
range and the maximum speed a minimum time in which its value will remain stable:
tstable =

(distance(current, target)− range)/max_speed

As long as the value will remain stable, the Smart Location Sensor will not keep
the location hardware active. It will schedule a new query to the hardware after tstable.
Only when the user moved at max_speed in the direction of the target, the value will
actually change, otherwise a new tstable will be calculated. This will be greater if
the user moved away from the target or smaller if the user came closer to the target.
Especially if the user is far away from the border and the maximum speed is known to
be low, we can dramatically reduce the active time of the location hardware, while
keeping similar expressivity and precision.

We defer evaluation of SWAN to Chapter 7 where we evaluate all of the software
built for this thesis.

5.5 Conclusions

This chapter has presented our work aimed at satisfying our second research goal
of enabling the development of applications that gather and use sensor data. In
persuit of this goal we have built a pluggable framework which stores collected sensor
data in the storage framework presented in the previous two chapters. In part this
can be seen as a validation of the work presented in the prior two chapters. We feel
that in combining these two systems we have answered our third research question:
What is required to support the gathering and use of sensor data collection applications
on the smartphone platform in order to support disaster management applications? By
combining our two middlewares we are able to support disaster related data collection
applications which make use of sensor data. Having a common data store, which is
able to synchronize the collected data, means that it will be possible to gather and
make use of collected data on mobile devices in support of disaster recovery operations.
In Chapter 7.4 we will further evaluate the use of this platform for building sensor
based applications.
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6. Decision Making 1

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter we present Decisionlib, a Distributed Decision Support System
that runs on mobile devices. This system is designed to satisfy our third research
goal of easing development of applications that support distributed decision making.
Decisionlib is a flexible, durable, and robust voting system which places emphasis on
communication and error handling in order to provide reliable and easy to use group-
based decisions on distributed mobile devices. Contributions include, an analysis of
the requirements for such a system, as well as an implementation which satisfies these
requirements. We further demonstrate that with our system it is easy to implement
different types of group-based decisions, with a variety of decision protocols meeting
the needs of a variety of group decision problems.

Group based decisions generally involve reaching some form of agreement be-
tween a number of different participants. Group decisions are already a hard problem.
Unfortunately, group decisions between geographically distributed and simultaneously
mobile entities adds considerable complexity inherent to the distribution and mobility
of the participants. Unfortunately, this kind of decision is vital in the disaster manage-
ment field where leadership roles are often not well defined[95] and quick decisions
need to be made by people in the field based on varying conditions they inevitably
encounter in order to provide the agility[49] required for an effective response. The
types of decision to be made, and how to make them vary from situation to situation;
sometimes it is better to have a decision than no decision, while at other times a
decision requires participation from a specific actor.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 6.2 discusses our
requirements for the Decisionlib system. In section 6.4 we discuss the design of the
system. In section 6.4.2 we discuss the voting algorithm and its semantics . We will
evaluate this framework using a sample application in Section 7.6.

6.2 Requirements

Our analysis of the disaster management literature[37, 87] brought us to the follow-
ing requirements for a distributed decision support system for disaster situations:

Flexible The system should be highly configurable to allow users to specify what kind
of decisions to make, and how to make them. Different methods of evaluating a
set of votes, including consensus algorithms, voting schemes such as majority
voting and two thirds majority or even dictatorship should all be supported, as
well as simple to define and use.

1This chapter adapted from our paper “A Decentralized Decision Support System for Mobile Devices”
MobiCASE 2010
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Durable The system should provide durable results. In the scenario above, some
participants lose network connectivity. This should not have a permanent impact
on the availability of the result of a decision. Optionally, entities not actively
participating in the decision should be made aware of the result. This allows for
partial participation in decisions, and public versus private decisions.

Ubiquitous The system should allow for decisions to be easily made while out in the
field and preferably already available on devices, which are normally carried by
people likely to be effected by disasters. To support decisions everywhere, the
system needs to run on interconnected mobile clients.

Robust The system should manage failures in a configurable manner and should not
rely on and should not rely on central components, because these are prone
to failure, especially in disaster scenarios. Mobile networks are generally not
reliable, and even less so in disaster situations where centralized infrastructure
like cell towers can be knocked out. Therefore, the system should not rely on
any centralized components. Thus, decentralization is critical to the desired
robustness.

To summarize, we need a flexible system on mobile phone which handles failures
well, provides durable results and runs without relying on centralized components.

In this chapter we present the Decisionlib Distributed Decision Support System
which satisfies all of these requirements. It is configurable to support any kind of
decision process and to provide the information required for group based decision
making. It deals with connectivity issues in ways that do not hinder the reaching of a
decision. A decision is considered final and possibly universally available after it has
been made meeting all of the above requirements.

6.3 Background and Related Work

6.3.1 Ibis

Decisionlib makes use of a communication platform designed for cluster and grid
computing called Ibis [123]. Ibis is built with the goal of creating a portable, flexible
and efficient communications library. Ibis achieves portability through the use of
the Java programming language with its “write once, run everywhere” methodology,
flexibility through the use of interchangeable implementations, and efficiency through
a focus on zero copy communication whenever possible. The Ibis Portability Layer (IPL)
is an abstract communication layer supporting many types of communication includ-
ing one-to-one, one-to-many, many-to-one and many-to-many connections through a
system of unidirectional channels, called ports. Ibis comes with several distributed
programming paradigms, including the highly efficient divide and concurrent paral-
lelism of Satin[105].

Below the IPL layer, Ibis supports a variety of communication protocols. These
range from general protocols such as TCP/IP and UDP, to a SmartSockets imple-
mentation, which uses advanced techniques to seamlessly overcome the challenges
of Firewalls and Network Address Translation, to highly specific protocols such as
Myrinet and Bluetooth, to multi-protocol implementations such as Multi-Ibis which
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can make simultaneous use of multiple underlying Ibis protocol stacks. Since these
communication protocols are interchangeable and automatically selectable at runtime,
programs can run everywhere and communicate if any of these are available. This
makes it ideal for our work on mobile clients where communication over WiFi, GPRS
and Bluetooth are all desirable and the availability of these changes during runtime.

Figure 6.1: Ibis design

Ibis also includes a resource tracking model in order to allow programmers to
deal with the changes in connectivity inherent to distributed computing through
the use of the Join-Elect-Leave (JEL) model[30]. The JEL model comes in different
implementations with varying support for consistency of the model.

In the JEL model, each node is assigned a unique identifier and then connects
to a pool of nodes. The unique Ibis Identifier provides all the information required
to find and connect to any other Ibis nodes regardless of their address or network.
When a node joins a pool, all other nodes in this pool get a Join notification for the
new node. The new node receives the same for all nodes already in the pool. When
a node leaves the pool, all remaining nodes get a Leave notification. When a node
leaves involuntarily, i.e. crashes, a Died notification is sent. The JEL model allows for
a distributed application to continue to run while nodes join and leave.

Resources are tracked by the Registry component. In addition to a centralized
implementation of the registry, there is a distributed implementation of the registry
that uses the Actualized Robust Random Gossiping (ARRG) algorithm[29] suitable for
disaster management scenarios, because it uses no centralized components.

6.3.2 Decision Support Systems

Decision support systems (DSS) are information systems that support decision
making processes. They typically process (large) amounts of data which, are analyzed
to provide useful information to decision makers.

The exact definition of DSSes has changed[32] as research on them has progressed.
From “a computer based system to aid decision making” in the 1970s, to “interactive
computer-based systems which help decision-makers utilize data bases and models
to solve ill-structured problems” to “using suitable and available technology to im-
prove effectiveness of managerial and professional activities” in the 1980s. In the
1990s Group Decision Support Systems (GDSS)[26] facilitate the decision process for
decisions made by groups of people, for example a committee. The most important
aspects of a DSS are[93] that they support decision makers but do not replace them, are
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flexible, allowing users to modify system components, support decision makers on all
levels in an organization and support all phases of a decision process. Most existing
DSS systems are intended to assist decision makers by providing data analysis tools
and are not targeted at group based decision making among a distributed set of actors.
Some work has been done on bringing decentralized architectures to such systems[37]
however this work focuses on architectural details more than on the decision making
itself.

6.3.3 Distributed and Decentralized Voting

Voting in distributed systems is an important problem. Majority voting and
replication are common means to guarantee fault-tolerance in distributed systems.

Almost all voting algorithms in distributed systems are restricted in result domain,
often binary (commit or abort) and require only agreement, where all nodes must
agree on the same value. Most often the exact value is irrelevant, as long as it is
the same on every node. This is different from the problem our system addresses in
that our system can be configured to take the preference of the individual nodes into
account in order to achieve a weighted agreement between all nodes.

Most systems implementing decentralized voting use the widely recognized 2-
phase commit protocol[39, 48]. The problem with this method is that when the voter
sending the result to the user crashes just before or during the transmission, the result
is lost. There are of course adaptions and improvements[47] to 2-phase commit to
try to deal with the shortcomings, nonetheless, voting in group decision making is
slightly different from database transaction commits because preferences of the votes
matters.

6.4 Decisionlib

This chapter presents the Decisionlib distributed decision support library we have
created to meet the above requirements. It is different from traditional decision
support systems in that the focus is on supporting group-based deciding; providing
a flexible way for a group of people to come to a decision. It is not intended to be
a domain information system; the library focuses on communication and decision
mechanisms, and will not provide domain specific analysis of data.

One of the primary requirements we identified is for the Decisionlib library to be
flexible. In order to achieve this goal the library uses a factory pattern to dynamically
select an implementation of common interfaces that support the capabilities requested
of the system.

Written in Java on top of the IPL, it can fully utilize the flexibility of the Ibis
framework, while hiding it from the application developer. It consists of four major
components: the Virtual Pools library, the DeciderManager and the Deciders which
use an Evaluator to evaluate the votes of the participants and come to a decision.
The Virtual Pools library is an internal abstraction which groups nodes into those
participating in a given decision and forwards Ibis JEL events. In the interest of
brevity we will not discuss this internal mechanism. The other three components will
be described in detail in the following sections.

6
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The decision process is as follows: First a DeciderManager is created according
to the desired capabilities of the system. Through this manager new decisions are
found (and joined) or created, resulting in a Decider. The Decider is then used to
start voting rounds to reach a decision between the participants, evaluating the votes
of the different participants locally by means of a decision specific Evaluator. This
Evaluator determines, according to any means it has, what the final decision is, or
initiates a new round via the Decider if no decision can be reached. In this chapter
we will address the basic design of the system, touch on the voting algorithm, and
address configuration options before evaluating the use of our library.

6.4.1 Design

In order to achieve the robustness we desire, we have designed the system with no
centralized components. That is, users collectively make decisions without reliance
on a central node, since that would introduce a single point of failure. Note, however,
that a single user must create a decision and start the voting process for obvious
practical reasons. This creator is responsible for specifying the question (and possibly
the available answers), as well as the method for evaluating the votes, and finally
determining the participant list. Applications are free to do this for users, or to query
the users for this information as is appropriate for maximum flexibility. After the
decision process has been started, all nodes are considered equal. Without a reliance
on a central node, there is no single point of failure once a decision has been started,
making the system Robust to failures and disconnections.

Each node participating in the decision locally determines the result of the de-
cision, resulting in a fully distributed application. The Ibis Join-Elect-Leave model
generates events which allows the system to track the connectivity status of nodes, and
configuration parameters determine what to do with their votes, as well as whether
or not possible results of the decision will be available (to them or even other nodes).
This “malleable membership” is required to achieve the desired Robustness, and allows
decisions to continue even if nodes are no longer able to participate.

Durability is assured by keeping the final result of a decision at each node. If a
node wants to join a decision when it has already reached a conclusion, it can retrieve
the final result from any participating node that it comes in contact with. As long as
any node that has the result is still reachable, the result can be retrieved. The user can
store this information to any permanent storage, as required by the desired durability
of the application.

The specifications of the question to decide on and the answers are not defined
by the system, making the system Flexible. In the scenario in our introduction, the
question does not need to contain much information, and answers can be restricted to
just GPS coordinates but applications are free to add as much or as little information
as is required in order to provide the decision makers with the information required
to make a good decision.

The actual voting is not required to be done by a user. Applications are free to
automate the voting process, allowing mobile devices to report all known information
automatically, and come to a decision without human intervention, if required by the
application. This is in contrast to more traditional decision support systems, where
users are responsible for making all decisions and is further evidence of the flexibility
of our system.
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6.4.2 Algorithm

The Decisionlib system uses a round-based voting algorithm. In each round all
participants cast their vote for an answer. The casting of this vote can either be
automatic or user defined, depending on the voting process or the state the process is
in. Picking an answer from a list of votes is done by a deterministic algorithm present
on each node. This decider algorithm is required to be deterministic to ensure all
nodes proceed through the decision process in the same way when presented with
each other’s votes.

The algorithm is different from traditional distributed voting mechanisms. The
important reason not to use a traditional voting algorithm is that our system is not
targeted at solving the usual consensus problems that those algorithms are designed
for. Our goal is to build a system where the voter of the vote and the value of their
vote are important and so the outcome of the system must reflect the result of each
vote, not just reach an arbitrary consensus.

The process of voting is logically divided intoN rounds, with a vote in every round.
N is not required to be pre-determined, it is defined as the round the decider concludes
a decision. N is assumed finite which means that application programmers must take
care to ensure that progress towards a decision is made at each round. Most deciders
will require users to cast a vote in each round, so N should have an upper-bound that
is acceptable to the users of the system. The algorithm uses N + 1 rounds to guarantee
every participant has the final decision.

Our implementation provides a number of different evaluation algorithms, includ-
ing: Consensus, where the decision terminates when all votes are equal; Dictator,
where the decision is determined entirely by the vote of one member, Exhaustive, a
majority vote where the option with the least votes in a round is removed if there
is not majority in the current round; Majority, where rounds repeat until there is a
majority; and Plurality, where the option with the most votes wins.

6.4.3 Configuration options

In order to meet the goal of being flexible the Decisionlib system has a number of
configuration options. These include options to make the result of a decision public
to anybody, not just to the participants; whether participants that lost connectivity
can see the result of a decision that was in progress; whether to pause a decision if
a participating node loses connectivity; whether to allow a node to rejoin a decision
in process after it was declared dead; whether to bound the decision in time and of
course the ability to set various timeouts for the above options where appropriate.
Thus, the exact semantics of the decision process varies a great deal based on the
algorithm chosen as well as the configuration options specified.

6.5 Conclusions

In this chapter we have presented DecisionLib, a software framework for appli-
cations which require distributed decision making. This system was designed to
answer our third research question: What mechanisms are required to support group
decision making in spite of the networking challenges present in a disaster situation. In
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this chapter we have identified four requirements of: Flexible, Durable, Ubiquitous
and Robust, and described how DecisionLib is designed to meet these goals using the
Ibis distributed communication system for distributed networking, and in particular
we have used to the Join, Elect, Leave model in order to support dynamic connection
and disconnections during the group decision process on mobile devices. We further
evaluate this system in Chapter 7.4.
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7. Evaluation

7.1 Introduction
In this chapter we present our evaluation of the work we have presented in the

prior chapters, using a combination of exploratory case studies and a user satisfaction
survey. We begin with an evaluation of our versioned database interface, and then
evaluate the Avro extensions to this interface. We then describe building applications
with RAVEN, which is composed of the Avro Versioned Database interface, along with
a schema creator application built using this interface. We next evaluate the SWAN
framework using a series of exploratory case studies for each of the different swan
interfaces. We then evaluate our DecisionLib framework, again with an exploratory
case study. Finally, we evaluate user satisfaction with the RAVEN framework using an
end user satisfaction survey.

7.2 Evaluating Versioned Databases
In order to evaluate the use of our Versioned Database layer presented in Chapter

3, a sub-component of the RAVEN framework, we have performed an exploratory
case study using the Notepad Content Provider sample from the Android platform
development kit. We modified this sample to use our library while keeping the same
data model. The sample application allows users to manage (add, delete and update)
a set of notes. Our library adds support for versioning: working on multiple branches,
preserving and viewing history, as well as sharing notes with others.

Our experience with modifying the sample application allows us evaluate the
effort required to use the library. The utility of the API can be quantified in lines
of code saved when providing the same features using the library versus when not
using the library. The ease of use is correlated with the utility but is more difficult
to quantify as it involves how well the library integrates with the platform and how
familiar the interfaces are to developers. For the former, we have undertaken a user
experience study presented later in this chapter. In order to evaluate ease of use
from the developers perspective, we counted the non-white-space lines of code of the
sample application with and without our library. The resulting numbers can be found
in Figure 7.1.

The original Notepad application had a total of approximately 700 lines of code
(non-white-space) dedicated to the user interface, and a total of around 200 lines
of code for the content provider data access interface. Adapting the user interface
required only 55 lines of code, while adding versioning to the data access layer
actually reduced the code base to less than half of the original implementation thanks
to our object relational mapping GenericContentP rovider. Therefore, we can say that
adapting the application did not require major efforts, suggesting developers can
easily switch to using our framework. Furthermore, the results are even better for
newly written applications: in total the code-base for the versioned application was
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smaller than the original application. This shows that our framework has powerful
abstractions that lower development effort while at the same time providing versioning
features.

4100 Total library code-base
705 Notes UI
204 Original NotepadProvider

70 ORM NotepadProvider
760 Updated UI

Figure 7.1: Lines of Code Analysis

Another important factor in our evaluation was its performance in terms of the
runtime of the operations, the overhead for operations which have a corresponding
operation without using our library and as we have discussed in Section 3.4.2 the
storage space usage.

We performed a micro benchmark of the operations and obtained the runtimes
listed in Figure 7.2 The micro benchmark measures the operations on a simple scenario
on two Content Provider instances with the schema of the Notepad sample: one
instance of the original Content Provider without versioning and one instance of our
versioned ORM Content Provider. The tests were run in the Android emulator on our
Core 2 Duo 2GHz CPU.

VDB Normal
Checkout 42.30 ms -
Commit 118.45 ms -
Delete 15.599 ms 13.241 ms
Insert 17.223 ms 15.237 ms
Update 16.636 ms 14.927 ms
Query 841.11 ms 844.05 ms

Figure 7.2: Operations Benchmark Results

One can see that the overhead of each of the Content Provider operations is very
small - only around 2ms. In the case of the query we used a full table scan on a table
of around 1000 rows ordered by a non indexed column. The results show that in
this case the overhead of 2ms was actually hidden by the variance of the database
query. If the database is not very large, the checkout and commit operations are fast
enough that they do not block applications from delivering fast user response even if
no background threads are used.

7.3 Evaluating Avro Versioned Databases

In order to evaluate the Avro extensions to our versioned database framework,
a further sub-component in the RAVEN framework, we have performed another
exploratory case study by implementing a simple “Wedding To Do” application
using both the traditional Android system and our framework. The code required to
instantiate the ToDoProvider for this application using our system, as with the user
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interface components, only requires the program to pass the schema to the constructor
for the ContentProvider. This saves the programmer from considerable burden of
writing a ContentProvider which tends to be very long and repetitive.

While there is not a huge savings in terms of total lines of code as compared to our
existing Object Relational Mapping version, the code seen in Figure 3.5.6, note that
the Avro version also includes meta-data for the user interface generation system as
well, making the system more expressive to application programmers and to users of
our system at runtime.

Note also that the Avro schema need not come from code, it could just as well come
from a file, or be downloaded from the internet, allowing us to generate a database for
any existing Avro schema.

public c l a s s ToDoProvider
extends AvroContentProvider {
/ / S i n g l e quoted f o r r e a d a b i l i t y
private s t a t i c f i n a l S t r i n g

SCHEMA_DEF_SQ =
" { ’ type ’ : ’ record ’ , " +
" ’name ’ : ’ Wedding�ToDo ’ , " +
" ’ namespace ’ : ’my. databases ’ , " +
" ’ f i e l d s ’ : [ " +

" { ’ name ’ : ’ todo ’ , ’ type ’ : ’ s t r i n g ’ } , " +
" { ’ name ’ : ’ done ’ , ’ type ’ : ’ boolean ’ , " +

" ’ ui . l i s t ’ : ’ f a l s e ’ � } " +
" { ’ name ’ : � ’ due�date ’ , " +

" ’ type ’ : � ’ long ’ , " +
" ’ ui . widget ’ : � ’ date ’ " +
" ’ ui . l i s t ’ : � ’ f a l s e ’ , " +
" ’ de fau l t ’ : � ’1324836000 ’} " +

" ] } " ;
/ / Double quoted f o r JSON
public s t a t i c f i n a l S t r i n g SCHEMA_DEF =

SCHEMA_DEF_SQ. replace ( ’ \ ’ ’ , ’ " ’ ) ;

public NotePadProvider ( ) {
super ( SCHEMA_DEF ) ;

}
. . .

}

Figure 7.3: Code for AvroContentProvider based ToDoProvider

In order to test the user interface components we also construct the user interface
of the “To Do” application using our new Avro based components. This only requires
calling the constructor on our base class and passing it the Avro schema. Note that
in both cases the only information that the user interface requires is the schema for
the database in question. These two classes represent a significant abstraction of the
complexity of building a user interface on Android.

In the case of the AvroToDoEditor we save more than 330 lines of code over
the equivalent ORM implementation, and in the case of the list interface we save
more than 200 lines of code. Bear in mind that these savings are for a very simple
application with only two user editable fields in the record. For a more complex
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public c l a s s AvroToDoEditor
extends AvroBaseEditor

{
public AvroToDoEditor ( ) {

super ( ToDoProvider .SCHEMA)
}

}

public c l a s s AvroToDoList
extends AvroBaseList

{
public AvroToDoEditor ( ) {

super ( ToDoProvider .SCHEMA) ;
}

}

Figure 7.4: Code For Avro Based ToDo Application User Interface

schema the savings would of course grow linearly with the number of fields in the
schema. Note also that this example does not exercise the more complex features
possible with Avro schemas including enumerations, arrays, maps and unions, all of
which are supported by the system.

While far from exhaustive, this simple application already demonstrates the power
of the system we have built and represents a significant step on the road to collabora-
tive editing of structured data on Android powered devices.

7.4 Building Applications With RAVEN: An Exploratory
Case Study1

In the previous chapters, we have described how the desire to support collaborative
data oriented applications has lead us to develop the Interdroid Versioned Database
system, and the Avro extensions there of. In this chapter, we present an exploratory
case study of the utility of this system for constructing applications.

We approach the study of our work from two perspectives. The first is that of
a compile time developer, and the second is that of a runtime user of RAVEN. For
the former we have built a Schema Creator application which uses our Interdroid
Versioned Database layer, presented in Chapter 3, along with the Avro extensions and
user interface generation system presented in Chapter 4. This application extends the
functionality of the system to create a framework for the runtime creation of database
oriented applications, which we call RAVEN. This application serves to explore the
power of the work described earlier when used by compile time developers. It serves
to demonstrate that the work of the last two chapters allows developers to focus on the
portion of their application which makes it unique, while freeing them of much of the
burden of creating the data management layers and much of the user interface code.
Of importance is that by viewing the schema for a database as just another example of

1Portions of this chapter are presented in our paper “RAVEN: Using Smartphones For Collaborative
Disaster Data Collection", ISCRAM 2012
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structured data we were able to quickly create an edit application for this kind of data
by simply writing a schema for the given data type and feeding that to our system.

In order to evaluate our framework from the second perspective, that of a runtime
user, we next present the implementation of a disaster management related applica-
tion from Chapter 1.2 in order to show the power of RAVEN framework. In particular
we focus on the People Finder application described in that chapter because it makes
use of both photo and location information. We implemented this application, both
with and without RAVEN, in order to compare and contrast the normal develop-
ment process with on phone development using RAVEN. Using this comparison, we
demonstrate that a runtime user is able to create, in just a few minutes, an application
equivalent to many days of compile time development effort. Furthermore, they are
able to do so with only their phone, avoiding the large amount of battery power that
would be required for a laptop developed solution requiring days of effort.

7.4.1 Schema Creator Application

As a further evaluation of the prior two sub-components of the RAVEN framework,
and a completion of the work to answer our second research question, in this section
we present a schema creator application. We use the construction of this application to
demonstrate the compile time capabilities of our framework. This application allows
users to dynamically construct a schema for new databases at runtime and feed that
to the versioned database layer of Chapter 4. In that chapter we assumed that the
user provided the Avro schema for a database by editing a textual representation of
the schema. This requires users to learn the Avro schema language, which is quite
complex and expressive. We feel that this is not something a standard user would be
capable of. In order to simplify the process of creating a schema we have used our
system in order to build an application for creating a schema and thus answering the
final part of our second research question by enabling end users to build databases at
runtime.

This application feeds a special “schema for schemas” into our existing content
provider system as well as feeding that schema to the user interface generation system
previously described. In doing so we are able to provide a much more intuitive,
structured interface for creating new Avro schemas. This application adds the ability
to define a schema at runtime using relatively simple to understand visual edit tools.
With this tool, users can define the schema for a new data store without having to
write or even know JSON syntax or the structure and syntax of an Avro schema. Thus
a less technical user can create a model for a new database.

The schema used by this application is available in Appendix A, and screen shots
of the user interface which is produced by this schema can be seen in Figure 7.5. These
show various aspects of the system including creating a record, editing a field, editing
the type of a field, and selecting a primitive type for a given field.

Platform Integration

In order to integrate this application with our prior work to create RAVEN, we
modified the existing repository management user interfaces presented in Chapter
3. This involved simply adding an add button to the menu items in the repository
management application. When this add repository item is selected, it is handled by
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Figure 7.5: Schema Creator: User Interface of the Schema Creator Built Using RAVEN at Compile Time
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simply launching the AvroBaseEditor activity with the schema for schemas. When
the user is finished editing the schema the resulting URI for the record in the Schema
database is returned to the repository management application. We have also added
an edit item to the contextual menu for a given repository which allows the user to
edit the schema for a given application which will trigger the update of the underlying
database as discussed in Chapter 4.

When the repository manager receives the URI for a schema, whether it is a new
schema or an edit to an existing schema, it launches a new activity which is responsible
for validating the resulting schema, and instantiating a new repository and database
based on the schema. This activity is the only code which was required in order to
create this “Schema Creator” application and is a demonstration of RAVEN’s ability to
free developers from the tedious work of coding the database management and user
interface components. Instead developers are freed to focus on the data they need for
their applications and any custom activities they need in order to manage that data.
We now turn our attention to this activity within the application.

AvroDBMaker: Validation and Instantiation

The AvroDBMaker activity is responsible for validating a record within the “Schema
Creator” database to ensure that it is complete and does not violate any of the con-
straints placed on a valid Avro schema. This validation step is required because
RAVEN does not yet have the ability to handle per field validation, or larger structural
validations. This means that it is possible for users to do things like enter a field name,
which is not valid within Avro, given that Avro has strict rules for field names. We
intend to address this shortcoming of the system in our future work, as described in
Section 8.2, where we detail our plans to have the user interface perform validations
based on additional annotations to the schema. While this is largely an engineering
task, it will certainly enhance the power of RAVEN. In the mean time the validation
of the schema is performed during the conversion process in hand written code.

When the AvroDBMaker receives a URI for a record within the schema database,
it loads the record into memory and performs a straightforward conversion process to
build a new Avro schema using the Avro API for schema creation, checking that the
values contained in the schema are correct as it proceeds. If it encounters a problem
with the schema as it is performing the conversion, it displays an error message to the
user and launches the edit user interface again in order to allow the user to correct
the problem with the schema. When the edit user interface returns it attempts the
conversion process anew until either the schema is valid or the user cancels the edit
activity without saving.

Once the record, has been validated and converted the resulting schema is then
registered with the underlying system, which creates a new git repository and database
to hold records of the given schema. When this process is complete, it then launches
the AvroBaseEdit activity passing it the URI for a record in this new repository, which
allows the user to immediately edit a record of the newly created type.

Schema Creator Conclusions

This “Schema Creator” application demonstrates the power of the RAVEN frame-
work for building data oriented applications by traditional compile time developers.
By viewing the schema for a database as just another example of structured data, we
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were able to quickly create an edit application for this kind of data, by simply writing
a schema for the given data type and feeding that to our system. The integration
into the framework was accomplished with a few lines of code to add the relevant
menu items to the repository manager and then write the code to convert this to an
actual schema. This activity is able to further integrate with the edit components by
relaunching the edit activity in the case of an error. This activity was straight forward
to write and consisted of less than 400 lines of code. This demonstrates the power of
the RAVEN framework to allow developers to focus on the data to be managed and
application specific operations which operate on that data, and freeing the developer
from significant user interface efforts. In order to further demonstrate the power
of this application as a portion of our framework, we have used this application to
implemented a new disaster management application, to which we now turn our
attention.

7.4.2 Disaster Management Application

In order to further evaluate the power of the RAVEN framework, including the
“Schema Creator” application described in the previous section, from the perspective
of our driving vision of smartphones as a platform for disaster management, we have
chosen to implement a disaster management related application discussed in Section
1.2, in particular we have built a “People Finder” application. This application consists
of a database which can be used to track lost and found people. We have implemented
this application both using our framework, and without our framework in order to be
able to compare and contrast the development effort required, as well as the usability
of the resulting applications.

Recall that what is needed for this application is a comprehensive system to register
both people whom somebody is looking for as well as people who are safe. Our goal is
to increase the ability to access the data collected to maximize the utility of collected
data using smart phones, thus enhancing the ability of families to discover the status
of loved ones and effect a reunion. The fact that cell phones combine GPS, camera,
and communication facilities makes them an ideal platform for gathering this kind of
data. What we want is an application which could easily snap a photo and use the
GPS to automatically associate the location, as well as enter additional data about the
person.

Naive Implementation

In order to have a basis for comparison for the version of this application developed
using RAVEN we have implemented a version of our application, using standard
Android development tools and following the standard practices suggested by Google
in the documentation and examples for the Android platform.

This implementation required a number of days of effort by an experienced de-
veloper and more than 3500 lines of code. This represents a significant development
effort and does not include any data sharing features. The lines of code required to
implement this application is shown in Table 7.1.

User Interface

The user interface for the standard version is fairly simple and can be seen in
Figure 7.6. Note that this user interface contains a number of custom widgets such as
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Lines File Purpose

Java Code
238 PFActivity.java User Interface
380 PersonEditor.java User Interface
477 PFContentProvider.java Data Management

68 PersonPictures.java Data Management
125 Persons.java Data Management
105 SyncAdapter.java Synchronization Client

46 SyncService.java Synchronization Client
56 AuthenticationService.java Synchronization Client

152 Authenticator.java Synchronization Client
269 AuthenticatorActivity.java Synchronization Client
278 NetworkUtilities.java Synchronization Client

71 SyncPerson.java Synchronization Client
29 Constants.java Synchronization Client
68 BatchOperation.java Synchronization Client

144 PersonManager.java Synchronization Client
151 PersonOperations.java Synchronization Client

2657 Total Java Code

Application Configuration
27 AndroidManifest.xml Application Configuration
11 default.properties Application Configuration
38 Total Application Configuration

Drawables
47 progress_inverted.xml User Interface
47 progress_inverted_2.xml User Interface
18 progress_transparent.xml User Interface

Layouts
93 edit_person.xml User Interface
36 res/layout/list_person.xml User Interface
59 res/layout/main.xml User Interface

Values
5 res/values/attrs.xml User Interface
6 res/values/strings.xml User Interface

23 res/values/lists.xml Data Management
361 Total XML Code

Synchronization Server Code
29 app.yaml Server Configuration

146 dashboard.py Server Code
67 datastore.py Server Code
11 index.yaml Server Configuration

175 main.py Server Configuration
16 people.html Server User Interface

444 Total Server Code

929 Total User Interface
693 Total Data Management

1369 Total Synchronization Client
444 Total Synchronization Server

3473 Grand Total

Table 7.1: People Finder Lines of Code
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the linked slider for minimum and maximum age estimation, where the minimum
cannot be set higher than the maximum. The list view also offers custom image
widgets for the gender field as well as the ability to filter the list view based on status.

Synchronization

For the standard implementation we have implemented a SyncAdapter which is
the standard method of synchronization on the Android platform2. Of importance
is the fact that the standard implementation relies on access to a centralized server,
and does not offer any management of write/write conflicts. It is assumed that the
value at the server is authoritative, and since any conflict must be handled without
user intervention within this framework the server adopts a “last write wins” strategy
for dealing with conflict. This may result in incorrect data in the case of a write/write
conflict since the version in the server is selected based solely on the time of synchro-
nization and not based on any causal information. Furthermore, deletes are handled
on the server by marking a record deleted inside the record itself, which is problematic
since it leaves garbage data in the server. In order to deal with this garbage properly
the server would need to track which users are in the system and have seen the delete
and then garbage collect the record, once all users have seen the delete adding consid-
erable complexity. Of course this solution also has the disadvantage of being a fully
centralized solution which is not appropriate for a disaster management application.

Note that the sample code provided by Google does not really address these issues
at all nor does it lead the developer to deal with issues of synchronization properly. In
fact the standard content provider approach is problematic in general because of the
use of auto-increment keys on every row, which is acceptable for applications which
are only syncing data from one user, but which simply do not work when integrating
data from multiple users into a single database.

Framework Implementation

The implementation of the People Finder application using the framework was
undertaken entirely on the phone. Using the “Schema Creator” application described
in the previous section, we constructed a schema which is logically equivalent to
the schema used in our standard implementation. The resulting schema was then
installed in the system as a new data type. The user interface for this version of the
application was then generated based solely on the schema for the application.

The user interface for the framework implementation of the application is not as
rich as that of the standard implementation, because the framework does not offer as
many custom widgets as are possible with custom coding. However, this is an expected
trade off, as the construction of the application using standard techniques requires
a great deal more time and effort as well as specialized skills. The construction of
the application using our framework can be undertaken by a user with no experience
with the application.

The schema created using the framework is provided in Appendix B. Note that this
schema is not seen by the user, but rather is only used internally within the system,
however, we provide it as a portion of the demonstration of the value of the “Schema
Creator” application described in the previous section.

2See http://developer.android.com/resources/samples/SampleSyncAdapter/index.html for the Google
Sample of using this system.
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Figure 7.6: People Finder UI: Implementation Using Standard Android Practices

From this schema the framework is able to generate an edit and list user interface,
as described in the previous chapter. This user interface is shown in Figure 7.7.

Comparison

In order to validate the value of the framework we compare the results of these
two applications along a number of axis: development effort, usability and features
provided.

In terms of development effort, the framework is a clear winner. The standard
application required almost 3500 lines of code and several days of development effort
by an experienced developer. The framework version required just a few minutes to
define the schema for the data to edit using the “Schema Creator” application and
could be done without a lot of specialized knowledge. Of importance for our desired
application domain, the former can only be done using a laptop, while the latter can
be accomplished using only the smartphone. Thus, our framework is able to offer
rapid application development on the smartphone directly when disaster strikes and
new data gathering efforts are required. By having utility in daily life, in terms of
tracking other data a person would like to have on their smartphone, it is much more
likely to be already deployed when disaster strikes, where as a custom application
would require not only development effort, but also significant deployment effort at
the time of a disaster.

In terms of usability, the custom application is perhaps slightly better, since it is
able to take advantage of more advanced widgets. For example it can be seen in Figure
7.6 that the age range is managed using two sliders. These sliders are linked so that
the minimum age cannot be set higher than the maximum age, preventing data input
errors. This coupling of related fields and validation is simply not available within
our framework, though we intend to add such features in the future and increase
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Figure 7.7: People Finder UI: Implementation Using RAVEN at Runtime

the range of available user interface widgets. Furthermore, it can be seen that the
gender is able to be expressed in terms of images in the list view with the custom
application while no such ability exists within our framework since we do not have
support currently for image based enumerations.

In terms of features we argue that the framework version is superior because of
the ability to support commit, signing and branch operations, as well as peer to peer
discovery and synchronization. These features simply do not exist in the custom
application and would require even more effort in order to add them, however they
are vital to enabling the highest utility of gathered data when a disaster strikes. Of
particular importance is the ability to synchronize over ad-hoc networks such as can
be setup directly between two phones. The centralized server solution in the naive
implementation is simply not appropriate for the domain and requires considerable
complexity and poor assumptions in order to manage. It also requires a great deal of
code to be written as well as the running of a centralized server in order to provide
synchronization at all.

Thus, we feel that our framework offers significant advantages over the naive im-
plementation by, not only allowing users to create applications in place of developers,
but also by providing developers with the tools to create data oriented applications
quickly and easily. Note that with our framework, should a developer wish to replace
the list or edit view we automatically generate from the schema with a richer cus-
tom list view this is entirely possible. The modular nature of the framework allows
developers to choose the level of integration that is appropriate for their needs.
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7.4.3 Conclusions Over RAVEN

In this section we have demonstrated the utility of our RAVEN framework from
two perspectives, that of a compile time developer, and that of a runtime user of the
framework. In persuit of the former we presented our “Schema Creator” application,
which both makes use of the framework and extends the functionality it offers. This
application was very easy to implement using our framework as we simply had to
define the schema for the data we wished to manage and pass it to the system, and
implement one activity which can use that data in order to create a new schema.
The framework allowed us to focus all of our development activity on building the
functionality, which makes the application unique while freeing us from the burden
of implementing the user interface for editing the data.

In order to show the utility of the framework from a runtime users perspective we
implemented a “People Finder” application both with and without our framework.
While the custom application allowed us to build a slightly richer user interface
experience, this could only be done at compile time with considerable effort. In
contrast, the implementation using our framework was accomplished entirely on the
phone, which allows users to develop new data types or modify existing types at
runtime as the needs of the disaster demand.

Thus, we argue that the work of this thesis has made it possible to define a
schema for a structured data store at runtime, and generate a user interface to edit
instances of that schema on mobile devices. This system provides not only developers
with tools to quickly create applications, as we demonstrated with our “Schema
Creator" application, but also enables users to easily create collaborative data oriented
applications directly on the phone. The system is able to generate an edit user interface
at runtime, allowing the system to support dynamic schemas for structured data stores,
with editing and storage on mobile devices. Finally, the framework is able to take
advantage of the inbuilt networking technologies of the smartphone devices, without
the need for fixed infrastructure, which is often damaged in a disaster scenario. We
also feel that this framework has many applications separate from disaster scenarios,
including “To Do” management, shared shopping list applications, shared checklist
applications, and many others, which will make it likely that the application is
installed when a disaster strikes, and a new data collection application is needed.

The work of this section has fully answered our second research question: How can
we build a framework for distributed data collection applications for disaster management
that is easy for developers and users to use, and enables on phone development? We have
demonstrated that with the system developers are able to quickly build data collection
applications, and also enabled the same for users of the system.

7.5 Building Applications with SWAN: Exploratory Case
Studies

In order to evaluate the utility of our SWAN framework, in this section we describe
the implementation of both new sensors and context aware applications using our
framework. These implementations represent exploratory case studies, which we
have used in order to understand if our framework meets the requirements we have
outlined for it. From the sensor perspective, we describe the ease with which we are
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able to develop new sensors for the SWAN framework and bundle these sensors as
separate application APKs, enabling our framework to be highly pluggable. From
the application perspective, we demonstrate the simplicity with which application
designers can build context aware applications using two different applications: a
Context Presentation and Context Augmentation application in the form of our “Life
Diary” application, and a more generic Context Triggered Action application. For
these studies we didn’t select disaster specific applications because we felt that an
application which only served a single purpose, such as logging location, was far too
simple to demonstrate the power of the SWAN framework more completely. Instead
we have chosen more challenging general purpose applications that would also have
utility in a disaster situation, particularly the Context Triggered Action application,
which could be used to create situational alarms, for instance to alert the user to
discovered Bluetooth devices, which may indicate a lost person with a functioning
cell phone.

7.5.1 Sensors

In order to evaluate the development of a sensor for the SWAN framework we
have implemented an ambient light level sensor. This sensor was developed using our
SensorMaker tool3, which takes as input a JSON file describing the sensor. The first
step in writing a sensor is to create a new Android project using Eclipse. Once the
project is created, the sensor author next writes the JSON document for the sensor.
The format of this file is relatively straight forward, and should be quite readable to
developers who are at all familiar with JSON and Android, and so in the interest of
space we do not describe it in detail. The authored sensor file is shown in Figure 7.8.

{ "name" : " Light " ,
" namespace " : " i n t e r d r o i d . contextdroid . sensor " ,
" doc " : "A� sensor � fo r � the �ambient� l i g h t � l e v e l . " ,
" author " : " nick�&l t ; palmer@cs . vu . nl&gt ; " ,
" c o n f i g s " : [

{ "name" : " accuracy " ,
" c l a s s " : " L i s t P r e f e r e n c e " ,
" type " : " i n t " ,
" de fau l t " : " SensorManager .SENSOR_DELAY_NORMAL" ,
" android : e n t r i e s " : " @array / accuracy " ,
" android : entryValues " : " @array / accuracyValues " ,
" android : summary" : " S e l e c t �an�Accuracy " ,
" android : t i t l e " : " Sensor�Accuracy "

} ] ,
" valuePaths " : [ { "name" : " lux " , " type " : " double " } ] ,
" values " : [

{ "name" : " accuracy " , " type " : " s t r ing −array " ,
" items " : [ " F a s t e s t " , "Game" , " UI " , " Normal " ] } ,

{ "name" : " accuracyValues " ,
" type " : " integer −array " , " items " : [ 0 , 1 , 2 , 3]

} ]
}

Figure 7.8: JSON configuration for the light sensor.

3http://github.com/interdroid/SWANTools
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For the light sensor this file is just 21 lines of code, 2 of which are optional
documentation. Once the JSON documentation of the sensor is written, the sensor
author merely runs the SensorMaker tool from the command line, which will generate
a number of files including: the AndroidManifest.xml required for the sensor, a
resource values XML file, the XML layout describing the configuration activity, as well
as the source file for the sensor itself.

Once the generation tool has been run, the sensor designer must implement the
actual sensor by modifying the generated sensor source code. This requires filling
in four Sensor SPI functions to handle creation, registration, un-registration, and
destruction of the sensor, as well as code to connect to the actual hardware sensor
and manage the service level represented by the accuracy configuration parameter.
For this sensor the SensorMaker tool generated 130 lines of Java code, and 86 lines of
XML. Completing the sensor required an additional 69 lines of code consisting of just
28 semi-colon lines of code. For this particular sensor no additional permissions are
required, but it is possible to specify those in the JSON file as well so that they are
put in the manifest. Our experience with several other sensors is very comparable
in terms of implementation effort, indicating that it is indeed very easy to write new
sensors for our framework. As part of our future work, we intend to integrate this tool
with Eclipse, giving developers a graphical new sensor project wizard that will walk
them through the construction of a new sensor, which will prevent developers from
even having to know the format of the JSON sensor configuration.

7.5.2 Applications

In this section we describe two context aware applications we have developed
using our framework, a life diary application and a context actions application. Note
that we do not provide lines of code analysis in these sections because we have not
implemented equivalent applications, because we cannot see how it would be possible
to implement them without reimplementing the framework entirely.

Context Life Diary

In order to evaluate the ability of the framework to support Contextual Augmen-
tation and Contextual Presentation applications, we have developed a “Context Life
Diary” application that automatically composes a contextual diary, and allows users
to view the diary the framework has created. The application starts by showing a
calendar view (see Figure 7.9-a), allowing the user to select the day they are interested
in seeing collected contextual information for. This means the application is augment-
ing the given day with contextual information. Selecting a day in the calendar view,
brings the user to a day view that shows a list of hours in the day, again augmenting
each hour in the day with contextual data. In the case of today, the view is limited to
the hours that have gone by, but is updated in real-time, qualifying this application
as a Contextual Presentation application. The user can expand a particular hour and
see a list of sensors that have collected data in that hour. This application is also
bundled with a “Mood Sensor”, which is a home screen widget that allows the user
to place a “Mood Widget" on their home-screen (see Figure 7.9-b). This sensor is
an example of a “User Input" sensor discussed in Section 5.3.5. By clicking on this
widget the user can select from a number of “emoticons" representing their mood.
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Figure 7.9: Screenshots of (a) ContextLifeDiary calendar view, (b) ContextLifeDiary Mood Widget, (c)
ContextActions app, (d) SWAN Expression Builder, (e) SWAN Sensor Configuration

This widget automatically toggles back to the “unknown mood" icon after 15 minutes,
encouraging the user to enter their mood again.

The hour view displays the names of any sensors that have collected data while
the user was “in the mood". Expanding a particular sensor gives the user a list of
individual data items stored by the sensor. Clicking on a particular entry opens the
recorded data using the RAVEN data visualization UI for the given entry. Furthermore,
because the schema for the data is available to applications that query for data, the
data is self documenting, allowing the application to work with data from any sensor.
RAVEN is able to generate a view for the data from the schema, users are able to view
all the data captured by the sensor for any particular reading. We view this application
as primarily augmenting a users mood with contextual data. This application also
highlights the power of using the RAVEN data management framework within SWAN,
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since this framework allows the application to display data from sensors that the
application has never seen before. In fact, the application only knows specifics about
the mood sensor bundled with the application.

Finally, the application features a preferences activity, which allows the user to
configure the various sensors that they would like to have continuously monitored.
This activity allows the user to configure the monitoring of the various sensors by
registering a value path to be monitored. It only offers to monitor sensors that store
data to long term storage, which it can determine from the sensor meta-data provided
by SWAN. Future work on this application will focus on enabling the user to graph
and map their context data in order to visually determine correlations or anomalies in
the collected data, particularly as they relate to the users mood.

Context Actions

Among the most popular context applications today are several user configurable
Context Triggered Actions applications. In such an application, end users can define
an action to be started in a specific situation. Well known examples are Locale, Tasker,
Llama and AutomateIt. Worth mentioning is that recently Motorola pre-installed a
similar app – Motorola Smart Actions – on their top model smartphones and advertise
it as a unique selling point.

To evaluate the usage of SWAN to build Context Triggered Action applications, we
developed an application we call Context Actions. This app allows users to create a
Context Expression and specify actions that should run when the expression changes
state. Figure 7.9-c shows the user interface of the Context Actions app.

The usage of SWAN simplifies building Context Actions dramatically. The user
interfaces for creating expressions and configuring sensors can be reused as well as
the evaluation of expressions (see Figure 7.9-d,e). Thus, the Context Actions developer
can primarily focus the core component of the app, which is providing useful actions
for users to launch when their expression changes value.

7.5.3 Conclusions Over SWAN
In this section we have evaluated our SWAN framework for sensor applications.

We have shown that with SWAN it is easy for application programmers to easily
write new sensors for the platform with our Sensor generator system. In addition,
we have shown that it is possible to express complex contextual conditions using
our domain specific language for contextual conditions, supporting “Context Action”
applications. Additionally, we have shown that it is also possible to support other
types of contextual applications using the query interfaces provided with SWAN. This
includes applications which need to display contextual information by virtue of the
fact that SWAN is built on top of our RAVEN framework, which can automatically
generate user interface components for viewing sensor data, further validating the
utility of our RAVEN framework. This section has demonstrated that we have been
successful in meeting our second research goal of making it easier to build applications
which make use of sensor data collected using smartphones.

7.6 Evaluating DecisionLib: An Exploratory Case Study
In order to evaluate our Decisionlib library we have implemented a group meeting

application which is suitable for the disaster management scenario outlined above. The
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application works by having one user create a decision and specify several preferred
meeting locations. All other users are notified of this decision starting and join in the
decision. Once all the participants have joined the user who created the decision, the
decision phase begins, at which point the system creates a Virtual Pool to group the
participating users in. All users vote on the preferred meeting location. If there is no
clear winner, another round of voting starts with the least popular choice eliminated.
This is repeated until there is a clear winner. Note that this application can be used in
a number of different scenarios besides disaster management, for instance selecting a
restaurant to meet at for dinner, or where to meet in a park for a picnic. The fact that
our application can be used for a number of every day scenarios means that it is much
more likely to be deployed and users will already know how to use it when a disaster
strikes.

Interacting with the Decisionlib is relatively straightforward and begins by using
the factory pattern to create a DeciderManager which manages the decision for us.

f a c t o r y = DeciderManagerFactory .
getFactory ( CAPABILITIES , PROPERTIES ) ;

UUID uuid = createUUIDFromAndroidId ( ) ;
manager = f a c t o r y . createManager ( uuid ,

deciderManagerHandler ) ;

Note that the CAPABILITIES in this have been configured to be the most resilient, and
as a public vote with notifications of the results on (re)join but other semantics are
available. The factory will create the underlying Ibis implementation and then send
notification to the handler when a new decision is created.

public i n t e r f a c e DeciderManagerHandler {
public void onNewDecision (

D e c i s i o n I d e n t i f i e r newDecision ) ;
}

When a new decision is created the user is required to input a description, the
question and answers and any other data associated with the decision and then a
decider is created.

quest ion = createQuest ion ( loca t ion , notes ) ;
eva luator = new Exhaust iveEvaluator ( ) ;
decider = manager . c rea teDec i s i on ( descr ipt ion ,

question , evaluator , decisionHandler ) ;

After creation of the decider, the decisionHandler will begin receiving events:

public i n t e r f a c e
DecisionHandler <Q extends Question<A> ,

A extends Answer> {
public void onStar t (Q question , int round ) ;
public void onDecision (A answer ) ;

public void j o ined (UUID jo ined ) ;
public void missing (UUID missing ) ;
public void l e f t (UUID l e f t ) ;

}

The decision process events provide information about the decision process, and
which actions are required by the user application. When onStart is called, the user
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Figure 7.10: Create a New Decision Figure 7.11: Free Vote On A Map

is expected to vote on the supplied question. This question is likely to be different
from the initial question in subsequent voting rounds, because the evaluator can limit
allowed answers stored in the question.

The joined/missing/left events provide the user application with up-to-date mem-
bership information. Applications can use this information to build the participants
list for a decision. Our application simply puts all interested persons in the list of
participants when the decision is started.

Set <UUID> p a r t i c i p a n t s = new Set <UUID> ( ) ;
new DecisionHandler . . . { . . .

void j o ined (UUID jo ined ) {
p a r t i c i p a n t s . add ( jo ined ) ;

}
void l e f t (UUID l e f t ) {

p a r t i c i p a n t s . remove ( l e f t ) ;
}

Upon receiving notification that a decision has been started the application adds
to the list of available decisions this new decision. Users are then free to join the
decision.

D e c i s i o n I d e n t i f i e r id =
d e c i s i o n s . get ( getSe lec tedI tem ( ) ) ;

decider = manager . j o i n D e c i s i o n ( id ,
decisionHandler ) ;

Once voting has begun, the DecisionHandler interface will get an onStart event
once for each voting round, and the user must call vote on the decider once every
round. If this is the first round of voting, then the application will do a free vote
where it allows each participant to suggest a location for meeting by clicking on a
map. After the first round these locations are offered as a list and users are requested
to select one of the locations from the list.

new DeciderHandler ( ) {
public void onStar t (Q question , int round ) {
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i f ( quest ion . getPossibleAnswers ( )
== null )
doFreeVote ( question , round ) ;

e l s e
doListVote ( question , round ) ;

}
}

After all the votes from all active participants have been collected, the evaluator is
run on all nodes. The evaluator implements a single method:

i n t e r f a c e Evaluator {
void evaluate ( question , Map<UUID, A> votes ,

Evaluator . Result ca l l back ) ;
}

and calls on of the following methods on the callback after it is done:

i n t e r f a c e Evaluator . Result {
void onNewRound ( ) ;
void onNewRound( modifiedQuestion ) ;
void onResult ( dec i s ion ) ;

}

It can choose to start a new voting round, start a new round with a modified question
or set the final result of this decision. When all the voting rounds have been completed,
the decider will call the onResult() method to signal the end of the decision process.
The application will get an onDecision() event on the DecisionHandler, and can
display it to the user.

7.6.1 Conclusions over DecisionLib

For this evaluation we have implemented an initial decision making application
using our DecisionLib framework and have shown how it is relatively easy to build a
complex decision making application using our framework. We have not provided
a lines of code analysis for this application as it is hard to imagine implementing a
version of the application without simply implementing the complete framework.
None the less, we feel that this early prototype shows the power of the framework for
building these kinds of applications and feel that this application shows that we have
achieved our third research objective of easing the development of applications that
support distributed decision making.

7.7 RAVEN: User Satisfaction

In order to gauge user satisfaction with our software, we surveyed 35 people using a
survey based on the work of Bailey and Pearson[8] (See Appendix C). Participants were
recruited from a demo session at the ISCRAM 2012 conference as well as students
and staff at the VU University Amsterdam and VU Medical Center, Amsterdam.
Participants were given a five Euro gift certificate in exchange for participation.

We selected seven factors from those offered by Bailey and Pearson, which we
felt relevant for analysis of our system: Feeling of Control, Relevancy, User Interface,

7
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Utility My judgment about the relative usefulness of the software used in the
scenario. The usefulness includes any benefits that I believe to be derived
from the software.

High | | | | | | Low
Positive | | | | | | Negative

Sufficient | | | | | | Insufficient
Useful | | | | | | Useless

To me this factor is:

Important | | | | | | Unimportant

Figure 7.12: An example question from the user satisfaction survey.

Language, Understanding, Utility and Flexibility, in accordance with the recommen-
dations of Bailey and Pearson. For each of these factors a set of four positive/negative
adjective pairs was provided, along with a Likert[68] scale with 7 choices. In addition,
users were asked to rate the importance of the factor on a similar scale. An example
question is shown in Figure 7.12.

7.7.1 Calculating Normalized Satisfaction
The scaling of the seven intervals was quantified by assigning the values -3, -2, - 1,

0, 1, 2 and 3 to the intervals. The importance scale was assigned values from 0.10 to
1.00 with steps of 0.15, the value 0.10 being associated with extremely unimportant
and 1.00 with extremely important. The reaction Ri to an individual factor was
then calculated as the average of the four adjective pairs, thus the reaction Ri can
take on values from -3 to + 3 in increments of 0.25. It is important to avoid the
bias introduced by a given individual who may have no reaction to one or more
factors, by rating them neutral and giving an importance of zero. We thus weight and
normalize each factor by only including factors where the average response is non-zero.
Factors evaluated with a zero average response are omitted as not meaningful. These
factors are further weighted by multiplying by the reported importance. The resulting
satisfaction is then normalized to ±1 by dividing the sum of the weighted factors by
the maximum possible score which is given by three times the number of non-zero
factors. Conversion of this normalized score back to a level can be done using Table
7.2

Normalized Satisfaction Translation
+ 1.00 Maximally Satisfied
+ 0.67 Quite Satisfied
+ 0.33 Slightly Satisfied

0.0 Neither Satisfied nor Dissatisfied
- 0.33 Slightly Dissatisfied
- 0.67 Quite Dissatisfied
- 1.00 Maximally Dissatisfied

Table 7.2: Conversion of a Normalized Satisfaction

In order to validate our questionnaire we also asked respondents to rate their own
level of satisfaction on a similar Likert scale. Finally, we asked some demographic
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questions in order to examine if familiarity with smartphones, Android, data collection
and analysis tasks, level of education, age, or familiarity with disaster management
would correlate with satisfaction.

In order to perform a controlled experiment, we provided a usage scenario for
users to follow which introduced them to the system (See Appendix D). This scenario
provided users with a very brief introduction to the software and then invited them
to follow steps which introduced concepts in the system. In order to keep the time
required to perform the scenario to a reasonable length, as we felt a very long scenario
was likely to effect overall satisfaction, we attempted to keep the scenario relatively
short. In order to control for this we also asked a satisfaction question related to the
time taken to perform the scenario.

Finally, we note that the questionnaires were all filled out anonymously in order
to ensure that users were not biased in their responses.

7.7.2 Results

In order to validate that our calculated normalized satisfaction correlates with
self reported satisfaction we calculated the Pearson product-moment correlation
coefficient between the two. This resulted in a correlation coefficient of 0.803 with a
95% confidence interval of 0.641-0.896 (p = 6.634e-09). This is excellent considering
the seven point scale of the self reported satisfaction, and indicates that our normalized
satisfaction is a good measure of overall user satisfaction.

Additionally, we tested the correlation between the individual weighted factors
and normalized satisfaction and found that all factors correlated well with a minimum
of 0.751 and a maximum of 0.853, indicating that each factor, taken individually, is
also well correlated with the self reported satisfaction.

Normalized satisfaction was reasonable given that this was the users’ first exposure
to the software with a mean of 0.218 and a standard deviation of 0.332. Results for all
weighted factors, also normalized to a ±1 are provided in Table 7.3. All factors are
positive, however, Understanding is very nearly neutral, indicating that many users
did not feel that they understood the software well enough. Given that the complexity
of the software and usage scenario and the fact that this was the first time they had
seen the software this is not terribly surprising. Future surveys should probably spend
more time educating the users on the use of the software before having them use it.

Factor Mean Stdev.
Control 0.220 0.353
Relevancy 0.239 0.368
User Interface 0.215 0.367
Language 0.179 0.362
Understanding 0.086 0.511
Utility 0.275 0.402
Flexibility 0.302 0.348

Table 7.3: Mean and Standard Deviation of Satisfaction Factors

Looking more closely at this factor reveals that eighteen users reported a weighted
Understanding greater than zero, with twelve reporting a value greater than 0.33

7
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Factor Mean Importance Stdev. Importance
User Interface 0.833 0.166
Control 0.807 0.194
Utility 0.794 0.175
Understanding 0.799 0.158
Relevancy 0.764 0.190
Language 0.764 0.183
Flexibility 0.721 0.196

Table 7.4: Importance of Satisfaction Factors

on the normalized scale (slightly satisfied). The normalized satisfaction for these
groups was 0.471 ± 0.195 and 0.558 ± 0.182 respectively, indicating that a better
understanding improves overall satisfaction significantly. This also, unfortunately,
means that roughly half of the users did not properly understand the software. In
hindsight this is not surprising, given the very short nature of the introductory text in
the scenario, and the complexity of the operations the users were asked to perform.

Comments from users with low understanding included: “While I was following
the scenario, I didn’t really know what I was doing.”, “I have no idea what I just did...”,
and “I’m not sure I get the point here.”. Users with a high understanding commented:
“Interface is simple but effective and tailored to the purpose of this software.”, “Could
do with some interaction / usability improvements...but I really like the idea!”, and
“Good idea but needs some fine tuning.”. These comments give a qualitative feel
for the quantitative data, where some users failed to understand the software, while
others understood and liked it but felt that the user interface could be improved.

In order to understand which factors were most important, we also examined the
reported rankings of importance, which can be seen in Table 7.4. We compared these
with the fit of an analysis of variance model for normalized satisfaction against all
of the factors in our study (See Table 7.5). We note that users felt that control was
a very important factor, but the model values control far lower. The other factors
are much closer in the model and user reported importance, however, we further
note that our model indicates that the most important factor is in fact Utility by a
factor of approximately 5 over the next most important factor. This factor accounts for
approximately 68% of the variation in normalized satisfaction, which is indeed a very
large effect. The next most important factors are User Interface and Understanding,
which account for approximately 13.5% of the variation each, with all other factors
falling under 1.5%.

We further tested our demographic data against our normalized satisfaction using
the same test. We saw some correlation between education and overall satisfaction with
a value of 0.4527135 and 95% confidence interval of 0.141 - 0.683 (p-value = 0.006319).
Analysis of variance on this factor revealed that education accounted for approximately
20% of the variance. Surprisingly, we saw no correlation between familiarity or
ownership of mobile devices and satisfaction, knowledge of data collection, analysis,
databases, spreadsheets, or even age.
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Factor Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value P r(> F)
Utility 1 2.5192 2.5192 865.607 < 2e-16
User Interface 1 0.5056 0.5056 173.712 2.82e-13
Understanding 1 0.5130 0.5130 176.261 2.37e-13
Relevancy 1 0.0445 0.0445 15.298 0.000559
Flexibility 1 0.0322 0.0322 11.079 0.002531
Control 1 0.0287 0.0287 9.850 0.004081
Language 1 0.0276 0.0276 9.488 0.004715
Residuals 27 0.0786 0.0029

Table 7.5: Analysis of Variance on Satisfaction Factors

7.7.3 Discussion

We are pleased that we achieved positive scores for all factors. Of course we would
be even more pleased if the scores were more positive, given the length of time users
were exposed to the software and the complexity of the scenario we feel that the
results are reasonably good.

We note that the highest mean scores are for Flexibility and Utility, which makes
sense since these were the factors which we focused on when developing the system.
This is a confirmation that we were able to achieve a flexible system with good
utility, which were the main goals of our work. Of particular interest is the very high
contribution of Utility in our analysis of variance. This is particularly interesting
considering the large focus of our work on this factor.

Other interesting results are the importance of user interface and understanding
to overall satisfaction. Because user interaction design was not a large focus in our
research, we are quite satisfied with the results for this factor, however, we note
that additional effort in this area is certainly needed. Furthermore, efforts at getting
users to better understand the software through longer tutorials and explanations
would certainly improve the outcome of future surveys. Furthermore, we feel that the
software should have high utility for data collection applications used as part of daily
life, ensuring that users are already familiar with it, and that the software is already
deployed when disaster strikes. In retrospect, we may have gotten better results for
overall satisfaction with a more through upfront explanation of the software in the
scenario. Combined with efforts to improve and simplify the user interface these two
changes could significantly improve user satisfaction.

7.8 Conclusions

In this chapter we have evaluated the work of the previous chapters using a
series of end user studies, and have shown that our Interdroid platform, made up of
the RAVEN data management framework, the SWAN sensing framework, and our
DecisionLib decision framework meets our original three research objectives, as stated
in the introduction. Additionally, in the case of RAVEN we have performed an end
user satisfaction study with acceptable satisfaction and very good marks for utility.
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8. Discussion

8.1 Conclusions

This thesis has explored the use of smartphones as a platform for community driven
response to a disaster situation. We examined the disaster management application
domain and identified a need for a data collection platform for smartphones.

In Chapter 2 we discuss optimistic replication and describe modern version track-
ing systems. We analyzed the history of version vectors in this area, described the
weaknesses of this system, and some alternatives proposed by the literature. Fi-
nally, we describe modern distributed version control systems and discussed how
they provide the ideal feature set for minimizing both data transfer and number of
conflicts during reconciliation operations. We provided simulation data over all of
the alternatives presented which explored the contributions of various parts of the
version tracking mechanisms to the use of network resources. This addressed our first
research question about the fundamental mechanisms required to enable distributed
data collection applications and the implications of those mechanisms on networking
and processing resources.

In Chapter 3 we presented a framework for the development of collaborative
editing applications using structured data for mobile devices, which we evaluated in
Section 7.2. We feel that this system offers developers of collaborative applications a
simple way to structure and build their application. Even for applications which do
not need collaborative editing features, our system for generating content providers
can significantly reduce development overhead, while also offering versioning features.
For applications which would like collaborative editing features, our system makes it
easy to develop such features and thus reduces time to market. Application developers
are free to develop their applications without consideration for the effects of optimistic
replication on their application. We thus feel that the framework offers developers
a unique set of tools which will unlock the future of collaborative editing on mobile
devices.

In Chapter 4, we have described our extensions to the Versioned Database system
presented in the previous chapter using the Avro Schema language. This system offers
users and application designers the ability to construct SQLite databases with an
arbitrary schema represented using Avro’s JSON encoded schemas, at both compile
and runtime. Such databases can be synchronized via Git push and pull operations.
This brings the total system one step closer to the vision of allowing users to create
and modify structured data systems at runtime, as well as share their data with
other users. The system operates on Android powered mobile devices, providing
application designers the familiar ContentProvider interface to work with. We feel
that the combination of features offered by this system is uniquely powerful and will
enable a host of new collaborative applications. These two chapters addressed our
second research question.
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We have also described SWAN, in Chapter 5, an efficient framework designed
to enable sensor data collection and contextual applications for Android powered
smartphones. This framework provides application designers with the tools to easily
enable a variety of types of new sensors, which we demonstrated in our evaluation
with the implementation of the Light Sensor. In addition SWAN enables applications
that monitor complex contextual expressions necessary to enable “Contextual Action”
applications, which we demonstrated with our Context Actions application. Finally,
the framework offers support for “Context Tagging” and “Context Presentation” ap-
plications, which we demonstrated with our Context Life Diary application. We
also described various optimizations we have made to the framework to make the
framework as efficient as possible. This chapter addressed our second research goal of
enabling sensor data collection applications and addressed our third research question
of what is required to support this type of application. That it was built on top of
the framework built in answering our second research question further validates our
prior work.

In Chapter 6, we described the Decisionlib Distributed Decision Support System,
its requirements, design, and use in an evaluation application. Our analysis of disaster
management literature led us to the following requirements for a distributed decision
support library: flexible, durable, ubiquitous and robust. The Decisionlib decision
support system we have built meets these requirements by supporting reliable com-
munication, membership management, recovery in case of connection failures and
persistence in decisions and their results as long as a participating node is alive. It
supports many types of decisions, and any round-based voting algorithm. It comes
with several pre-defined algorithms and application designers are free to add their
own or tailor an existing algorithm to meet the needs of the application. It runs on
smartphones which people are likely to carry with them everywhere. This chapter
addressed our final research goal of easing development of distributed decision mak-
ing applications for disaster management. It addresses the mechanisms required to
support continued decision making despite the networking challenges provided by
the domain we investigated.

In Chapter 7, we have evaluated the systems described above using a series of
exploratory case studies. These case studies all demonstrated the value of our frame-
work when compared to standard development of such features. We have also, in
Section 7.4, extended the platform to make it easy to write a schema for the platform,
using the tools provided by the platform itself, as part of our evaluation. This demon-
strated the power of the tools we have created for creating novel applications which
are combined with custom code. We also created a People Finder application using
the platform and discuss how this enables a large portion of what we envisioned at
the begining of this thesis.

Finally, we have evaluated the RAVEN framework using an end user satisfaction
survey and found the response to be positive. Our framework scored best on Flexibility
and Utility, on which we focused our work, however respondents indicated that
additional effort on user interface design would significantly improve the usability of
the framework. As this was not the focus of this thesis, we feel this result is quite good,
but look forward to working with human computer interaction experts to further
refine the interface.

In total this thesis has outlined a vision of a platform for distributed data man-
agement applications for mobile devices, which can operate despite the networking
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challenges that a disaster situation creates. We have explored a number of different
aspects of this challenge, from distributed decision making, to context collection, to
data management and synchronization. We have also identified a number of interest-
ing areas for further exploration, while still presenting a platform which already has
high utility. In the end, we feel that we have demonstrated the value of our approach
to this unique and challenging problem area.

8.2 Future Work

While the system is already very promising there are a number of issues remaining
to be addressed before we have reached our full vision. The various aspects of the
system we would like to address in our future work are addressed below.

Edit Widgets

We saw in our evaluation that the hand coded version of our application was able
to offer a slightly richer version of the edit user interface components at the expense
of considerable developer time. As part of our future work, we would like to expand
the types of widgets available to the system at runtime, so that users can build richer
data oriented applications directly on the phone. Of course the added complexity of
such widgets has to be balanced with the usability of the application creator directly.

Replication Scheduling and Availability

While the system currently has the ability to listen for a connection from outside,
we have not yet explored reconciliation scheduling and the effects of continuous
availability on energy usage on the device. We intend to explore issues of replication
scheduling within our framework. A great deal of work has already shown the value
of anti-entropy replication and we anticipate the same working well for our system.

Validation

While largely an effort of engineering, rather than research, we intend to add
support for validation related properties to the Avro schema. This will allow the
user interface components to validate and control input from the user at record
creation time. This will allow us to further simplify our Schema Maker application
described in Chapter 7.4 by moving portions of the validation step out of the code of
the AvroDBMaker and into the schema for the application itself. This will complicate
the user interface for this application some as well in order to allow users to edit the
validation for newly constructed schemas, but we feel the power it will provide users
in terms of data integrity is a small price to pay for this added complexity. Keeping the
user interface simple is important in order for this to work well. Features we intend to
support are validations like range limits on numeric values, string pattern matching,
enforcement of non-null values, minimum and maximum number of entries in arrays,
as well as required keys in a map. We intend to further drive the need for validation
as we build additional applications with the system.
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Hybrid Transfer Systems

There is always a choice in optimistic replication systems of approaching the prob-
lem from a state transfer or operation transfer perspective. Because our framework
funnels all transactions through a content provider, it is the perfect framework for
exploring the trade off between state transfer and operation transfer systems. State
transfer is simpler to replicate because it only requires transmitting the latest state. It
is therefore easier to exchange a given state. The challenge comes when addressing
the merge problem. Operational transfer systems may offer additional opportunities
for conflict resolution at the merge, if semantics of the operations are well understood
and may involve smaller transfers, if the operations size is much smaller than the
state size. However, because it means you don’t have to replay transactions, which
can be expensive when the database is large, to either calculate a binary difference be-
tween the databases or transfer the full database. Operation transfer offers additional
opportunities for resolution, however they are more difficult to generalize since the
operations must have well defined pre- and post-conditions in order to make those
calculations, which can be very challenging for developers to express, and requires
that all operations be well understood at application development time.

Merging Structured Data Stores

We also still need to address the merge problem. For this we need to create a
merge user interface that can be used to merge separate forks in the causality tree
into a single database. In the face of concurrent operations, it is likely that users will
make conflicting writes to the database. We have already begun preliminary work on
this providing queries to do a three way merge of the data in two databases within
our system, as described in Chapter 3. Using the Avro User Interface builder we
have described in Chapter 4, we will build a merge user interface which will help the
user to easily resolve conflicts within the system. As an additional improvement, we
would also like to improve the types of widgets that we support as a native portion of
application creation, so that users can easily create applications with more expressive
user interfaces.

As discussed, a portion of the motivation for this work was to enable us to generate
a merge edit interface for arbitrary data. As such, the current work puts the system
in very good shape to let us explore various merge and conflict resolution strategies
as part of our ongoing work. We will also have to examine conflicting changes to the
schema itself and check for cases where Avro’s schema resolution is not sufficient to
handle these cases.

We feel that conflict resolution is fundamentally application specific, and note
that users don’t always agree on what a conflict is even within a given application[119]
and thus we anticipate using a merge matrix[83] approach which is application and
even user tailored to meet their specific needs. However, unlike the Bayou approach,
and more in line with Astro[74] we accept that users may not all resolve a conflict in
the same way and allow for branches to diverge until users make an explicit merge
operation, and may even desire not to ever make such a merge or to ignore the other
users resolution.
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Search Query Builder

One of the reasons that we have chosen an SQL database for the back-end in our
system is that such databases are much easier to query than other storage models.
SQL is a powerful query language but users should not be required to know SQL in
order to perform powerful searches against their data. As such, we expect to leverage
our user interface builder in order to build a query interface which will allow users to
build arbitrary, complex queries against their data.

Multiple Root Records

Supporting multiple schemas within a single content provider is relatively simple
once there is support for editing a single record, and we certainly intend to support
it in future versions. However, we wanted to generate a proof of concept that our
schema and UI system would work, before taking on the added complexity of including
multiple root entities within a single content provider.

Support For Avro Namespaces

Namespaces in Avro are not currently supported by our system. There are two
approaches to dealing with namespace issues. The first is that we could simply flatten
the entity name including namespace into the table name within a given database.
The second is that we could store each namespace in its own SQLite database and
use the SQLite ATTACH feature to connect multiple databases to the same session
to make these namespaces unique within the database. The disadvantage of the
former approach is that table names become much longer forcing the SQL parser to
work much harder to process the queries we make against these tables, in addition
to the overhead incurred to send the longer queries down to the SQLite layer. The
disadvantage of the later is that SQLite by default limits the number of attached
databases to 10, with a maximum of 30 possible on a 32 bit integer machine. Since
our merge strategy involves using ATTACH to connect the three different versions to
a single database connection, in order to be able to handle the 3-way merge, having
to attach additional databases for each version would prove unworkable, given the
limits of SQLite.

Domain Integrity

While we have argued that domain integrity must partly fall at the level of the
application, we do feel that it is important and worthwhile to enforce constraints
within the SQLite database where possible. In particular foreign key constraints are
particularly important at application development time in order to ensure that devel-
opers have not made mistakes in their strategy for creating, updating and deleting
records. While we have made an effort to design our Avro to SQL system so that it
enforces constraints wherever possible, we are not currently generating the complex
triggers required to enforce foreign key constraints on unions in SQLite. As a portion
of the future work we intend to add the generation of these triggers to the SQL schema
creation process, however doing so requires modifications to the separation of the
Avro schema parsing layer from the database meta-data format which requires a
significant refactoring of the internal meta-data format. Provided that our translation
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layer operates correctly these triggers are not strictly required but would serve as an
additional protection against bugs in our mapping layer in order to guarantee domain
integrity. At the application layer we intend to improve domain integrity by offering
better validation via schema annotation as described previously.

Utilizing Universal Unique Identifiers

Most databases use an integer primary key which is incremented on the local
host. This works fine for single homed databases but is problematic in distributed
systems because they do not uniquely identify the primary key within our system.
By using a complex primary key consisting of a device ID and a unique integer, we
can generate a universal unique identifier for every row in the database. Otherwise,
merge operations will have to keep track of mappings between rows which would be
complex and problematic. Fortunately, on mobile devices such an identifier is already
assigned by the hardware manufacturer. Our translation layer from Avro to the SQL
layer can manage the addition of this unique identifier.

Partial Replication

Because we are targeting mobile devices with more limited storage, we are inter-
ested in not being required to store all change history locally. We saw in Chapter 2
that it is possible to prune the logs of history that nodes have seen and use so called
“long memory” nodes to store a full replica to enable reconciliation between nodes
which no longer are storing shared history. We are very interested in looking at this
issue and believe that a strategy which replicates only a portion of the complete causal
tree is possible using the Git storage model. We intend to investigate the pruning of
history using Git’s filter-branch command and anticipate that such work will be very
interesting to the larger Git community.

Context

Our future work with this framework will focus on quantifying the efficiency
of monitoring our expressions, taking into account the vary large parameter space
of history windows, reduction modes, sensor frequencies, comparators and logic
operators and their various combinations. We anticipate using the product of this
evaluation to provide users and application designers with estimates of energy con-
sumption on a per-expression basis, in order to help them to budget energy wisely.
We will also work on Eclipse project integration, simplifying development of context
applications and sensors even further. Another area of future work lies in exploring
distributed context expressions by adding support for cross device expressions, taking
into account privacy management, where we intend to include per user and per sensor
privacy management policies. Of course this work will also have to address various
communication failures that we anticipate being possible using the “undefined” state
of expressions. Furthermore, we plan to explore the connection of our expressions
to a policy engine for contextual adaptation applications. Finally, we intend to apply
various machine learning algorithms to the collected data in order to find anomalies
or correlations in the time series data collected by our framework in order to try to
enable learning of higher level context using our framework.
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Next, we intend to add support for distributed context expressions which run over
multiple devices in order to enable distributed context applications. For instance, a
user may request to be notified to initiate a call when both they and their partner are
not in meetings.

We also intend to explore context based policy enforcement with our framework,
where what the user can do with the phone changes based on the context of the
phone. Good use cases include preventing playing games during working hours, and
preventing allowing calls to be made to certain users if the user has been at a bar
for an extended period of time. Finally, we intend to explore sharing of context with
other users through storing context information in our data framework as well as
investigate placing data from our databases into context in order to allow expressions
which query a particular database to be created.
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Samenvatting

Rampbeheersing is een complex en interessant domein. De eigenschappen van ramp-
situaties verschillen erg van die van het normale leven en dit domein biedt unieke
vereisten die zowel interessant als uitdagend zijn om mee te werken. In dit proefschrift
gebruiken we deze vereisten als richtlijn voor een verkenning van de mogelijkheden
van nieuwe digitale technologiën die kunnen worden ingezet als een ramp zich voor-
doet. In het bijzonder onderzoeken we hoe moderne smartphones bij kunnen dragen
aan het verbeteren van de uitvoering van taken in rampscenario’s.

Smartphones zijn een relatief nieuwe groep van apparaten en zijn ontstaan door
de samenloop van draadloze netwerktechnologiën en de voortdurende miniaturis-
ering van computers. Het zijn kleine in de hand te houden telefoons met kleurrijke
schermen, meerdere sensortechnologiën en ondersteuning voor meerdere netwerk-
types om gegevens uit te wisselen. We onderzoeken de behoeften van individuen bij
calamiteiten waarbij we de orkaan Katrina als een case study gebruiken. We zetten
onze visie uiteen over hoe smartphone-applicaties ontwikkeld kunnen worden om
niet alleen rampbeheersingsapplicaties te ondersteunen, maar ook in het algemeen
te helpen bij het gezamenlijk bewerken van gestructureerde gegevens, te helpen bij
groepsbesluitvorming en te helpen bij het op de hoogte zijn van de situatie door
contextdetectie. Voorbeelden van het soort van toepassingen waar wij onder andere in
geïnteresseerd zijn, zijn: “vermiste en gevonden mensen administratie”, “situatiebe-
wuste” toepassingen, en “aanwezig en nodig administratie”. Maar we zien ook nut
voor ons werk met simpelere toepassingen zoals “gedeelde takenlijst” of “boodschap-
penlijst” toepassingen. Dit proefschrift bevat een aantal nieuwe bijdragen gericht op
het voldoen aan de vereisten voor deze toepassingen, met inbegrip van een systeem
voor groepsbeslissingen, een context monitor- en meldingsysteem en een systeem voor
gezamenlijke bewerking van gestructureerde gegevens.

Vanwege de uitdagingen die netwerken in rampscenario’s meebrengen ten gevolge
van verlies van een gecentraliseerde infrastructuur, pleiten we voor de noodzaak van
optimistische replicatiesystemen voor gegevensbeheer, die in staat zijn gebruikers
altijd te laten schrijven naar hun lokale gegevensopslag, zelfs wanneer connectiviteit
is verloren. Om gegevens in dergelijke systemen later weer samen te voegen is het
noodzakelijk om te begrijpen welke gegevens gebruikers bezaten voordat ze bepaalde
stukken van de uitvoering bijgewerkt hebben. Daarom, presenteren we in het derde
deel een overzicht van de causaliteit-tracking-systemen voor optimistische repli-
catiesystemen in de literatuur besproken. We beschrijven de aanpak gebaseerd op
de klassieke versievector, die door heel veel bestaande systemen gebruikt wordt, en
ook onderzoeken de problemen met deze aanpak in detail. Vervolgens bespreken we
eerder onderzoek naar Hash Histories en Summary Hash Histories in een poging de
tekortkomingen van de klassieke versievectoraanpak aan te wijzen. We bespreken
het belang van totale gelijkheid en gelijkheid op inhoud voor samenvoegsystemen en
schetsen de combinatie van technieken voor het identificeren van beide soorten van
gelijkheid die worden gebruikt door gedistribueerde versiecontrolesystemen, zoals
Git. We analyseren de verschillende componenten van het Git systeem met behulp
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van simulatie-gegevens op basis van SVN commit logs, wat aantoont dat deze com-
binatie van technieken in staat is om zowel vermindering van het aantal conflicten
dat wordt opgemerkt door het samenvoegsysteem, als vermindering van het aantal
data-transfers tijdens het samenvoegen te realiseren.

We stellen bovendien in dit proefschrift dat, om impact in de dagelijkse praktijk
te krijgen, we systemen moeten bouwen die van nut zijn voor gebruikers en appli-
catieontwikkelaars. We stellen dat de traditionele SQL-databases passend zijn voor
dit gebied vanwege hun bekendheid bij ontwikkelaars en hun snelle dynamische
toegang tot functies als gevolg van indexering. In het vierde deel van ons onderzoek
beschrijven we onze Versioned Database systeem, dat concepten van causaliteits-
tracking combineert met traditionele databases. Dit systeem bouwt voort op de kracht
van Git en maakt gebruik van de “Content Provider”-abstractie afkomstig uit An-
droid om een Versioned Database systeem te bouwen voor generieke applicaties. We
beschrijven hoe dit systeem het crëren van content providers voor ontwikkelaars ver-
simpelt, terwijl het tegelijkertijd kostenloos versiebeheer en datageschiedenis toevoegt.
We bespreken de gebruikersinterfacecomponenten voor het delen en het bladeren
door de datageschiedenis, die we gemaakt hebben om gebruikt te worden in externe
applicaties.

Omdat rampscenario’s zo uitdagend zijn is het vaak niet bekend welke gegevens
moeten worden verzameld voordat er een ramp toeslaat. Daarom stellen we dat het
belangrijk is dat de gebruikers in staat zijn om het dataschema aan te passen aan de
gegevens die zij verzamelen, of zelfs een compleet nieuw schema kunnen schrijven. In
het vijfde deel van ons onderzoek, beschrijven we onze Avro-uitbreidingen voor ons
Versioned Database systeem, dat ons in staat stelt om het schema voor een database
te definiëren in de Avro-schema taal tijdens runtime. We schetsen hoe dit gebruikt
kan worden om de benodigde databewerkingsgebruikersinterface te genereren tijdens
runtime voor de aanmaak en wijziging van gegevens van het gegeven schema. We
beschrijven hoe dit systeem het ontwikkelen van applicaties versimpelt, doordat de
kosten om een gebruikersinterface te maken gereduceerd worden door ons framework.
We beschrijven ook hoe dit systeem gebruik maakt van het Avro schemaresolutieproces
door het veranderen van een applicatieschema tijdens runtime toe te staan, om zo
gebruikers de flexibiliteit te verstrekken die nodig is voor rampbeheersingsapplicaties.

In ons volgende deel onderzoeken we hoe we het verzamelen en structureren van
contextuele informatie kunnen doen. Dit is een voorwaarde voor systemen die zich
aanpassen aan de gebruikerscontext. Dit is essentieel voor het verstrekken van een
passend niveau van situatiebewustheid. In dit deel van ons onderzoek beschrijven
we ContextDroid, een framework voor contextbewuste applicaties op Android smart-
phones. Dit framework is ontworpen om applicatieontwikkelaars het gemakkelijker
te maken situatiebewuste applicaties te crëren, waarbij we het energieverbruik van het
monitoren van de context proberen te verlagen, vooral als meerdere contextbewuste
applicaties worden uitgevoerd op hetzelfde apparaat. Het framework is ontworpen
om uitbreidbaar te zijn, zodat applicaties extra sensoren kunnen toevoegen, bijvoor-
beeld om de taak te modelleren die de gebruiker op dit moment uitvoert, teneinde
applicatie-ontwerpers te voorzien van een flexibel systeem voor het bouwen van
contextbewuste applicaties.

In het laatste deel van ons onderzoek presenteren wij Decisionlib. Deze deel is een
gedistribueerd beslissingsondersteuningssyteem dat draait op mobiele apparaten. In
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een rampscenario is het vaak nodig om beslissingen te nemen op basis van beperkte
informatie, hiervoor hebben we Decisionlib ontwikkeld. Dit systeem is gericht op
het vervullen van deze behoefte door middel van een flexibel, duurzaam en robuust
stemsysteem dat de nadruk legt op communicatie en foutafhandeling om te voorzien
in betrouwbare en eenvoudig te gebruiken groepsgebaseerde besluiten op meerdere
mobiele apparaten, wat van nut is in een rampscenario. De bijdragen bevatten een
analyse van de vereisten voor een dergelijk systeem en een implementatie die voldoet
aan deze eisen. Verder laten we laten zien dat het met ons systeem gemakkelijk is
om verschillende soorten van groepsgebaseerde besluiten uit te voeren, omdat voor
een grote verscheidenheid aan problemen een bijbehorend besluitvormingsprotocol
aanwezig is.

Wij evalueren ons werk door de ontwikkeling van twee soorten applicaties voor
twee perspectieven: het perspectief tijdens compilatietijd voor ontwikkelaars en
het perspectief tijdens runtime voor eindgebruikers. De eerste applicatie is een
schemaconstructieapplicatie, die ons framework zowel gebruikt als uitbreidt. De
applicatie kan gebruikt worden om schemaÕs te schrijven tijdens runtime die door ons
systeem worden ingelezen. De tweede applicatie is een rampbeheersingsapplicatie,
volledig gebouwd op de telefoon tijdens runtime met behulp van ons framework.
Vervolgens bespreken we ons werk in de context van de daarmee samenhangende
werkzaamheden in het veld. Tot slot eindigen we met een samenvatting van onze
bevindingen en we beschrijven onze ideën voor toekomstig onderzoek dat onze visie
voor smartphones als een platform voor rampbeheersing vervolmaakt en de weg opent
voor vele nieuwe gedistribueerde applicaties.
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Appendix A: Schema Creator Schema
{ " type " : " record " , "name" : " Type " ,

" namespace " : " i n t e r d r o i d . vdb . content . avro . schemas " ,
" f i e l d s " : [

{ "name" : " type " , " type " : [
{ " type " : " record " , "name" : " Record " ,

" f i e l d s " : [
{ "name" : "name" , " type " : " s t r i n g " ,

" ui . l a b e l " : " Record�Name" ,
" ui . required " : " true " , " ui . l i s t " : " t rue " } ,

{ "name" : " doc " , " type " : " s t r i n g " } ,
{ "name" : " namespace " , " type " : " s t r i n g " ,

" ui . l i s t " : " t rue " ,
" ui . l a b e l " : " Applicat ion �Name" } ,

{ "name" : " a l i a s e s " , " type " : { " type " : " array " ,
" items " : { " type " : " s t r i n g " } } } ,

{ "name" : " f i e l d s " ,
" type " : { " type " : " array " , " items " :

{ " type " : " record " , "name" : " FieldDef " ,
" f i e l d s " : [

{ "name" : "name" , " type " : " s t r i n g " } ,
{ "name" : " l a b e l " , " type " : " s t r i n g " } ,
{ "name" : " doc " , " type " : " s t r i n g " } ,
{ "name" : " l i s t " , " ui . l a b e l " : "Show� In� L i s t " ,

" type " : " boolean " } ,
{ "name" : " a l i a s e s " , " type " : { " type " : " array " ,

" items " : { " type " : " s t r i n g " } } } ,
{ "name" : " type " , " type " : " Type " } ,
{ "name" : " order " ,

" type " : { " type " : "enum" , "name" : " SortOrder " ,
" symbols " : [ "INCREASING" , "DECREASING" ,

"IGNORE" ] } }
]

} }
}

] } ,
{ " type " : " record " , "name" : " Enumeration " ,

" f i e l d s " : [
{ "name" : "name" , " type " : " s t r i n g " } ,
{ "name" : " namespace " , " type " : " s t r i n g " } ,
{ "name" : " doc " , " type " : " s t r i n g " } ,
{ "name" : " a l i a s e s " ,

" type " : { " type " : " array " ,
" items " : { " type " : " s t r i n g " } } } ,

{ "name" : " symbols " ,
" type " : { " type " : " array " , " items " : " s t r i n g " } }

]
} ,
{ " type " : " record " , "name" : " Fixed " ,

" f i e l d s " : [
{ "name" : "name" , " type " : " s t r i n g " } ,
{ "name" : " namespace " , " type " : " s t r i n g " } ,
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{ "name" : " doc " , " type " : " s t r i n g " } ,
{ "name" : " a l i a s e s " , " type " : { " type " : " array " ,

" items " : { " type " : " s t r i n g " } } } ,
{ "name" : " s i z e " , " type " : " i n t " }

]
} ,
{ " type " : " record " , "name" : " Array " ,

" f i e l d s " : [
{ "name" : " elements " , " type " : " Type " }

]
} ,
{ " type " : " record " , "name" : "Map" ,

" f i e l d s " : [
{ "name" : " values " , " type " : " Type " }

]
} ,
{ " type " : " record " , "name" : " Union " ,

" f i e l d s " : [
{ "name" : " branches " ,

" type " : { " type " : " array " , " items " : " Type " } }
]

} ,
{ " type " : " record " , "name" : " Pr imi t ive " ,

" f i e l d s " : [
{ "name" : " PrimitiveType " , " ui . l a b e l " : " Pr imi t ive �Type " ,

" type " : { " type " : "enum" , " ui . l a b e l " : " Pr imi t ive �Type " ,
"name" : " Primit iveTypes " ,
" symbols " : [ " S t r in g " , " Bytes " , " In t " ,
" Long " , " F loa t " , " Double " , " Boolean " , " Null " ] } }

]
}

] }
]

}
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Appendix B: People Finder Schema
{ " type " : " record " , "name" : " person " ,

" namespace " : " people . f inder . 1 " ,
" f i e l d s " : [
{ "name" : " names " , " type " : " s t r i n g " , " ui . l i s t " : " t rue " } ,
{ "name" : " sex " , " type " :

{ " type " : "enum" , "name" : " sex " ,
" symbols " : [ " male " , " female " , "unknown" ] } ,

" ui . l i s t " : " t rue " } ,
{ "name" : " s t a t u s " , " type " :

{ " type " : "enum" , "name" : " s t a t u s " ,
" symbols " :
[ " a l i v e " , " missing " , " in jured " , " i s o l a t e d " , " dead " ] } ,

" ui . l i s t " : " t rue " } ,
{ "name" : " min_age " , " type " : " i n t " } ,
{ "name" : " max_age " , " type " : " i n t " } ,
{ "name" : " photo " , " type " :

{ " type " : " bytes " , " ui . widget " : " photo " } ,
" ui . l i s t " : " t rue " } ,
{ "name" : " l o c a t i o n " , " type " :

{ " type " : " record " , "name" : " Location " , " doc " : "A� Location " ,
" f i e l d s " : [
{ "name" : " Lat i tude " , " type " : " i n t " ,

" doc " : " l a t i t u d e " , " ui . l a b e l " : " Lat i tude " } ,
{ "name" : " Longitude " , " type " : " i n t " ,

" doc " : " longitude " , " ui . l a b e l " : " Longitude " } ,
{ "name" : " RadiusLatitude " , " type " : " i n t " ,

" doc " : " radius � l a t i t u d e " ,
" ui . l a b e l " : " Radius� Lat i tude " } ,

{ "name" : " RadiusLongitude " , " type " : " i n t " ,
" doc " : " radius � longitude " ,
" ui . l a b e l " : " Radius�Longitude " } ,

{ "name" : " RadiusInMeters " , " type " : " long " ,
" doc " : " radius � in �meters " ,
" ui . l a b e l " : " Radius� In�Meters " } ,

{ "name" : "MapImage" , " type " : " bytes " ,
" doc " : "map� image " , " ui . l a b e l " : "Map�Image " } ,

{ "name" : " Al t i tude " , " type " : " long " ,
" doc " : " a l t i t u d e " , " ui . l a b e l " : " Al t i tude " } ,

{ "name" : " Accuracy " , " type " : " long " ,
" doc " : " accuracy " , " ui . l a b e l " : " Accuracy " }

] ,
" ui . widget " : " l o c a t i o n " } } ,

{ "name" : " date " , " type " : { " type " : " long " , " ui . widget " : " date " } } ,
{ "name" : " time " , " type " : { " type " : " long " , " ui . widget " : " time " } }
]

}
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Appendix C: Satisfaction Questionnaire

RAVEN: End-User Satisfaction and Usability Questionnaire

Demographics

Age Under 20 20-29 30-39 40-55 Over 55

Education
Primary
School

Some Col-
lege

Bachelors Masters
Graduate
Degree

Familiarity
With Disas-
ter Manage-
ment

None Little Some Lots Expert

Familiarity with...

To
ta

ll
y

N
ew

To
M

e

Se
en

a
fe

w
ti

m
es

U
se

O
cc

as
io

na
ll

y

R
eg

u
la

r
U

se
r

E
xp

er
t

U
se

r
Smartphones
Android
iPhone
Databases
Spreadsheets
Data Collection
Data Analysis

I own... Zero One Two Three or More

iPhones(s)
android phones(s)
other smartphone(s)
iPad(s)
Android tablet(s)
Other mobile device(s)
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Experience

Satisfaction
Overall, my sense of satisfaction with the software used in this scenario.

Satisfied ex
tr

em
el

y

qu
it

e

sl
ig

ht
ly

ne
it

he
r

or
eq

u
al

ly

sl
ig

ht
ly

qu
it

e

ex
tr

em
el

y

Dissatisfied

Overall, I am satisfied with the ease of completing the tasks in this scenario.

Agree | | | | | | Disagree

Overall, I am satisfied with the amount of time it took to complete the tasks in this scenario.

Agree | | | | | | Disagree

Overall, I am satisfied with the support information (on-line help, messages, documentation)
available when completing the scenario.

Agree | | | | | | Disagree
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For the following questions please make a choice for all four “axes of description” and rate the
importance of the factor.

Feeling of Control My awareness of my ability to regulate and direct the execution of the
software in this scenario.

High | | | | | | Low
Sufficient | | | | | | Insufficient

Precise | | | | | | Vague
Strong | | | | | | Weak

To me this factor is:

Important | | | | | | Unimportant

Relevancy The degree of congruence between what I want or require and what is
provided by the software in this scenario.

Useful | | | | | | Useless
Relevant | | | | | | Irrelevant

Clear | | | | | | Hazy
Good | | | | | | Bad

To me this factor is:

Important | | | | | | Unimportant

User Interface The material design of the layout and user interface of the software in this
scenario.

Good | | | | | | Bad
Simple | | | | | | Complex

Readable | | | | | | Unreadable
Useful | | | | | | Useless

To me this factor is:

Important | | | | | | Unimportant

Language The set of vocabulary, syntax, and grammatical rules used to interact with
the software in this scenario.

Simple | | | | | | Complex
Powerful | | | | | | Weak

Easy | | | | | | Difficult
Easy To Use | | | | | | Hard To Use

To me this factor is:

Important | | | | | | Unimportant
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Understanding The degree of comprehension that a I possesses about the software used in
this scenario.

High | | | | | | Low
Sufficient | | | | | | Insufficient
Complete | | | | | | Incomplete

Easy | | | | | | Difficult

To me this factor is:

Important | | | | | | Unimportant

Utility My judgment about the relative usefulness of the software used in the
scenario. The usefulness includes any benefits that I believe to be derived
from the software.

High | | | | | | Low
Positive | | | | | | Negative

Sufficient | | | | | | Insufficient
Useful | | | | | | Useless

To me this factor is:

Important | | | | | | Unimportant

Flexibility The capacity of the software used in this scenario to change or to adjust in
response to new conditions, demands, or circumstances.

Flexible | | | | | | Rigid
Versatile | | | | | | Limited

Sufficient | | | | | | Insufficient
High | | | | | | Low

To me this factor is:

Important | | | | | | Unimportant
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Comments

Please share any comments you have about the software used in this scenario.
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Appendix D: RAVEN Usage Scenario

RAVEN: Database Construction and Versioning
RAVEN is a framework for performing data collection tasks for Android. For example, you

could build a database of your books and share it with your friends so they could browse your
collection and ask to borrow one. Alternatively, you could create a database for tracking your
weight and share it with your personal trainer and dietitian. Using RAVEN it is easy to define
the schema for a database entirely on the phone and share it with others. You can then enter
new records and see a list of records entered. With RAVEN you can keep track of whatever data
is important to you and share it with others!

When sharing with others their version of the database appears as another branch of the
database, giving you a consistent view of what data they have, and allowing you to move
forward and backward in the history of versions they made. RAVEN also supports versioning
and branching of local databases, allowing you to look at prior saved versions of your own
database or those of others.

In this scenario you are going to explore creating and versioning a database.

1. Create a Database by selecting Menu -> Add.
2. Give your new database a name.
3. Add fields by pressing the green plus button
4. Set the name and type of the field, and if you would like it to be shown in list view.
5. Press the back button to save your new database.
6. Open the database by selecting it in the list.
7. Add a new record by pressing Menu -> Insert <Type>
8. Fill in the record and press the back button to save the entry.
9. Commit your changes using Menu -> Commit

10. Go back to the list of databases using the back button.
11. Long press on your database and choose “Open Branch or Commit”
12. Expand the list of Local Branches by clicking on it.
13. Expand the list of commits by clicking on Commits
14. Select the lowest commit in the list
15. Note that “Read Only” is displayed and there are no entries.
16. Press the back button to return to the list of databases.
17. Click again on your database to open it
18. Note that the entry you made before is still there.
19. Press the back button to again return to the list of databases.
20. Long press again on your database and choose Manage
21. Expand the “Local Branches” by clicking on it.
22. Long press on Master to open the menu of actions for the branch.
23. Select “Create Branch”
24. Enter a name for the branch and press the “Create Copy” button
25. Note that the list of branches now has your branch.
26. Click on the branch name to open the database.
27. Note that it has the entry you made originally.
28. Add a new record to the database using Menu -> Insert <Type>
29. Commit the database again using Menu -> Commit
30. Press back to return to the list of branches.
31. Open the “master” branch again and note that the entry you just added to the other

branch is not in this version of the database.
32. Congratulations! You have completed this scenario.
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